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CHAPTER-I 

Introduction 

1.1 Nepalese Economy: A Scenario 

1.1.1 General Characteristics 

Nepal is one of the least developed countries of the world having a per capita 

income of less than $ 300 per annum. It extends for 500 miles along the Himalayas 

between 26° 25' and 30° 27' north latitudes and 80° 4' and 88° 12' east longitudes. Its 

northern boundary merges with the Tibet region of the People's Republic of China. On 

the east, it borders with the state of Sikkim and the North Bengal division of the state of 

West Bengal of India. It touches the Indian states of Uttar Pradesh (U.P.) and Bihar on 

the southern side and the state of Uttaranchal on the western side of Nepal. 

Hence geographically, Nepal is a landlocked country sandwiched between two giant 

neighbors China and India, and has a very small economy compared with that of these 

two neighboring countries. Mountainous topography with the highest Himalayan range 

in the north bordering China compared to a strip of plain land bordering India has 

compelled the country to seek her access to the sea and international markets via India 

only. For that matter, the country is totally India-locked and her dependence on the Indian 

economy for a smooth supply of essential goods into the country as well as for export of 

primary commodities has become a persistent feature in spite of stringent measures 



designed to insulate the economy from the dominance of the Indian economy (Khatiwada 

1994: I -2). 

Human development index below 0.50 indicates low level of development. Poverty 

(30.8 %) is the intrinsic problem which has come up due to traditional farming, unequal 

distribution of holdings and high population growth and poor development of industrial 

sector. It is obvious from the sluggish growth of GOP, compared to other developing 

countries the growth rate of GOP in 2004/05 remained 2.3 percent and in 2005/06, it 

again increased only by 2.3 percent, with agriculture and non-agriculture sector 

remaining I .7 percent and 2.8 percent respectively. Rugged topography and landlocked

ness have always limited the socio economic and infrastructure development. Capital 

formation is the key factor, which requires very high rate of growth to increase the 

quality of life of the people. For the large share of resource should go for productive 

investment. Since investment is the function of saving, due to poor economic base saving 

is quite low. The saving investment gap in Nep~tl has ascended to t\\ o digits. It presents 

poor economic domestic resource generation through internal source. 

The structure of the economy is still dependent on agriculture. It contributes about 

40% of the GOP and engages 81% of the people. !\bout 89% or the people I ive in the 

rural areas of the country. The diversitication in the economy has not taken place leading 

to over concentration of economy in agriculture. Agriculture has been f~King the problem 

of underemployment. The productivity of the agriculture sector could not be increased. 

The industrial sector is contributing about HN'o or the CiLW. The trading, construction and 
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services have been contributing about 50% of the GOP and these sectors are providing 

employment to a large section of the population. 

1.1.2 Global and National Economy: A Glance 

Global economy, which had suffered slowdown as a result of crisis of confidence created 

by non-economic events of the past, steadily recovered and grew by 4.1 percent in 2003. 

This was possible with the expansion in the trade of goods and services and efficient 

macroeconomic management during this period. Similarly, the global economy in 2004. 

as compared to 2003, further grew by 1.2 percent point and 5.3 percent. This growth is 

attributable to the adoption and thereby effective implementation of expansionary fiscal 

and monetary policies by the United States and the East Asian Countries. 

The economic growth rate of Developing Asian Countries which was 8.6 % in 2005, 

according to IMF estimates, will grow by 8.2 percent in 2006 and 8.0 percent in 2007. On 

the regional level, the economic growth rate of emerging Asian countries has also been 

higher during all years in review. The growth rate of this region \\as 8.2 percent in 2005 

and the projections tor 2006 and 2007 arc 7.9 percent and 7.6 percent respectively. The 

South Asian Economy, which grew at an increasing rate of 7.7 percent in 2003 and 7. 9 

percent in 2005, is estimated to grow by 7.1 percent and 6.9 percent respectively in 2006 

and 2007. In India and China, the neighboring countries of Nepal, economic growth rate 

was 8.3 percent and 9.9 percent respectively in 2005. The economy in India in 2006 and 

2007 is projected to grow at 7.3 percent and 7.0 percent respectively. whereas for China 

the growth rate is projected to hover around 9.5 percent and 9.0 pcn.:L'nl respectively 

during the same period. At the same time Nepalese economy suffered from several 
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economic and non-economic factors and got very low growth rate (3.3%) in 2003, (3.8%) 

in 2004 and (2.7%) in 2005 in comparison to China, India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. 

The IMF has estimated that the growth of Nepalese economy will be increased at a 

constant rate by 3.0 percent in 2006 and 2007, which is the slight improvement over that 

of previous year (Economic Survey: 2006). A glance on economic growth rates of the 

World has been presented in the Collmving table (l abk 1.1 J. 

Table 1.1: World Economic Growth Rates (in percent) 

2003 2004 I 2005 Pro·ection 
i I 2006 2007 

f-W-o_rl_d_P-ro_d_u_c_tio-n---------+--4-.l-~--5.-3--l-l-4-.8-h.9 4. 7 

Developed Economies 2.0 3.3 1 2.7 1 3.0 2.8 
Major Developed Economies· 1.9 3.1 i 2.6 ! 2.8 2.6 
Other Developed Economies 2.5 4.6 I 3.7 1 4.1 3.7 

Developing Economies 6.7 7.6 '1 7.2 6.9 6.6 
Developing Asia 8.4 8.8 8.6 8.2 8.0 
Emerging European Countries 4.6 6.6 5.4 5.3 4.8 
African Countries 4.6 5.5 5.2 5.7 5.5 
Middle East Countries 6.6 5.4 5.9 5.7 5.4 

-Petroleum Product Exporting Countries·· 6.9 5.7 6.2 5.8 5.5 
Emerging Asia··· 7.5 8.4 8.2 I 7.9 7.6 
New Industrial Asian Economies•••• 3.2 5.8 4.6 

1 

5.2 4.5 
Asian-4**••• 5.4 5.8 5.2 : 5.1 5.7 
China I 0.0 I 0.1 l 9.9 ' 9.5 9.0 1 

South Asia****** 7.1 7.7 7.9 7.! 6.9 
1 

Bangladesh I 5.8 5.9 5.8 
1 

h.O 6.3 
India 7.2 ! 8.1 8.3 7.3 7.0 ' 
Nepal 3.3 i 3.8 2. 7 3.U 3.0 
Pakistan · ':-..7 i 7.1 , 7.0 (J.4 1 6.3 

• USA, Japan, Uc:rmany. !·ranee. lll>. ltalv anlll':ili':ii:Ja·•··nahr:~r:iil:Tr;tc1 T:\I\\c,it T~;,c,; '()liiclii (Fit:H S'.iclll1Xr:l1i!ZS\n:1:lii!,l 

Yemen.*** Dc:veloping Asia. New lndustrtalized As1an Countncs anJ t>loll~\llia "**1-..urc·a. lai\\Cill JJ,,Il~ 1-..0ll;! and Slllgar<•rc 

•••••Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and ·n1ailand ******Bang\adcsil. lnch:L .\1:\!dr\c'. C..cpal. Pai-_ht:<r· .mJ Sn 1 :\llkd 

Source:- World Economic ~)l!lJ.\\c>};.ll'v11'. Wa,llln[!tnniH' Scptc'mhc·r ~1111, .·\piil.'rli•to I'P .' It• ~~- ~ \. ,•_ 1'1 ;~ 11 d !Xto 
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1.1.3 Monetary Perspective 

The monetary system of Nepal shows the dualistic nature of monetary economy. 

The urban is merged in organized industries, trade and service sector. The rural economy, 

where the majority of people languish at subsistence level without any surplus of 

exchange, does not show any improvement in the process of monetization. 

When we look historically in the monetary system of Nepalese economy, it seems 

the two commercial banks viz. Nepal Bank Ltd. ( 1936) and the Rastriya Banijya Bank 

(1965) played an important role in the Nepalese money market. Though those two banks 

were different in origin, they are now operating under the same rule and regulation of 

Commercial Bank Act 1974(Sharma, 1987:53). The Nepal Rastra Bank as a central bank 

of country took entirely a decade since its establishment in 1956, to consolidate its power 

as banker's bank and to regulate operations of banking. By the same token, the Nepal 

Ipdustrial Development Corporation (NIDC) was set up in 1959 with the objective of 

providing financial outgoing of new industries in country. The Agricultural Development 

Bank (ADB) was also established in 1968 with a view to financing in agricultural sector. 

Gaudet (2000) has presented some propositions regarding monetary perspective of 

Nepalese economy which are as follows: 

1. The monetary structure of the Nepalese economy is dualistic in nature. It implies 

that the banking and financial intermediaries have no significant influence on 

unorganized rural sector vis-a-vis with the urban sector. 

5 



.. 
n. The economy is open and liberalized. This suggests foreign capital has been a 

constant source of financing savmgs investment gap and foreign exchange 

deficits. 

iii. Excessive liquidity prevails in the economy and creates price hike inflation. 

IV. Timely improvement in the interest rate structure seems to be advisable for 

promoting savings and investment. 

v. The aggregate demand generated by the monetary expansion in the economy has 

been absorbed by higher imports. This reflects the situation of instability in 

balance of payments. 

1.1.4 A Bird's Eye view On Some Macroeconomic Variables 

1.1.4.1 Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

The Gross Domestic Product. under the National Income Accounting, provides 

a broad view of economic development. The national income statistics reveal the basic 

changes in the past and suggests the trend ofthe future. 

Table-1.2: Average Annual Growth Rate of GOP and Population 
(FY 1985/86 to 1996/97) 

·---·- ----- --
Year Nominal GOP ('Y..) Real GOP Population(%) 

At 1984/85 Price ('Yo) 

1986-88 18.01 4.55 2.66 
1989-91 16.64 5.60 2.66 
1992-94 18.26 5.27 2.08 
1995-97 12.07 4.45 2.07 
Total 16.25 4.97 2.37 

Average 
--.. ' . '" Sources: Statistical Pocket Book. CBS, Nc:pal. 1998, 1:cononuc Sum.:Y. MuliStrY ol hnanc..: . 

IIMG.Ncpal. 1999. . . 
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1.1.4.2 Savings and Investment 

In the context of low per capita income along with pressure of the population, 

national consumption as a ratio of GOP has increased up to 90.5% (in FY 1997/98). This 

has resulted in the low level of gross domestic savings and investment in the economy. 

Table-1.3: Percentage Ratio of Gross Domestic Savings and lnvcstml·nt to GOP 
(FY 1985/86 to 1996/97) 

Year Average As a percentage Average annual T As a percentage Average annual 
Annual savings of GDP at investment I ofGDP Savings gap 

producers 

I 19.68 

(%} 
Prices 

1986-88 7.53 10.64 14.63 24.89 
1989-91 18.37 9.60 19.04 120.34 21.12 

1992-94 36.61 13.00 21.37 120.22 4.73 

1995-97 10.30 14.20 17.12 25.96 30.06 

Total Average 18.20 11.86 18.04 I no· --· ) 20.21 

Source: Economic Survey, Ministry of Finance. HMG. Nepal. 1999. The Year represents fiscal Year 

1.1.4.3 Price and Inflation 

In order to reflect the price situation, the National Urban Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

has been used. A general view of the price level, as measured by the change in consumer 

price index, shows on an average. a progressive escalation from 1991 ( 199011991) to 

2002(200 1/2002). 

Table-1.4: Average Consumer Price Index and Inflation (1991-2002) 

~ 

Year Average Consum -
1991-1993 

~ --~- ---
1994-1996 

-·~----------·---

1997-1999 --
2000-2002 

Source: NRB, Quarterly Economic Bulletin Vol.37 (~o 3). Mid-April 2003. p.-+9 
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1.1.4.4 Money Supply 

The total money stock comprises of narrow money and broad money. The narrow 

money (M I) consists of currency in circulation plus demand deposits. whereas broad 

money (M2) includes M 1 plus time deposits or quasi mone). 

While reviewing the monetary situation ofthc economy. an attempt Ius hecn made here 

to evaluate the growth rate or money supply rrom I t)I.J I oil\\ ~m.ls. 

Table-1.5: Average Annual Growth Rate of Money Stock and Their Ratio to GOP (1991-2002) 

Year Real GOP(%) Narrow Money Ratio Ml/GIW Broad !\toney Ratio M2/GDP 
(1990==100 Price) Ml (%) l\12(%) 

1990-1992 5.05 16.87 3.34 17.08 3.38 

i993~1995 2.83 15.13 5.35 16.23 5.74 

1996~1998 4.42 9.56 2.16 14.62 3.31 

1999-2001 5.27 14.22 2.69 !4.64 2.78 

Total Average 4.39 13.95 3.385 15.64 3.80 

Source: IMF, International Financial Statistics, Vanous Issues (1996 & August 2002) 

1.1.5 History of Monetary Policy: 

Nepal has been an independent country governed by monarchy ranging from absolute 

monarchy to constitutional monarchy. After the Nepal-British war ( 1814-16) which led 

to the Treaty of Sugauli with British East India Company in March 1816. the country was 

absolutely closed for protecting itself from expanding British rule. The modern era 

started from I 95 I following the end of Rana hereditary prime-ministerial rule in the 

country. From 195 I to 1965, the country hovered around the multiparty system with 

constitutional monarchy. In 1960, King Mahendra Bir Bikarm Shah Dev dissolved the 

elected parliament and the government to form a single party Panchayat System. Then, 

the absolute monarchy continued until 1992 when popular up rise reestablished the 

multiparty parliament. During those years, Nepal indulged in planned economy. The 
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first economic plan laid out goals for the period 1956-61. The subsequent economic 

plans were for 5 year period in which economic goals of th~ country were clearly stated. 

These planning dictate fiscal policies and monetary policies of the government. The 

planning commission and the government dictated the monetary policies of Nepal Rastra 

Bank (NRB), the Central Bank. 

According to NEPAL RASTRA BANK SJ\MACilAR (2006) published by Nepal 

Rastra Bank (Central Bank of Nepal), the NRI3 conducted its monetary policy depending 

on the "money-multiplier theory." Therefore. the monetary policy of NRB has been 

targeting M l monetary aggregate based on the money multiplier and the reserve 

requirement. Since the NRB has more control over reserve requirement, it mainly 

manipulated the reserve to achieve the desired level of the monetary aggregate. This 

implies that NRB is implicitly assuming that the multiplier is stable over time . 

. · The major determinants of money supply being the size of monetary base and the 

components that determines the money multipliers. such as income leveL deposit rate. 

various interest rate, liquidity preferences or the people. the theory suggests that the 

NRB's policy has been a steady gnmth money suppl;. vvhich is rdkctcd in the 

publication, the Periodic Economic Planning. ol' the planning commission and the 

Economic Review published by NRB. According to Thapa ( 1997). the highest grO\vth 

was recorded in 1960, and the lowest growth was recorded in 1971. In 1960, theM I and 

M2 monetary aggregates grew by 40.9% and reserve money (monetary base) grew by 

48.8%. In 1971, the growth of M I was 3.9% while reserve money declined by almost 

1%. 
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1.2 Objectives Of The Study 

The present study has tried to test empirically the issue using a hybrid of methods of 

Invariance Proposition of Rational Expectations for least developed country (LDC) in 

South Asia, namely Nepal. The results will be of interest as LDCs are not as much 

monetized as Developed Countriv:.. Rccl'l1tly. II)( 's have cmphasill'd lll1 monetary 

policies to curb int1ation, and to have stable and sound economic growth. Therefore, the 

purpose of this study is to investigate empirically the effects of anticipated and 

unanticipated monetary policies on real output for Nepal. 

The ml;lin purpose of the present study is to analyze the relationship between output 

level and money supply in the line of Rational Expectations Proposition in Nepal. For 

this purpose several Econometric tests have to be examined. In the event of such 

relationship being present, we seek to see how far and to what extent the variation in 

output is related to changes in anticipated and unanticipated part of money supply. 

1.2.1 Conceptual Background of the Rational Expectations Hypothesis 

The policy effectiveness has been a continuing debate in macroeconomics between the 

Classical and the Keynesians. The introduction of the rational expectation hypothesis in 

macroeconomics elevated the debate by differentiating policies into :lllticipated and 

unanticipated. The rational expectation hypothesis suggests that economic agents use all 

available information to form the future expectation. Therefore, any expected policy 

change will not have any impact on real macro-variables as the economic agents fully 

incorporate the information into their expectation formation. The polic; implication of 

this hypothesis is that the change in policy should be a surprise to have a real impact in 
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the economy. However, there are disagreements among economists over the policy 

implications of the rational expectations macro models. 

There are two competing hypotheses. One model, so called the neutrality theory, 

developed by Lucas (1972), and Sargent and Wallace ( 1975) often referred to as LSW 

proposition, stated that the anticipated monetary shocks would have no effect on real 

economic variables neither in short run nor in long run; whereas unanticipated monetary 

shocks should have profound impact on real economic variables. The alternate model 

developed by Fischer (I 977) and Phelps and Taylor ( 1977). established that due to the 

rigidities in the wage contracts, anticipated monetary polices. at least in the short run, 

have strong impact on real economic variables, which is often termed as non-neutrality of 

monetary policies. This contest between these hypotheses breaded tremendous 

theoretical and empirical literature. The empirical literature has been indecisive, some 

supported LSW proposition while others advocated for non-neutrality theory. For 

example, Barro ( 1977), Barro and Rush ( 1980). Attfield ct al. ( 1981 ), Canarella and 

Garston (1983), Chen and Steindl ( 1987). Marashdch ( 1993) found empirical support for 

LSW proposition while Gordon( I 982). Mishkin ( 1982a. b), McGee and Stasiak (1985), 

Chaudhary and Parai ( 199 I) supported the non-neutrality theory. 

Most of these empirical studies have been on developed countries. There are handful 

of studies on oil producing countries and Asian countries. Beladi and Samanta ( 1988, on 

India), Choudary and Parai (1991, on Latin American countries), and Marashdeh ( 1993, 

on Malaysia) did empirical test on the hypotheses. Beladi and Samanta ( !988), Choudary 

and Parai (1991) found evidence tor non-neutrality while Marashdeh (1993) lound mixed 

result, but mainly supporting LS W proposition. Most of empirical studies tested the 
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hypotheses on anticipated and unanticipated monetary shocks. However, Cover ( 1992) 

distinguished between unanticipated positive and negative shocks. He found that 

ri~gative money supply shocks affect output. 

1.2.2 Two Main Tests of Hypotheses 

Since the work has been focused on Rational Expectations Proposition, we have 

to quantify the notions of anticipated and unanticipated part of money supply. Once this 

is done, there are two tests to be conducted: 

1. Testing whether anticipated money does not matter. 

11. Testing whether unanticipated money matters. 

Both these propositions have to be tested separately as the presence of one does not 

necessarily imply the absence of the other, i.e. non-neutrality of monetary policy does not 

imply that the agents are non-rational. 

1.2.3 Study of Causality 

Besides these, the present study endeavors to identity the causal relationship between 

output level and money supply using Granger Causality test. Finally, the study 

concentrates to investigate the structural changes in the relationship between output level 

and money supply. For this purpose, the crucial task is to examine if the relationship is 

stable over the period of study. If not, the period of study, may consist of several sub

periods embodying structural changes. We seek to identify such sub-periods where 

structural changes have occurred in such n:lationship. \Ve then seek to examine, under 
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different sub-periods, the relation between output variation and variation in ditTerent parts 

(anticipated and unanticipated) of money supply. 

The objectives of the present study have been summarized as follows: 

1. To assess the applicability of the policy inetTectiYeness theorem 111 Nepalese 

economy. 

11. To identify the effectiveness of monetary policies to influence the output level in 

Nepalese context. 

111. To analyze the nature of the time series data whether they are stationary or not. 

1v. To explore whether there is cointegrating relationships between the variables. 

v. To investigate whether there is causal relationships between the variables. 

VI. To examine the structural changes in the relationship between output level and 

money supply in Nepal. 

1.3 The Plan Of The Study 

The present work has accordingly been divided into the following chapters: 
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Chapter II presents the literature survey. In this chapter conclusion and findings of 

several works related to the present study have been reviewed. The conceptual 

background of several relevant literatures has also been reviewed in this chapter. 

Chapter Ill deals with source and nature of the data. methodological issues and 

period of the study. The introductions or some econometric methods. which arc applied 

in the present study, have also been mentioned in this chapter. 

Chapter- IV is devoted to study of testing for stationarity of Macroeconomic 

variables which are used in the present work. In order to test the stationarity of the log

transformed series as well as first differences of these series; Augmented Dickey Fuller, 

Phillips-Perron, DF-GLS (ERS), KPSS, ERS Point- Optimal and Ng-Perron modified 

unit root tests have been applied. Stationarity of the variables have also been checked on 

the basis of correlogram (ACF & PACF) and nature of line graphs of these series. 

In Chapter- V, Unrestricted Vector Auto regression (UVAR) model. Cointegration and 

Vector Error Correction Modeling of the series have been presented. for this purpose 

CROW, Engle-Granger ( 1987) and Johansen ( 198X) method of cointcgration have been 

used. Conventional Granger Causality test is also subject I(H· the study. 

Chapter -VI estimates the anticipated and unanticipated parts of money supply. 

ARIMA structures of the series have been applied for this purpose. This chapter is also 
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devoted to study the relationship of output variation with the anticipated and 

unanticipated parts of money supply over the period ( 1959-2003). 

Chapter -VII identifies several sub-periods in which structural changes in output -

money supply relations have occurred. The structural changes have been identified on the 

basis Chow breakpoint test. It also presents the relationship between output level and 

money supply (anticipated and unanticipated parts) over the Jitfercnt sub- periods. 

In Chapter-VIII, observations in different chapters have been presented for review 

along with a discussion on public policy implications of the findings. 

******* 
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CHAPTER-II 

Survey of the Literature 

2.1 The Rational Expectations Hypothesis: 

The rational expectations hypothesis is the hypothesis that, when forming expectations 

about any variable, people will make optimal use of the available information. This 

information includes the actual value of certain variables and, more widely, the nature or 

structure of the world in which people are operating. 

Let the value a variable 'y' takes in period t depend upon. or be a function f (.)of, the 

value of other variables, x1, x2 and x3 have taken in some previous periods. But let y also 

be influenced by a random event. u. So the true nature of the world is the following: 

( 2.1) 

Here the state of the world is represented by the actual value of all the variables and the 

nature of the tO function. Assuming the nature uf the function and values of all the 

variables in period't-1 'then the rational forecast of:.1 will be: 

Where Eytflt-J means the expectation of Yt formed on the basis of information (l) available 

in period t-l.The distribution of u is another element of the 'state of the world' which 
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people are assumed to know. What they do not know is the actual value ·u' will take in 

period t. Usually this distribution is assumed to be normal around zero so that u has a 

mean of zero and the best guess one can form of u1 in period t-1 is that it will be zero. 

Hence, 

(2.3) 

And the forecast error is, 

( 2.4) 

There are two important implications of this: 

-Only Ut appears in the forecast error, the terms in the f(.) function do not appear. This is 

a more formal illustration of the implication of rational expectations that only the 

inherently unpredictable element affecting y1 will fool rational people; the predictable 

element will be predicted by them. 

- Ifthe process driving the predictable component were to change, then the process would 

drive people's expectations. So. if. for example. the process driving y, changed to. 

Where the 'z's are other variables, expectations would be given by, 

The forecast error in any period would still be the unpredictable event, u1• 
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... 

2.2 The Lucas Critique 

A key macroeconomic question tn the iate 1970s was whether the aggregate 

supply curve was best thought of as a new classical formulation or an alternative 

type. Consider the following example. Suppose the aggregate supply function is 

defined as, 

Yt = amr +f3mr-l +XYt-1 +Et ( 2.7) 

Where m1 is the money supply, Yt is output, and Et is an error term. By lagging this 

relationship and repeatedly substituting it back into the equation to eliminate lagged 

output terms, output can be shown to be a function of past money supply. 

Yt = amt t (p +cq)m 1_1 t -----------+ 1:t (2.8) 

A systematic money supply rule based on the previous level of money supply, m1• 1, and a 

random component u~o such as 

(2.9) 

·The random component 'u1' would be influenced on output. 

Consider now the equation above rating output to lagged money supply, we know that 

(2.1 0) 

and by adding and subtracting the terms of E1 _ 1 m1 E, _ 2 mt _ 1 from the equation we can 

rewrite the relationship between output and lagged money supply as relationship between 

output and unanticipated money supply stocks: 
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(2.11) 

This model shows that unsystematic 'surprisl!' in money stock at1ect output, but this has 

been derived from exactly the same equation as the model which purported to show the 

systematic monetary policy can affect output. With the additional assumption. that the 

public make rational expectations about monetary policy, the two models can be said to 

be observationally equivalent. The general implication is that any estimated reduced-form 

.equation which an econometrician discovers in the data is compatible with many different 

.structural models with different theoretical priorities and policy implications. (Lewis and 

Mizen 2000:229) 

Lucas (1972) introduced a rider to this debate which became a turning point 111 

relation to the econometric estimation of economtc models involving expectations, 

known as the 'Lucas Critique'. His observation was that many reduced-form models treat 

the expectational terms in the same vvay as they treat the structural parameters of the 

model, that is, as if they are given and unchanging. l k made a substantive and a 

methodological contribution in his paper. ·Expectations and the Neutrality of Money'. 

The substantive contribution is to develop and analyze a specific mechanism by which 

monetary instability leads to fluctuations in output and inflation. In this mechanism. 

people with limited information confuse monetarv disturbances vvith relative price 

movements, so that monetary fluctuations lead to aggregate output fluctuations. The 

methodological contribution is to illustrate how one goes about constructing dynamic. 

stochastic general equilibrium models to shed light on questions of substanti\ e economic 
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interest. In order to test the proposition that, where nominal aggregate demand shocks are 

highly volatile, the effect of any particular nominal aggregate demand shock is less. 

Lucas got data on nominal and real output/ expenditure covering the years 1951-1967 for 

18 countries. He then assumed that, for each country. the mean value of the growth in 

their nominal expenditure over the whole period \vas a reasonable estimate of what 

people were expecting nominal spending l!rtmth t() he in an) p;1rticular }Car. The 

difference between the actual grovvth in nominal spending and this mean in any year was 

used by Lucas as his measure of unpredictable nominal spending growth in that year 

... 
which is denoted by 'pyr1'. The variance of this series can be taken as a measure of the 

volatility of nominal aggregate demand shocks. For each of his 18 countries Lucas then 

carried out the regression: 

(2.12) 

Actually Lucas has estimated a more complex equation which allows for natural rate and 

lagged effects on y. Using the above equation Lucas has had 18 estimates of'f3 1'- one for 

each country-and 18 measures of the volatility of nominal aggregate demand shocks-

again, one for each country. But ·pi' estimates the in11ucnce an aggregate demand shock 

has on real output or unemployment. I r the mispcrcertions model or the business cycle 

were true then countries \Vith high vnlatilit: should lw tlw-,c countries \\ith I(\\\ estimates 

values of -~~ '. Lucas· results did appear to revet! -,uch a negatih' rL'lationship. One 

criticism of this test is that there arc onlv IS countries in the data set. :.md onl\ t\\O of .. ~· 

these had markedly high volatility n1l'asmcs. So thl' IL':-.ti!t \\:ts rather dcpcnlknt up\ln l\\\l 
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observations. However, later studies used more countries and round the same 

relationship. 

2.3 The Policy Ineffectiveness Theorem: The lnvariance Proposition 

economic variables to try to validate Lucas's new classical model on econometric 

grounds, concluding that the new classical approach ''as not inconsistent \Vith the data. 

They first proposed the strong conclusion of Policy Ineffectiveness Theorem in a simple 

model made up of aggregate supply and aggregate demand equations. a money demand 

function and a monetary policy rule. The aggregate supply function is the Lucas 'surprise' 

function. Aggregate demand depends on the expected real interest rate. that is. the 

nominal interest rate, Rt, and the c~;pcctcd change in the general price level (inflation) 

{) 
\' "t (2.!3) 

The demand for money depends on income. Yt· price:-,. Pt· and nominal interest rates. R.. 

th f"'- t . I b I ll d. t· d d . at a tec s nomma money a ances. ll1t , accor · mg to a txe · parameter, z, an 1s 

written as 

(2.1-f) 

(2.15) 
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Equation (2.15) provides the information that the money supply is the function of the 

difference between output last period and its natural rate. '11' is the systematic part of 

monetary policy. Solving the system, Sargent and Wallace :tssumc that rnarkt:ts clear. and 

by equating the money demand and supply, m1
1
) =-""'m 1". the interest rate can be determined 

as a function of prices and output. since 

(2.16) 

Hence. (2.17) 

Equating the aggregate demand and aggregate supply. y1" .· ~1 11 • give:-. 

(2.18) 

and substituting for the interest rate they are able to derive an expression entirely in terms 

of prices, the natural rate of output. expectations of prices and coefficients of the model 

11. a and X given as 

\~.I l>) 

From this equilibrium expression. thl· system c~uJ h,, ,·l\l~l·d h\ ;t-;suminL! th:tt l'\f1l'Ctatiun:-. 
~ . ......_ ' 

are formed rationally. 



2.4 The New Keynesian Economics: Alternative to Invariance 

Proposition 

Fischer (1977) constructed a model in the spirit of Sargent and Wallace. It was assumed 

in the model that expectations were rational but replacing the market-clearing hypothesis 

in the labor market by the assumption of multi- pl'riod contracts neg:otiatcd in nominal 

terms. These contracts inject an clement of short-run wage stickiness in the 111odcl. In this 

context the policy ineffectiveness proposition is found to be invalid. Monetary policy can 

affect output and employment if the length of the period of the labor contracts is larger 

than the time it takes the monetary authority to react to changing economic 

circumstances. For instance, if the monetary authority increases the money supply 

(reacting to some recent economic disturbances) during the negotiated time period. this 

will affect the price level and therefore. the real \vagc (for the contract period) and in turn 

employment and real output will be affected. In this model public and rrivate agents have 

the same information set at any time but the pub! ic agent has the larger opportunity set. 

The Fischer's model has been explained using the following equations. 

The nominal wage in period t+ I is given by 

(2.20) 

Where, tWt+l indicates a wage negotiated in timet-+ I on the basis of intcnmation available 

up to time t. Wages are based on the achievement of the level of real vvages and are 

therefore dependent on price expectations. hence 

(2.21) 



(2.22) 

By substituting, 

(2.23) 

Ifwe detine the aggregate supply function as dependent un the real \\~1gc rate. 

(2.24) 

Then substituting for nominal wage rate gives 

Yt+l = a/2 ( Pt+l- Et-IPttl) + n/2 ( Pt' t- LtPtcl) 1 ) "' (2.25) 

The equation (2.25) shows that the supply function differs from the Lucas supply 

function in that half the workforce is subject to a contract which is based on information 

from two periods ago. 

Phelps and Taylor ( 1977) and Taylor ( 1979, 1980) had shown that despite the presence 

of rational expectations on the part of individual agents, anticipated policy could still 

have real effects, if nominal contracts arc long term. In such models unanticipated money 

matters but anticipated money matters too if wages and/ or prices are not flexible. 

·2.5 Barro's test of the Misperceptions Model of the Business Cycle 

The Misperceptions Model of the Business Cycle has two predictions:-

1. Predictable movements in variables inllucncing nnminal aggregate demand 

should have no effect on real variables tlwugh unpredictable ones can. 
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u. In countries where nominal aggregate demand shocks arc highly volatile the 

effect of any particular nominal aggregate demand shock is less. 

Barro(l977, 1978) attempted to con!irm the results by 111odcling directly the aggregate 

supply relationship. In order to do this he speci fled the money supply process and from it 

derived estimates of the une.\pcctcd l'ililllt'-L''-' In lll<l!ll'l~ll_, i'ulic). l k tlwn Iilltildl!Ll'd hnth 

variables into a model to explain output and ft1Lmd that whilst anticipated monetary 

policy did not have a statistically significant effect on output the unexpected component 

did-seeming to confirm the new classical approach. Barro provided some initial evidence 

that indicated that the R.E. Hypothesis could not be dismissed simply as a theoretical 

curiosum. His approach was to usc past values f(lr nwney growth and other lagged 

variables to forecast money growth. These forecast equations \\ere then identified 

explicitly with agents' expectations of money growth rates. Barro tested his hypothesis 

by entering the actual money growth rates into the equation to determine if they added 

significant explanatory power to the regression explaining unemployment in terms of 

unanticipated growth. However. it did not happen. Barro argued that he could not reject 

the hypothesis that only unanticipated money gn)\\ th causes uncmplo~ mcnt to deviate 

from its natural rate. Barro·s methodology has been !'un\arded on til~: basi~ of folio\\ ill!; 

equations. Assuming the quantity of money has the main influence on nominal aggregate 

demand and estimating the relationship between the quantity of' money and the variables 

X and Z. 



In the equation (2.26), the component 'dmr1' is the estimate's error term. This error term 

presents the unpredictable part of the quantity of money on its movement. Burro argued 

that his estimated relationship in the equation is part or the state of the world which 

rational agents would have been aware of. So, their one-period-ahead forecasts of 

monetary growth should he consistent with this cstirnat.:. I hl' expected change in the 

quantity of money can be ident i tied as. 

(2.27) 

The unpredictable component as the equation's error term can be identified as. 

(2.28) 

Barro has obtained for each period in his data set an observation on the unpredictable 

and predictable components of the quanti!~ of mone:. \\hie h. :-.incc the quantity of nwney 

is assumed by Barro to be the inlluence on rwmin~ll ac~L'.reu_:ttl' ckmand. illllllllllh to <t sl't 

of observations on unpredictable and predictable nominal aggregate ucmand .. -\~.·cording 

to the misperceptions model of the business cycle. the first componl·nt should cause 

fluctuations in real output and uncmpluymcnt ''hilst the 'iL'cond cnn1ponl'l1t -;hPtrld not. 

To test this he carried out a rcgres-;ion ot';t rL'<tl \~lrl:~hk·tllll'111jlln\111l'lll in his tirs! l'~li'l'r. 

real output in his second- on d1nr, :1ml 1/, . Stl he u-nltlll· 1'<-.grv:;-,:,\11. 

(2.29) 
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and his test is of the hypothesis that b1>0, and b2 =0. In fact Barra's estimate was more 

complicated than this. He included terms to capture movements in the natural rates of 

unemployment and output, and allows for the possibility of lagged etlects of movements 

in nominal aggregate demand. If unemployment is the dependent variable the hypothesis 

is that b1<0. He found that neither hypothesis could he rejected. ;\ number of other 

studies applied the same idea and the results arc rather mixed. As time went on surticicnt 

evidence accumulated suggesting that predictable movements in nominal aggregate 

demand can have real effects to cast doubt on the mispcrcqJtions model of the business 

cycle in its strictest form. 

2.6 Theoretical and Empirical Explorations 

There have been a huge theoretical and empirical explorations on effectiveness (or 

ineffectiveness) of monetary policies. 

Sargent ( 1979) established from theoretic a I first principles that the l'Conometric 

approaches could be misleading. I li~ reasnntnt-> \\:ts tu lx-cume ktHl\\Il as the 

observational equivalence argument h; ''hich it i-; P\'';:;iblc l\) ~lw" that "'stematic 

monetary policy can affect output aml can be rearranl!cd \\ith some rcasonahlc additional 

assumptions to show contrary, i.e. only unanticipated polic) c;m al'kct nutput. [ h~· 

problem for the econometric \\ ork is that ''hi lc tht?~c modci-; hm c di l'krent ~tssumptions 

which set them apart in theory. thcv arc ohsLT\atiotl:l!h L'quivalcnt itl pr<llti,-,, hl'cau.sc it 

is not possible to specify thclll in sud1 ;1 \\,t\ th;lt l!h'\ , .• til hL· ~l'p;tr;Jkd <>11 ,_.\.tllll'llh'tt·il 

grounds when estimated in redun.'d t(mn 



J. Grossman (1979) used nominal Gross National Product ((!~P) a-; a proxy fi.1r policy 

instruments to test the hypothesis that only unanticipated money gro\\th causes 

unemployment to deviate from its natural rate. Grossman's study used quarterly data as a 

contrast to Barro's original study on annual data. His study lends support to the 

invariance proposition. 

McCallum (1980) explained the notion of rational expectations that the real sector of the 

model is completely independent of anticipated monetar) polic). The expected rat.: of 

inflation fully reflects any change in the systematic component of the grovvth of the 

money supply and this directly ra1ses the actual rate of inflation without any 

repercussions in the real sector. This result of the R.E. School is known as the "Policy 

Ineffectiveness" proposition and has been the subject of heated dispute. After a slow start 

the concept of rational expectations became widely accepted. primarily because it seems 

to be the 'Natural Rate Hypothesis' in the nco-classical model. 

W.Buiter (1980). in survey1ng R.F. debate. distinguishl·d t\\O t:pcs or nwdels- the 

walrasian model with frictionless markets and market-clearing price:-, and non-\\ alrasian 

model with sluggish wage and priLT adjuslilll'llls. II tilL· \\ alr~l'> t) pc i~ L(llllbillL'd "ith 

R.E., the policy incfTcctivcncss pmrosition \\ill IY'>Uit II. on the other ham!. a non

Walrasian model is combined with R.L. demand m~ll1a!,!cmcnt polic: \\ill have real 

consequences. Such policy will inllucnce cmplo;. !lll'llt .md lllltpul rate':. 

Gordon (1981) has forcefully challenged the studies claiming to have round support for 

the invariance proposition. He developed a model of gradual price adjustment. In it. the 
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irivariance proposition may be obtained as a special case. Money is neutral in Gordon's 

alternative model in the long run but anticipated money growth may be non-neutral in the 

short run. Gordon's empirical work on quarterly data covered the period 1890-1980. I lis 

basic finding was that prices did not move one for one \vith anticipated changes in 

nominal income as required by the invariance proposition:-.. This finding was also true for 

the 1890-1930 periods during which prices of comnwdit1c~ "L'rl' '1lLnilc th~m in thl.' pllSt

war era. 

Mishkin's (1982) own empirical results somewhat suppor1 the assumption of rational 

expectations but generally throw doubt on the assumptions of neutrality of money. In 

addition, Mishkin also found that, with rise in lag-structure, tests of the invariance 

proposition on longer time support the hypothesis. 

McGEE and Stasiak (1985) first used the V AR model to test all hypotheses involved in 

monetary policy and real output. Their study supported the non-neutrality theory of 

Rational Expectations Proposition. They introduced the methodology that focus on the 

stationarity and restriction issues of the variables. lheir results supported the findings of 

Mishkin's study. 

Beladi and Samanta ( 1988) examined the issUL' using th"· l\\ll ~lL'Jl mcthnJ for the· pcriod 

1952 to 1982. They also rejel'lL·d tilL' h~pothL·si:' ulllL'lltralit.' of rnotll'\ llilL'Il indu-,tri;!i 

production (!P) was used as the mcasurL'S of output \\hilc the n:'iult:-- u:.im.>. (i[)i> '"l~ 

mix. Their argument in using IP was that (i[)P of India ClH1sisted of higher proportion flf 

agriculture rroducts \v h ich was very vo I at i lc as agrk ul turc dcpcnLkd ()n "I.' at hL'I . TilL'\ 

had three different money processes. First one "as standard mune) supply process 
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equation, second one was recursive ex post forecast of money growth, and the final one 

was ARIMA model. Their argument in using recursive forecast and ARIMA model was 

dubious. Since, the research interest lies on the monctar) authorit; 's money supply 

process, the use of ARIMA model and recursive ron:cast in determining anticipated 

monetary policy seems to be dubious. 

Choudhary and Parai ( 1991) explored the issue I(Jr Latin American countries in \\ h ich 

they employed Mishkin's econometric procedure, i.e., two step methods, tor the period 

starting early fifties to late eighties. This is one of the paper in which the theories were 

tested on LDC. They used Theil's adjusted R2 criterion in determining the lag length. 

They hold "Examination of the F-statistics shows that the effect of anticipated money 

growth on the rate of growth of real output is significantly different !'rom zero f()r II of 

13 countries at 5% level and tor all countries in our sample at I 0% level." ( p 584 ). Their 

results validated the non-neutrality theory of Fischer. Phelps and Taylor. 

Ghani (1991) concluded that only unanticipated money matters in the Indian context. 

However, his study had certain star~ shortcomint;!S. I or instanc~...·. he used spurious 

variables in the monetary growth equation. !'L'!lrcss~~d I! ll series un I ;()I ~eric-; and so ,111. 

Cover (1992) studied the positi\1...' and ncgatiw mun~..') slwcb 1(1r tk· I 11ited State..; l(lr 

the period 1951 (I) to 1987 (IV). \~,many cmpiricaltcsh have hc~...·n ,J,HiC on tl1<..' l 'nitcd 

States, the paper mainly concentrated in testing tl1l' positi\e and lll't:ative NEWS. It 

employed two step methods. The lag length \\as determined usin!l '\kaike Information 

Criterion. He defined positive money shock as positive errors from the money supply 

process while negative money shock as negative errors fl·om the money supply process. 
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The results concluded that the negative money supply shocks had significant effect on 

output. 

Marashdeh (1993) studied the effect of anticipated and unanticipated money on real 

output of Malaysia for the period 1970 (I) to 1990 (IV). He employed a VAR model 

payments and real output. Upon imposing restrictions on coeftlcicnts ()r monetar) shocks 

and other parameters, the results showed that the null hypotheses of LSW policy 

ineffectiveness were rejected at 5% level. Moreover. he found that unanticipated changes 

in inflation do influence real output in the short run, supporting the LS W proposition. 

Marashdeh concludes, "However, unanticipated changes in monetary policy, balance of 

payments and fiscal policy did not influence real output. lending support to the classical 

view ofthe economy and rejecting the LSW proposition." (p 925) 

R.Mandal(1997) concluded in the Indian context that output level is related to the 

anticipated part of money supply only, unanticipated part of money supply is not found to 

affect output level significantly during the period of llJS0-1991. 

R.Jha and K.Donde(200 I) obtained exactly opposite results in the Indian context in 

contrast to Sarro's conclusion f(1r the l!S economy that anticipated monetary policy has 

no significant effects on real variables. They hold that for the Indian economy anticipated 

policy matters whereas no significant influence from the unanticipated monetary policy 

exists. According to them, economic agents in India may have rational expectations at the 

micro- level, but the existing rigidities in the svskm do not let this ·rationality' eet . . ~ 

reflected in their behavior and consequently in the macro level data. 
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S. Ranjit (2004) obtained the empirical results for Nepal \vhich supported the non

neutrality of money. Both anticipated and unanticipated money supply shocks 'vvcre found 

to have statistically significant positive impacts on the output level in the economy. The 

further break-down of the unanticipated part of money showed that both of positive and 

negative shocks had equal positive impacts on real output. 

******* 



CHAPTER- III 

Data and Methodology 

3.1 Source and Nature of Data 

In the present study the relationship between output level and money supply for the 

period 1959 to 2003(45 Years) has been analyzed. For this study. we have used the data 

sets of GOP ( 1990=1 00) for output and both M I & M2 tor money supply. Though the 

data series for GOP has been given in di!Ten;nt bases in various issues. we have changed 

all bases in the same year i.e. 1990 as a base year. M I includes ~.:urrcncy hdd by non-

bank public and demand deposit held at monetary sector.M2 consists of M I and time 

deposits held at commercial banks. The source of the data sets of the present study is 

International Financial Statistics (IFS), a publication of International Monetary Fund 

(IMF). The line 34 of IFS represents M I while the line 35 represents quasi money 

compromising time, savings and foreign currency deposits of resident sedors other than 

Central Govt. M2, therefore, gives a broader measure of money supply. \Ve have used 

various issues of IFS for the collection of data. 

3.2 Methodology Adopted 

For the analysis of the study we have used various econometric tools. Several models, 

which are based on econometric analysis, have been used for the present work. Testing 

for stationarity has been applied based on unit root test and /\CF; P/\C'F (corrclogram). 

Cointegration test, UVAR modeling, Ve~.:tor Error Correction modeling. Granger 



Causality Test, ARIMA structure and Chow Test are some of the examples of 

econometric tools used in the present study. 

3.3 Unit Root Tests 

When time series data arc used in ~~conoml'tric analyses. the prelimin:1n statistical step 

is to test the stationary of each individual series. Unit root tests provide information about 

stationarity of the data. Nonstationarity data contain unit roots. The main objective of unit 

root tests is to determine the degree of integration of each individual time series. Various 

methods for unit root tests have been used in the pres~..:nt study. Some of which are being 

stated and.explained below: 

3.3.1 Dickey Fuller unit root test 

The test of unit root was proposed by David!\. Dickey and Wayne!\.. Fuller in 1976. 

To discuss the Dickey-Fuller tests, the model has been considered as following: 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Where Bt is a covariance stationary process with zero mean. The reduced form for this 

model is 

yt =y +8t +ayt-I + Et (3.3) 

Where y= ~o (1-a) + ~ 1 a and 8= ~ 1 ( 1-a). 
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This equation is said to have a unit root if a= I (in which case 8=0) 

3.3.2 Augmented Dickey Fuller unit root test 

In order to test for the existence of unit roots. and to dt.:!termine the degree of 

differencing necessary to induct! stationarity. \Vc have arplicd the augmented Dickey-

Fuller test. Dickey and Fuller ( 1976. 1979), Said and Dickey ( 1984 ), Phillips ( 1987), 

Phillips and Perron(l988), and others devclored modillcations of the Dickey-Fuller tests 

when Bt is not white noise. These tests are called "'augmented" Dickey-Fuller {ADF) tests. 

The results of the augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) determine the form in which the 

data should be used in any subsequent econometric analyses. The test is based upon 

estimating the following equations: 

k 

~y~= y +ayt-t + Ie.i 1'1 Yt-1 ~~ +et (3.4) 
;;2 

k 

~y~= y +8t +ayt-1 +I 0/'-Yt-1+ 1 +c1 (3.5) 
;--='2 

k 

~yr= UYt-1 + I fJ j~Yt-1 +1 +ct (3.6) 
;~2 

Where, Yr =GOP of Nepal; 1'1y1 =First differenced series ofy1. 

1'1Yr-j+I =First differenced series of Y1 at (t- j 1 l {'lags. ( j = 2 -------- k) 

The equation (3.4) is related to /\DF test with constant as e:-;ogcnou~. equation (3.5) is 

based on constant and linear trend as exogenous and ADF test with no exogenous is 

presented in equation (3.6). 
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3.3.3 The D-F GLS unit root test 

The DF-GLS test developed by Elliott, Rothenberg and Stock ( 1996), \Vhich has greater 

power than standard ADF test, also is employed in the present study. 

The DF-GLS t-test is performed by testing the hypothesis ao-=-0 in the regression 

"v d -~-a v d ~t ·1 \\ ,i , · 1 '\ .. r ' ·t·t·l ~~ '-\;t - O;t ~, 1'-. t-1 1 ----- 1 < r· '· t·r' · c 1 ( -'. 7) 

Where y1d is the locally de-trended series y1 .The local de-trending depends on whether we 

consider a model with drift only or a linear trend. 

(i) DF-GLS unit root test without time trends (a model with driit only)-

' yt ""' at't-1 + L t{J i :\i\., +ut (3.8) 
l=l 

(ii) DF-GLS unit root test with time trends (a model with linear trend)-

A 

Yt'~ at"t-1+ L 1Pi t.y' t-1 +ut (3.9) 
1~1 

3.3.4 Phillips -Perron Unit root test 

Phillips(J987). Phillips and Perron ( !9XX) gcnerali;ed the !)! tests tu situations 

where disturbance processes. 1..: 1 arc serially correlated. otiK·r than hy augmenting the 

initial regression with lagged depemknt variahk." ~ts in the ADI' procedure. I he pp 

approach is to add a correction factor to the Dltest statistic. 

Suppose the AR (I) model is. 

U.l Ol 
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If Et is serially correlated the A DF approach is to add lagged ;\ Y1 to 'whiten' the 

residuals. To illustrate the alternative approach the test statistic T( <p 1-l) has been 

considered which is distributed as 1\t from the maintained rcgrcs~ion \vith an intercept but 

no time trend. The PP modi tied version is, 

Zp~l = T(<pt-l) -CF (3.11) 

Where the correction factor CF is 

I 

CF = O.S(s\1- s/)1 (L>y, 1- }~ t)2tr2
) (3.12) 

I ' 

And, (3.13) 

I I 

s\1 = s/ +2 I W,1 I t:,D~-> IT (3.14) 
~=I I :=o-\f l 

W sl = 1- s/ (I+ I) and 

r 
y_l = L)~ I(T -I) (3.15) 

(Patterson 2002:264) 

3.3.5 The KPSS unit root test 

There are many tests for unit roots with stationarity as null but the most common one is 

the KPSS test due to Kwiatowski et al. All the tests for moving average unit roots can be 
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regarded as tests with stationarity as null. The KPSS test is an analog of Phillips-Perron 

test. The model for KPSS test is; 

(3.16) 

Ut =Ut-I +llt Uo = U (t 1,2.----------T) 

£1 and llt are independent and tp(L) is a p111
- order autoregression. The test for stationarity 

in this model is, 

J Ho: cr11-= 0 vs. H1 >0. Under ll 1 the model has been an ARIMA model. 

It has been argued that tests with stationarity as null can be used to contirm the results of 

the usual unit root tests. The two tests are: 

------

Test 1 (usual test) Test 2 (KPSS test) 
Ho: Yt is nonstationary (unit root) Ho: Yt is stationary 

H1: Yt is stationary H 1: Yt is nonstationary(unit root) 

If both tests reject their nulls, their will be no confirmation. But if test I rejects the null 

but test 2 does not (or vice versa) the confirmation can be drawn (Maddala 200 I :553). 

3.3.6 ERS Point Optimal Test 

The ERS Point Optimal test is based on the following quasi-differencing regression 

equation: 

d(yt/a) = d(x/a)'b(a)+ 111 (3.17) 
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where x1 stands for either a constant or a constant along with trend and 6(a) be the OLS 

estimates from this regression. The residual from this equation is: 

YJt(a) = d(y/al- d(x/a)'6(u) (3.18) 

Let SSR (a) = L1J, 2
(a) be the sum of squared residuals function. The ERS point 

optimal test statistic of the null that a •" I against tile altcrnatiw that u '" d . is then 

defined as; 

Pr =SSR (a ) -a SSR (I) /t() (3.19) 

where fo. is an estimator of the residual spectrum at frequency zero. In order to compute 

.the ERS test, it is necessary to specify the set of exogenous regressors Xt and a method for 

estimating fo. 

3.3.7 Ng and Perron (NP) Tests 

Ng and Perron (200 I) construct four test statistics that arc based upon the GLS de-

trended data Ytd· These test statistics are modified forms of Phillips and Perron Za and Z1 

statistics, the Bhargava( 1986) R1 statistics and the ERS Point Optimal statistic. Defining 

the term: 

(3.20) 

The modified statistics can be written as; 

(3.21) 
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Where, c = { -7 if Xt = { I } 

= {-13.5 ifx1=: I. tl 

The NP tests require a specification for x1 and a choice of method for estimating t:, 

3.4 Correlogram 

Testing for stationarity of the variables, the correlogram of the variables has also 

been presented. Correlogram is simply a graphical representation of Autocorrelation 

Function (ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF). The nature of 

stationarity can also be found tentatively with the help of Correlogram. 

3.5 Cointegration test 

The co~ integration test presents the long run equilibrium relationships between two 

variables say y1 and Xt. Suppose that Yt~ I (I) and x 1~ I (I). Then Yt and Xt are said to be 

co-integrated if there exists a f3 such that y1 - Bx1 is I (O).This is denoted by saying y1 

and x1 are CI (I, I). Several co-integration techniques are available for the time series 

analyses. These tests include the Engle and Granger test ( 1987), Stock and Watson 

procedure ( 1988) and Johansen's method ( 1988). 
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3.5.1 Engle-Granger Cointcgration test 

The Engle and Granger approach is also known as a residual test. I r variables in an 

equation are integrated of the same order, say (I), the error term should be stationary, 

i.e., I (0). Let us consider M time series ( Yw---- Y11..,1), t:ach of \Vhich is l( I). and the 

following two regression models. the 1irst with drift and no trend and the second with 

drift and trend: 

,\/ 

Ytl = ~()-+ I L B,Yt-t+l + !:t 
;~2 

M 

Ytl =Po+ ~~t+ I P1Yt-1+-J + Ct 
I-~:_ 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

A test for no cointegration is given by a test tor a unit root in the estimated error terms 

Ct of E1• This can be achieved by applying ADF test to the residuals using the following 

equation: 

I' 

t-.et c:c aet-t+ I ct>,ct 1 + vt 
;~t 

The null hypothesis a =0 is tested using the r stntist1c. 

3.5.2 Johansen Maximum Likelihood Coinh:gration Test 

(3.24) 

The Johansen procedure analyses the relationship among stationary or non-stationary 

variables using the following equation: 

(3.25} 
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This function can be presented according to the following VAR system: 

(3.26) 

in which Xt is ann x I random vector, i:t is NIID (0, ~.),and pis deterministic terms. 

The long-run relationships are cartured in the the coefficient matrix of fl denoted by r, is 

between 0 and n. Then there arc r linear combillatiuJJS oltltc variahks 111 the system that 

are I (0) or co integrated. Under Johansen ( 199! ), and Johansen and J use! ius ( 1990) 

procedures, two tests are available for the determination of cointegrating vectors and for 

t~e estimation of their values. These tests are the trace test and the eigen value test. In 

Johansen's method, a two-stage testing procedure has been implemented. In the first 

stage, the null hypothesis of no cointcgration is tested against the alternative that the data 

are cointegrated with an unknown cointcgrating vector. If the null hyrothcsis is rejected, 

a second stage test is implemented with cointegration maintained under both the null and 

alternative. 

Gonzalo ( 1994) has suggested that Johansen's procedure has properties which are 

superior to alternative co-integration testing methods. 

3.6 Vector Error Correction Modeling 

Vector Error Correction modeling provides important information on the short run 

relationship between any two cointegrated variables. Vector Error Correction test has 

provided empirical evidence on the short run causality between real GDP and money 

supply(Ml &M2) in Nepal. 
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In the present study the vector error correction estimates have be~.:n specified using 

the following model. The model has been used in both cases i.e. involving M 1 & M2. 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

The focus of the vector error correction analysis is on the lagged / 1 terms. These lagged 

terms are the residuals from the previously estimated cointegration equations. In the present 

case the residuals from two lag specifications of the cointegrating equations have been used 

in the vector error correction estimates. Lagged z1 terms provide an explanation of short run 

deviations from the long run equilibrium for the two test equations. Lagging these terms 

means that disturbance of the last period impacts the current time period. Statistical 

significance tests are conducted on each of the lagged z1 term in equations (3.27) and (3.28). 

In general, finding a statistically insignificant cocffic icn1 of the z1 term imp! ies that the 

system under investigation is in the short run equilibrium as there arc no disturbances 

present. If the coefficient of the z1 term is found to be statistically significant. then the system 

is in the state of the short run disequilibrium. ln such :1 caSl' the sign llf ; 1 term gives an 

indication of the causality direction between the t\Yo test variables. 

3.7 Unrestricted Vector Auto regression 

The model for the Unrestricted Vector Auto regression of the variables 111 the 

present study is based on the f()llm\ ing equations:-

(3.29) 

4
., 
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(3.30) 

Where, ~In Y1= first difference of output level (real & nominal). 

~M1 =first difference of money supply (narrow & broad). 

Uij, ~ij. Yi are the parameters to be estimated. 

3.8 Conventional Granger Causality Test 

The model for Conventional Granger causality test is based on the following equations: 

m m 

Yt = La1Mt_1+ Lh 1Yt-J + 1:1 (3.31) 
/~1 /~1 

m m 

Mt = LaiYt-J + Lh 1Mt-1 + llt (3.32) 
j=l j=l 

Where Yt and Mt represents first difference of output level (real and nominal) and money 

supply (narrow and broad) respectively. 

3.9 The ARIMA model 

In order to identify the anticipated and unanticipated part of money supply the ARIMA 

structures ofthe series have been applied. The model has been explained as follcnvs: 

(3.33) 

Where <D (L) = 1- 'I:>/J,L' , e (L) =I+ 'I':~ 1 0jL' and £1 is white noise. 
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This is known as an autoregressive moving average model of orders p and q or more 

simply an ARMA (p,q) model. A simple MA (I) model is; 

(3.34) 

This has an alternative representation as an AR (ex)) model provided 10, I< I. in which case 

the MA model is said to be invertible. Multiplying through by the inverse of (I +01 Lr 1 
= 

(I [\ L 8 2L2 8 3L3 () SLS )Y - • -t - u I - I - I - ....... - I -, · .. · t - ~l - £1 (3.35) 

so that 

z 

-- M. +"I/), [I}~ + !>', (3.36) 
1 I 

If<D (L) contains a unit root, then it can be l~tctorcd into ci) (L) = C!)'(l )(1-L), and the 

ARMA(p,q) model <D (L)Y1= ~t+ 0 (L) £ 1 can be rewritten as ci>'(L)( 1-L)Yt = M+ 8 (L) Et 

In this case Y1 is integrated of order I. and the model is referred to as an A RIMA (p,d,q) 

model, with d= I in this case. (Patterson 2002:254) 

3.10 The Chow Test 

In order to test for the stability of the regression equation, Chow has presented a test statistic 

which is based on F-statistic which can be calculated as: 
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(RRSS- URSS)(1' -- k) 
F=----- ----

URSS(g) 
(3.37) 

Where RRSS is the residual sum of squares from a restrided version of a more general model 

from which the unrestricted residual sum of squares, URSS, is calculated. 

Equivalently RRSS comes from the regression model with the null hypothesis imposed and 

URSS comes from the regression model according to the alternative hypothesis. In this case 

the restricted model imposes just one set of regression coefficients for T observations with 

residual sum of squares 
lj ) 

" 6' - = 1.: 'E: and ~ lt I I 
t~J 

IE212 =b':'E, 
t ~Jj +I 

with T1 -k +T2 -k = T-2k degrees of freedom. 

Chow has used the model for test statistic as; 

(3.38) 

(Patterson 2002: 186) 

In order to find the structural breaks in the period of study, Chow breakpoint test has been 

applied in the present work. 



Table 3.1: DATABASE FOR GDP (Yt) & MONEY SUPPLY (Ml &M2) 

Year 
Yt 

Ml M2 In Y In Ml 

(In million Rs.) 

In M2 I 
(1990=1001 

1959 44658 133.1 152.8 10.70679 4.891101 5.029130 
1960 42695 182.2 209.6 10.66184 5.205105 5.345201 
1961 44146 223.6 256.3 10.69526 5.409859 5.546349 
1962 45253 227.9 266.7 10.72002 5.428907 5.586124 
1963 44716 294 335.1 10.70809 5.683580 5.814429 
1964 45603 378.7 418.6 10.72773 5.936744 6.036916 
1965 46743 481.4 525.4 10.75242 ~6.1.16~ _6~641_60_..j 

r-1--:c9-66--+--49-4-13.,-----~5o6. 3 - 555.9 - -1-0.8679"7 6.227129 6. 320588 
1967 48638 531.7 -- 661.6____ 10. 79i16 6. 276079 6. 399593 
1968 48698 595.8 718.1 10.79339 6.389905 6.576609 
1969 51152 739.4 922.4 10.84256 6.605839 6.826979 
1970 52470 699.2 931.1 10.868 6.549937 6.836367 
1971 51844 784.3 1108.5 10.85599 6.664792 7.010763 
1972 53459 841.7 1293.1 10.88667 6.735424 7.164798 
1973 53204 1090.2 1663.4 10.88189 6.994116 7.416619 
r----~-----r-~--~---

1974 56574 1289.8 1948.2 10.9433 7.162242 7.574661 
1975 57398 1333.5 2180.1 10.95776 7.195562 7.687126 
1S76 59923 1635.8 2810.7 11.00082 7.399887 7.941189 
1977 61731 1932.5 3400.9 11.03054 7.566570 8.131795 
1978 64451 2200.2 4070 11.07366 7.696304 8.311398 
1979 65978 2534.3 4712.1 11.09708 7.837673 8.457889 
1980 64447 2864.4 5525.8 11.0736 7.960114 8.617183 
1981 69823 3204.7 6579.9 11.15372 8.072374 8.791775 
1982 72462 3704.8 7987.4 11.19082 8.217385 8.985621 
1983 70304 4366 9594.4 11.16058 8.381603 9.168935 
1984 77111 4942.3 10841.2 11.253 8.505586 9.291109 
1985 81849 5615.9 13014.1 11 31263 8.633357 9.473789 
1986 85663 6951 15542.9 11.35818 8.846641 9.651359 
1987 87349 8632 19024 11.37767 9.063232 9.853457 
1988 93349 9826 23219 11.4441 9.192787 10.05273 
1989 98567 11720 28106 11.49849 9.369052 10.24374 
1990 103416 14205 33304 11.54651 9.561349 10.41343 
1991 110078 17614 40855 11.60894 9.776449 10.61778 
1992 115166 20428 49316 11.65413 9.924662 10.80600 
1993 118951 25320 61537 11.68647 10.13935 11.02739 
1994 127600 30524 72696- 11.75666 10.32627 11.19404 
1995 125735 33553 84043 - r-1-1-· 7_8___::72::....__,_~ 1 0.42088 _11. 33908 
1996 132906 35544 94288 11.8432 10.47853 11.45411 
1997 139247 38596 109151 11.89179 10.56090 11.60049 
1998 144031 45509 135359 11.92468 10.72567 11.81,569 
1999 150474 55107 164628 11.96904 10.91703 12.01144 
2000 160170 63028 195578 12.02792 i 11.05133 12.18371 
2001 169457 72161 218111 12.07376 i 11.18666 12.29276 
2002 168227 77156 229375 12.03307 i 11.25358 12.34311 

~-~~~-----~-+ 

._2_0_0.0:....3 ~17'--'9'-'4-'0..61-'---.L--=8-=:.37'-.::5:...4.: .. __ ~-~§~_~5- . - __ '!_2 .Q_9!71 l _11_}_3_56~--- __ 1~_.-~_50_57 __ 
{Source-INTERNATIONAL I-INANC lA I STA J"JS Ill"'-' Yl -\ R I H H lK I '!1\ i I'!% \ l J(; liS 1 cl "<~. 2111 l·l .ft--.11) 
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CHAPTER- IV 

Testing for Stationarity of Money and Output 

4.1 Introduction: 

In order to develop models for time series data, it is necessary to know whether the 

data are stationary or not. Only those series are called stationary which are assumed to be 

invariant with respect to time. If the characteristics of the time series data change over time, 

the series are taken as non-stationary. A stationary time series has three basic properties. 

(i) ·A stationary series fluctuates around a constant long run mean. 

E [Yt] is independent uft. 

or, 

(ii) It has a finite variance. 

E (Yt- 11)2 = E(Yt·s- ~t) 2 = o} 

Var(Y1) is a finite, positive constant and independent oft. 

(iii) Cov [Yt.Ys] is a finite function oft-s, but not oft or s. 

E [(Yt- )l)(YH- ~l)] = E[(Yt.1- ~l)(Yr.1 -s- 11)] = Ys 

[cov(Yt, Yr-s )=cov(Yr-1 Yr.1-s )] 

Where)l, a/ and all y5 are constants. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

( 4.3) 

That is, the mean, variance and co-variance of the underlying process are invariant with time. 

Testing for stationarity can be performed with the help of unit root test and/or 

correlogram. 
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4.2 Unit Root test 

Suppose we have a series {Yt} which we know to have been generated by an AR (I) 

process, say 

Yt =a+ pYt-1 + St (4.4) 

Where IPI < 1 and 1;1 is white noise error term. We can estimate the parameters in (4.4) by 

OLS. Our estimator is efficient and the series is stationary since IPI < 1. If the value of p = I. 

the series {Yt} is non-stationary. That is. if the coefficient of Y1. 1 is equal to one. we face 

with unit root problem. Hence, the unit ruot null hypothesis is: I 1,, = p-'= I 

While testing the null hypothesis of unit root. we usc the following equation-

( 4.5) 

Where, y = p -1, !l Y1 -First difference of the series Y1• The null hypothesis of unit root is, 

Ho=y =0.-If' y' is in fact 0, we can write eqn (4.5) as r\Y, =Y~- Yt-t =st 

Time series data, which we often use in practice for economic modeling, almost 

have a unit root at level and such series are known as non-stationary time series. They are 

· also called random walk time series. If the series have the characteristics of non -stationarity 

or random walk at level, then we have to find its successive differences to test the stationarity 

of the series. If the models are developed from the series having non -stationarity. they 

produce spurious relationship between the variables. 

4.2.1 Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Unit Root test: Results of Estimation 

The Dickey-Fuller test was extended by. among many other authors, Said 

and Dickey (1984) to take into account \\hen ty 1) follows an AR (k) process. In the literature 
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it is known as Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test. Lagged values ofy's were introduced in 

(3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) to take into account of the fact that {y1} follows an AR (k) process. Said 

and Dickey approach yields test statistics with the asymptotic critical values as those 

tabulated by Dickey and Fuller. Data should be used in any subsequent econometric 

analyses. The test is based upon estimating the equations (3.4 ). (3.5) and (_1.6). 

The estimations ol the parameter:; tlu-,ed on the equall\lli (; .·+ 1 have been 

presented in the tollowing table (Table 4. I). 

Table 4.1: Estimations of ADF Unit Root Test Equation on Variables 

~--~-----,--~------,---~-----,---------~----------

Dependent Explanatory Coefficient t-statistic I probability 
variable variable 
~lnY1 lnY1. 1 0.021463 

1---.,--------+---=c:..::.oc.c.:ns:..::.tac.c.:n~t ----l--0. 2 09 56 5 
~LlnY1 ~JnY1• 1 -1.140360 

constant 0.037722 
lnNY1_1 0.008140 
constant 0.023830 

~lnNY1_ 1 -0.972033 
constant 0.107786 

~lnM1 1 lnM1 1. 1 -0.005442 

i 2.050596 
i -1.780429 
1 -7.846359 

5.885357 
1.185043 
0.330283 

-6.379611 
5.465127 

-0.902658 
3.786550 

0.0466 
0.0822 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.2427 
0.7428 

0.0000 
0.0000 

0.3719 
0.0005 constant 0. 190818 

~-----~-----~~~~------+-~--~---+----~----4------~ 
~2InMlt L1lnMI 1_1 -0.931458 -6.322940 0.0000 

constant 0.132429 5.442044 0.0000 

~lnM21 lnM21. 1 -0.004114 -0.980233 0.3326 

t--.,.---------+--co_n_st_a_nt_ I 0.204716__ I 5.400992 O.OOOH 
~2 InM21 ~lnM2 1_ 1 : -0.970881 ' -6.623665 0 0000 

con~il_fl_t_ _____ _ l ?_ ~~~2~~ ______ ' __ 6 ?~~-~~-----L~_oo~~- ___ j 

The 't-statistic' of the coefticients ut'the e.\planator;. variable in the table presents the 

Augmented Dickey Fuller test statistic. The linding::, ll·om the Table 4.1 and other 

estimations based on equations (3.5) and (3.6) hme been presented in the first part 

(exogenous: constant), second part (e.\ogenous: constant & linear trend) and third part 

(exogenous: none) respectively of the following table (Tahk 4.2). 
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Table 4.2: Augmented Dickey Fuller Unit Root Test on Variables 

Exogenous: Constant Null Hypothesis: The variable has a unit root. 
Lag length: (Automatic based on SIC, MAXLAG=9) [Sample:- 1959 - 2003] 

Variable ADF test Prob Lag Test critical values I 
I 

statistic value length I% 5% 10% 
I lnY 2.050596 0.9998 0 -3.588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 

6lnY -7.846359 0.0000 0 -3.592462 -2.931404 -2.603944 

In NY 1.185043 0.9976 () -3.588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 
--·------·-- ----- --· -~-~------------·- ------------~--- --

6lnNY -6.379611 0.0000 0 -3.592462 -2.931404 -2.603944 

lnMl -0.902658 0.7782 0 -3.588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 
-- ------·- - . . - -- ---------~----------- . -----~-----------

lllnMI -6.322940 0.0000 0 -3.592462 -2.931404 -2.603944 
lnM2 -0.980233 0.7522 0 -3.588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 
6lnM2 -6.623665 0.0000 0 -3.592462 -2.931404 -2.603944 I __ L._ _________ ----

E xogenous: c onstant, L' mear tren d 
lnY -2.193497 0.4807 2 -4.192337 -3.520787 -3.191277 

6ln Y -8.816670 0.0000 0 -4.186481 -3.518090 -3.189732 
In NY . -2.601538 0.2816 0 -4.180911 -3.515523 -3.188259 

6lnNY -6.472161 0.0000 0 -4.186481 -3.518090 -3.189732 
lnM1 -2.171765 0.4929 0 -4.180911 -3.515523 -3.188259 

. --- -------------
6lnMI -6.237164 0.0000 0 -4.186481 -3.518090 -3.189732 
lnM2 -2.175162 0.4911 0 -4.180911 -3.515523 -3.188259 

6lnM2 -6.542661 0.0000 0 -4.186481 -3.518090 -3.189732 
--· 

E N xogenous: one 
------ --

lnY 6.715892 1.000 0 -2.618579 -1.948485 -1.612135 
6ln Y -0.448267 .5143 3 -2.624057 -1.949319 -1.611711 
6:zln Y -8.902897 0.000 2 -2.624057 -1.949319 -1.611711 
In NY 10.54346 1.0000 0 -2.618579 -1.948485 -1.612135 

··-----t-----------
6lnNY -0.355329 0.5501 5 -2.627238 -1.949856 -1.611469 

------- ----~------- ----

6 2 lnNY -5.273061 0.0000 
-~ --~l~~~-?~~~2/{~ -=~i~~~~~~6 .• _____ --\'~6\12416;~-lnM1 10.96791 1.000 

6lnMl -1.114717 I 0.2362 3 I -2.624057 -1.949319 -1.611711 
L1LJnMl -5.890954 0.0000 __ 3 ___ /-2.625606·------1 94960-9 ----- -1.611593 

lnM2 4.166666 1.oooo --~--r:J.619a51-------~1.948686 -
~----

-1.612036 

L1lnM2 -0.954235 0
0

2
o
9
z;-=1= ~r ~J-Jq~r~r - ~ ~ ~:~~r 

-----

-1.611711 
L11 lnM2 -9.228296 

------ . ~-

-1.611932 
-

• MacK.mnon ( 1 'I%) ( lrw-"J,_.;n:r:;-:iTLI;c,· -
___ j _______________ .. _, __ 

·u"7\crt(1ilrJilllia,~d on SIC'. ~TTII~\(, CJ 
._J 

The findings from the above table have been sumnwrizl'd in f(lilowing JWints: 

(i) Comparing the test statistic \\ ith the critical value:-,. thl' conclusion 

can be drawn whether the variable is stationarv or non-stationan. From the . -
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table it can be concluded that all the variables are suffered from non-

stationarity at level. 

(ii) Only the first difference of such variables has the characteristics of 

stationarity. 

(iii) The result is quite different for the case of no exogenous. The series 

are stationary only at the second differences in such cases. 

Besides ADF unit root test on variables. the study is devoted to mention the other 

unit root tests also. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 are related to DF-GLS unit root test, Table 4.5 

explains Phillips-Perron test, Tables 4.6, 4.7 & 4.8 are related to Kwiatkowski-Phillips-

Schmidt-Shin test, ERS-Point optimal test and Ng-Perron modified test respectively. 

4.2.2: Dickey-Fuller-GLS Unit Root Test: Results of Estimation 

The DF-GLS unit root test, elaborated by Elliott, Rothenberg and Stock, based on 

the t-test of the hypothesis a0=0 in the regression equation. 

A d -~ , , d , \ .J , \ .d -l- . r\Yt - any t ~t-,lJ. ) 1.1 ' ------- t al': y t-r . error te1 m (4.6) 

Where, Yt =GOP of Neral ( t cc· I t))l) -------------2003 J 

y1d is the locally de-trended series )t. 

The local de-trending depends on whether \\e consider a model \\ ith dri n only or <.l 

linear trend (Maddala. 2002:550). 

The latter case is based on the follm,ing equation. 

( 4.7) 

The DF-GLS Unit root test has been performed on the basis two equations: 
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(i) DF-GLS unit root test without time trends (a model with drift only)-

k 

Yt)l = ay''t-1+ I t{Ji L\y'\., +ut (4.8) 
,-I 

(ii) DF-GLS unit root test with time trends (a model with linear trend)-

k 

Yt' at't-1+ I ll'i ~/1-1 +ut (4.9) 
1=1 

where y1' is the GLS de-trended real output (and other variables). For the DF-GLS test 

with SIC lag selection, there are no additional unit root rejections. 

The findings from the OF -GLS unit root test. which are based on equations (4.8) 

and (4.9), have been presented in the following tables (Tables 4.3 & 4.4): 

Table 4.3: Dickey-Fuller-GLS Unit Root Test on Variables 

Exogenous: Constant Null Hypothesis: The variable has a unit root 

Variable ERS OF- Lag t; --~ C~l cri~~al values' 
GLS test length 10% 
statistic 

lnY -1.713881 5 625606 -1 949609 -1 611593 

~lnY -0.514962 3 -2.624057 -1.949319 -1.611711 
-~--- -- ~----- ----

~:.tinY 0.017729 4 -2.627238 -1.949856 -1.611469 

In NY -1.563904 6 -2.627238 -1.949856 -1.611469 

~In NY -4.663495 0 -2.619851 -1.948686 -1.612036 
- ---- ------------

lnMI 0.276458 4 -2.624057 -1.949319 -1.611711 

~lnMI -0.598926 3 -2.624057 -1.949319 -1.611711 
~zlnMI -1.198784 4 -2.627238 -1.949856 -1.611469 

lnM2 -0.632651 5 -2.625606 -1.949609 -1.611593 

~lnM2 -0.118500 3 -2.624057 -1.949319 -1.611711 
~:.tlnM2 -0.935555 4 -2.627238 -1.949856 -1.611469 

__ L__ _______________ 
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Table 4.4: Dickey-Fuller-GLS Unit Root Test on Variables 

Exogenous: Constant, Linear trend Null Hypothesis: The variable has a unit root 

Variable ERS 
GLS 

DF- Lag 
test length 1% 

Test critical values 
5% 10% 

statistic 
1------f--:--:::-::-:::-=c::-=---t-------- ---------------------------:--1 

lnY -1.255053 0 -3.770000 -3.190000 -2.890000 
1------f--::::-:::-::-=-=-:::-:---t--:------· -··-----------------------1 
~In y -7.065671 0 -3.770000 -3.190000 -2.890000 
lnY -1.53-29-fs ___ ---o -~ ~j.7ioo6()- -X:i9-oooo- - -i-_-g96o(w-, 

~--~---+---:---:c-:--:-:-:::-::--+------c:-- ·---- --------------------------- -----· 
~In y -6.220423 0 -3.770000 -3.190000 -2.890000 
lnMl -2.080509 0 -3.770000 -3.190000 -2.890000 
~lnMl -5.098195 0 -3.770000 -3.190000 -2.890000 

j.....:l=n:::M:...:..2::..:_-+-_-=-2.-=-34=7=2=os::---+--o-=---+-_-=-3_:.. 7:=7-=-oo::-:o-::-o---=_ 3:-. ::-:19-::-o-=-oo::-:o:------ -2. 89oooo 
f-----+-------- - ---·-··-
~lnM2 -5.168297 0 -3.770000 -3.190000 -2.890000 
Macl<mnon ( 1 ~~()) toll!ott-Kotncnoerg-:,tock ( 1996. I able I) ***Automatic based on ::ilL. MAXLAU' 

The outcome of the DF-GLS unit root test depicts the same conclusion as ADF 

test when constant and linear trend are taken as exogenous. The results have been 

summarized as following: 

(i) The series are not stationary at level. 

(ii) The null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected when the variables are 

in first differences. 

However, the ERS DF-GLS test statistic from the Table 4.3 (i.e. exogenous- constant) 

doesn't explain the nature of stationarity of the variables properly except the variable -

Nominal output (NY). Hence the conclusion that the variables are stationary at first 

differences has been drawn on the basis of second case (i.e. exogenous- constant and 

linear trend) in DF-GLS unit root test. 

4.2.3: Phillips-Pcrron Unit Root Test: Results of Estimation 

The results of estimations from Phillips-Perron unit root test have been presented 

in following table (Table 4.5): 
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Table 4.5: Phillips-Perron Unit Root Test on Variables 

Exogenous: Constant Null Hypothesis: The variable has a unit root 

Variable Phillips- Prob Band·· Test critical values 
Perron test value -width 1{% 5% 10% 

statistic 
lnY 2.425708 1.0000 1 -3.588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 

t--~--------

~-592462 -2.931404 -2.603944 .!\In Y -7.691083 0.0000 4 
+- -· 

In NY 1.223705 0.9979 2 -3.588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 
- --~ 

r 
---·- -·- -· -~--------------· -- --------- ---- -- ·----~-- -----l 

~In NY -6.383283 0.0000 J -3.592462 -2.931404 -2.603944 ' 
-- ---.-------------- -----·----~--~-----··-·----- -

lnMI -0.888079 0.7828 5 -3.588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 
---------- ------------· 

~lnMI -6.503866 0.0000 10 -3.592462 -2.931404 -2.603944 

lnM2 -1.227756 0.6541 16 -3.588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 

MnM2 -7.655977 0.000 27 -3.592462 -2.931404 -2.603944 

Exogenous: Constant, Linear trend 

lnY -2.455896 0.3474 I -4.180911 -3.515523 -3.188259 

~In Y -8.816670 0.0000 0 -4.186481 -3.518090 -3.189732 

In NY -2.602955 0.2810 1 -4.180911 -3.515523 -3.188259 

~In NY -6.472119 0.0000 I -4.186481 -3.518090 -3.189732 

lnMl -2.171765 0.4929 0 -4.180911 -3.515523 -3.188259 

~lnMI -6.356959 0.0000 9 -4.186481 -3.518090 -3.189732 

lnM2 -2.281759 0.4346 4 -4.180911 -3.515523 -3.188259 

MnM2 -7.199580 0.0000 25 -4.186481 -3.518090 -3.189732 

Exogenous: None 

lnY 6.77841 1.0000 
~lnY -4.434442 0.0000 
In NY 10.81440 1.0000 
~In NY -2.139663 0.0326 

----------

lnMI 9.647173 1.000 
----

~lnMI -2.567971 0.0114 
-------

lnM2 10.59127 1.000 
-------- ----···--

~lnM2 -2.323613 0.0211 l MacK111non ( I'I'H>) ( Jnc-sllk·Jl'~-~-a u;:;;,~-~-

The test statistic, as presented in the table. supports the hypothesis or a unit root on 

variables when they arc in level. The hypothesis is rejected when the variables are in first 

differences. Hence it can be concluded that the variables are stationary when they are in 

first differences and non-stationary at level in all the above mentioned cases. llowcvcr, 
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the null hypothesis is rejected only at 5% level of significance for the first difference of 

nominal output and money supplies (M I & M2) in the case of 'None Exogenous'. 

4.2.4: KPSS Unit Root Test: Results of Estimation 

The results of estimation from the Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) 

unit root test on variables, which are based on equation (3.16), have been presented in 

the following table (Table 4.6). 

Table 4.6: KPSS Unit Root Test on Variables 

Exogenous: Constant Null Hypothesis: The variable is stationary 

--~-- -----~~---------

Variable KPSS test Band Residual HAC 
statistic (LM- width** variance Corrected Variance 
stat.) (no correction) (Bartlett kernel) 

lnY 0.834315 5 0.208555 

~In Y 0.659738 4 0.000996 0.001070 

In NY 0.848113 5 2.415740 12.83501 

~In NY 0.380810 3 0.004744 0.005225 
-------- --------------

lnMl 0.861027 5 3.592854 18.75985 

~lnMl 0.108757 5 0.005367 0.005401 

lnM2 0.860010 5 4.975932 26.12488 

~lnM2 0.260549 18 0.003623 0.001646 

Asymptotic critical Values 1% 5% 10% 
0.739000 0.463000 0.347000 

--- ------------~- ------- -- ---·---------------~ ------- -- -------------~-

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend 

lnY 0.219421 5 10.007622 
------

~In Y 0.096673 I 0.000858 0.000624 

In NY 0.191930 5 0.030380 0.139468 

~In NY 0.172666 I 0.004506 0.004429 

InMl 0.130366 5 0.013635 0.053861 

~lnMl 0.091383 5 0.005292 0.005455 

lnM2 0.135267 4 0.006198 

~lnM2 0.149561 17 0.003553 

Asymptotic critical Values 1% 5% 10% 
-

0.216000 0.146000 0.119000 
*Kw Jall\owsi\J·I'hJIIJps-Schnudt-Shm ( !992. Ta11f<:::-n --------- ---- • *rw\lc;\ '-\VcSf usiiii!TIU -· --g , rtll:tt1c rncr---·--
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TheKPSS test statistic of the variables supports the null hypothesis that the variable is 

stationary when they are in first differences. However, the KPSS test statistic shows that 

the null hypothesis is accepted even in level form of nominal output and both money 

supplies in later case (i.e. constant and linear trend as exogenous), the conclusion has 

been drawn on the basis of former case ( i.e. constant as exogenous). 

4.2.5: ERS Point-Optimal Unit Root Test: Results of Estimation 

The findings from this unit root test are presented in following table (Table 4. 7) 

Table 4.7: ERS Point-Optimal Unit Roots Test on Variables 

Exogenous: Constant Null Hypothesis: The variable has a unit root 

Variable Elliott-Rothenberg-Stock Lag length •• HAC Corrected 
test statistic Variance 
(P-statistic) (Spectral OLS 

auto regression) 
lnY 568.1185 0 0.000906 

.0.ln Y 5.187157 0 0.000860 

In NY 1406.628 
-- -------- f--

0.004590 0 
~lnNY 2.275993 0 0.004594 

lnMI 2232.308 0 0.005265 

~lnMI 4.534211 0 0.004799 

lnM2 4449.400 0 0.003542 ____ ,__ 

~lnM2 5.142870 0 0.003187 

Test critical values· 
-- ---------------- ------- ---- ------

10' Y% 10% /o 
- -------~ --------~--- - -- ----- -----~------··--

~-- ~ -~-=J 1.8700 2.<J700 3.9100 
-----------·--- -- -·-·· ---- -. ---·· -- ---··--·-----

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend 
--------·-r -- -- r - -------- --- --- -

-l-~ - ~--~mm- -~1 
------1----() - --t----().004456 ____ 1 

I ! --- J 

----+---~L ___ L-- 0.004746 ---j· . +--Q_ ______ _j_ 0.004796 

------+- --- () . -; - -~00~18~-- - --
1 () 0.003181 I 

-------------· 

lnY 275.0271 
-~-----

~In Y 6.745437 
f---

In NY 51.42926 

~In NY 4.985337 
-----~----- --

lnMI 13.50041 

~lnMI 6.677749 

lnM2 9.879003 

~lnM2 7.051560 
------ .L_ ______ ------ ----- ---------------- - ------~ 

s<~·c) I 0%> • 
----------------- ----- ------------------------- __j 

_Q ______ -- 5:?2000 . . . 6 770000 -· - J 
-.. S"pe,trc~rms \Rllc~-\C:u<>n.c;rc~;nxr.\c --rJ 

Test critical;aT~e~-- ---~~;)-
c--------------

---- - 4.22000 
- - ----
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According to the ERS Point-Optimal test statistic in Constant & Linear Trend as 

exogenous, the variables (Real output, nominal output and narrow money supply) are 

stationary at first differences except for broad money supply. But such conclusion 

cannot be drawn in former case (i.e. constant as exogenous) except for nominal output. 

4.2.6: Ng-Pcrron Modified Unit Rout Test: Results of Estimation 

The results of estimation from this unit root test are presented in the following table: 

Table 4.8: Ng-Pcrron Modified Unit Root Test on Variables 

Exogenous: Constant Null Hypothesis: The variable has a unit root 

Variable Lag Ng-Perron test statistics HAC 
length• MZa MZt MSB MPT corrected 

vanance 
lnY 5 0.77750 0.44104 0.56726 26.0363 0.015535 

1'1ln Y 3 -0.00071 -0.00048 0.68200 29.6276 8.87E-05 

lnNY 6 -0.39142 -0.17986 0.45950 16.0590 0.298344 
---------- --

1'1ln NY 0 -16.8813 -2.90466 0.17206 1.45363 0.005365 

lnMl 4 -0.14009 -0.06817 0.48664 17.9945 0.445607 

1'1lnM1 3 -2.58165 -0.98042 0.37976 8.81358 0.001486 

lnM2 5 -20.7767 -3.08369 0.14842 1.65869 6.546833 

1'1lnM2 3 -3.12491 -1.08258 0.34644 7.59050 0.001266 
.. 

Asymptotic 1% -13.8 -2.58 0.174 1.78 
---------~----------·--------·-

--- __ .. _. ___________ ---

Critical 5% -8.1 -1.98 0.23 3.17 
Values •• 10% -5.7 -1.62 0.275 4.45 

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend 

lnY 0 -1.69614 -0.79354 0.46785 43.5421 0.000961 

1'11n Y 0 -16.2092 -2.84677 0 17563 5.62235 0.000766 

1nNY 0 -2.55220 -1.12530 0.44091 35.5393 0.004520 

1'1lnNY 0 -20.5155 -3.17037 0.15454 4.63762 0.004615 

lnM1 0 -7.16344 -1.85119 0.25842 12.7838 0.004876 

6lnM1 0 -16.8945 -2.90471 0.17193 5.40404 0.005071 

lnM2 0 -9.89734 -2.04593 0.20672 9.97327 0.003217 

6lnM2 0 -16.1313 -2.83714 0.17588 5.66618 0.003326 

Asymptotic I% -23.8 -3.42 0.143 4.03 
Critical 5% -17.3 -2.91 0.168 5.48 
Values 

.. 
10% 

-
-14.2 -2.62 0.185 6.67 •• Ng-Perron (200 I, Table I) ------------.-Spcctr~iTGLS-dctreMcd AK based on Sll', MAXLAG-
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Ng-Perron modified unit root test statistics as given in the Table ( 4.8) present the 

same conclusion that the variables are stationary at first differences. But the conclusion 

can be drawn only on the basis of later case; the former case cannot explain the nature of 

stationarity properly. 

4.2.7 The Overview of the Results 

Hence, transforming all the variables in natural logarithmic form. first differences 

of the transformed series are free from non-stationarity (i.e. unit roots).lf the variable is 

stationary at level, the variable is said to be integrated of order zero. I (0). If the variable 

is differenced once and differenced series is stationary. it is said that the original series is 

integrated of order I, denoted by I (I). Similarly. if the original series has to be 

differenced twice before it becomes stationary, the original series is integrated of order 2. 

or I (2). From all the above mentioned unit root tests. it can be concluded that all the 

variables are I (I), i.e. the variables are stationary at first ditTcrences. 

4.3: Graphical Representation of the series 

The following figures (Figure 4.1. 4.2. 4.3. 4.4. 4.5, 4.6. 4.7 and 4.8) present the 

nature of stationarity of the variables (Real output. nominal output. narrow money 

supply and broad money supply) with the help of line graphs of the series. The Figures 

(4.1, 4.3, 4.5 and 4.7) show the line graph of the variables at level which are non .. 

stationary; the Figures (4.2, 4.4, 4.6 and 4.8) show the line graph of the variables at first 

difference which are stationary. The nature of stationarity (or non-stationarity) can be 

compared with the hdr of line graphs and dit'krcncc hct\\cen such sl'!'ics can easily he 



seen. The line graph of non-stationary series (Real output, nominal output, narrow 

money supply and broad money supply) starts from the left corner ofthe box and moves 

upward almost out with fluctuations towards right corner of the box while the line graph 

. of stationary series generally begins from middle part of left vertical axis of the box and 

moves rightward with fluctuations towards the middle part of right vertical axis of the 

box. 

Figure 4.1: Line Graph of Real Output at Level 

(Non-stationary Series) 
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F'igure 4.2: Line Graph of Real Output at First Difference 

(Stationary Series) 
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Figure 4.3: Line Graph of Nominal Output at Level 

(Non-stationary Series) 
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Figure 4.4: Line Graph of Nominal Output at First Difference 

(Stationary Series) 
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Figure 4.5: Line Graph of Narrow Money Supply at Level 

(Non-stationary Series) 
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Figure 4.6: Line Graph of Narrow Money Supply at First Difference 

(Stationary Series) 
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Figure 4.7: Line Graph of Broad Money Supply at Level 

(Non-Stationary Series) 
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Figure 4.8: Line Graph of Broad Money Supply at First Difference 

(Stationary Series) 
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4.4 Correlogram: Graphs of ACF & PACF 

Correlogram is a graphical representation of :\utocorrclation Function (ACT) and 

Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF) at different lags. Plotting the values of ACF and 

PACF in a graph, it gives the informal idea \vhether the series is stationary or not. The 

visual graphs of ACF and PACT should lie bet\veen the lines of confidence interval for 

almost all the lags for stationarity: othenvise the series can be taken as non-stationary 

series. The 95% confidence interval for sample autocorrelation coetticicnts (p1J = ± 1.96 

{l/.V45) == ± 0.2922. Hence, the autocorrelation coefficient should lie between -0.2922 to 

+0.2922 for the data \Vhcn they arc in level Cor stationarity. For the lirst dillcrcncc or tlw 

series the confidence interval is (Pk) = ± 1.96 ( li.V44) =0.2455 on either side of zero. The 
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coefficient of ACF should lie between -0.2955 to +0.2955. If an estimated Pk falls inside 

the interval, the hypothesis that the true Pk is zero is not rejected. But if it lies outside this 

confidence interval, then the hypothesis that the true Pk is zero can be rejected. The 95% 

confidence interval has been shown as two dashed lines in the correlogram of different 

series on the following figures (Figure 4.9, 4.10, 4.1 L 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16). 

From these correlogram, it can be held that -

(i) All the series at level suffer from non-stationarity. 

(ii) All the first differenced series are stationary. 

For· example, the Figure 4.9 shows the sample correlogram of the real output, 

which is obtained from E-VIEWS 4.1 software package. The correlogram up to 20 lags 

has been shown. One striking feature of this sample correlogram is that it starts at a very 

high value (0.942 at lag I) and tapers ofT very gradually. Even at lag 7 the autocorrelation 

coefficient is still a sizable 0.548. From this figure. two facts stand out: First. the ACF 

declines very slowly; ACF up to I 0 lags arc individually statistically significantly 

different from zero, for they all arc outside the 95% confidence bounds. Second, after the 

first lag, the PACF drops dramatically, and all PACFs after lag I are statistically 

insignificant. This type of pattern is generally an indication that the tinll' series is non

stationary. Again for all the li rst J i llcrenced series .. \ C F and P A ( T arc lrec from an: 

significant spike at any lag. Again the spikes cross the base at the second or third lag. 
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Figure 4.9: Correlogram of Real Output at Level (Non-Stationary) 

Included observations 45= Conelog1.1m of YT=Sample: 1959 2003= 
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC 0-Stat Prob 

1 0.942 0.942 42.610 0 000 
2 0.882 -0.038 80.882 0.000 
3 0.816 -0.088 114.44 0.000 
4 0750-0.041 143.45 0000 
5 0.5:32 -0 045 1GB 07 0 000 
6 0.615 -0 037 188 59 0 000 
7 0 548 -0.040 20531 0 000 
8 0.483 -0.024 218.65 0 000 
9 0 418 -0 049 228.90 0 000 

10 0.351 -0 061 236.33 0.000 
11 0.288 -0.009 241.50 0.000 
12 0.227 -0.038 244.81 0 000 
13 0.164 -0 066 246.59 0.000 
14 0.105 -0.022 247.34 0.000 
15 0 048 -0.037 247.50 0 000 
16 -0.005 -0.020 247.50 0.000 
17 -0 055 -0.024 247.73 0.000 
18 -0.102 -0.038 248.55 0.000 
19 -0.146 -0.025 250.28 0 000 
20-0.185-0.018 253.18 0000 

Figure 4.10: Correlogram of Real Output at First Difference (Stationary) 

:Included observations: 44 =Conelogram of O{YT)=Sample: 1959 2003= 
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC 0-Stat Prob 

66 

1 -0.138 -0.138 0.8980 0.343 
2 -0.038 -0.058 0.9661 0.617 
3 0.318 0.311 5.9492 0.114 
4 0.216 0.339 8.3060 0.081 
5 0.055 0 215 8.4646 0.132 
6 -0.035 -0.093 8.5317 0.202 
7 0.244 0.034 11 775 0.108 
8 0.100 0 011 12.337 0.137 
9 1}011 0.047 12.344 0 195 

10 0.163 0 135 13.927 0 176 
11 -0094-0202 14.471 0.208 
12 0 196 0.044 16.910 0 153 
13 0.018 -0.039 16.930 0.203 
14 -0.267 -0.352 21.752 0 084 
15 0.196 0.007 24.420 0.058 
16 0.021 0.012 24.452 0.080 
17 -0.178 -0 103 26.832 0.061 
18 -0.178 -0.188 29.297 0.045 
19 0. 1 49 0 008 31 . 1 06 0. 039 
20 0 066 0 172 31.470 0.049 



Figure 4.11: Correlogram of Nominal Output at Level (Non-Stationary) 

Correlogram of LNNY 
Included observations: 45 - · -Sample: 1959 2003 = 
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation A.C PAC 0-Stat Prob 

1 0.944 0.944 42.834 0 000 
2 0.885 -0.056 81.355 0 000 
3 0.823 -0.060 115.44 0 000 
4 0. 7 59 -0. 048 145. 15 0 000 
5 0.693 -0.050 170 57 0 000 
6 0.628 -0.034 191.97 0 000 
7 0.562 -0.050 209.54 0 000 
8 0.498 -0.017 223.72 0.000 
9 0.432 -0.068 234.67 0 000 

10 0.365 -0.046 242.73 0.000 
11 0.300 -0.035 248.34 0.000 
12 0.237 -0.039 251.92 0.000 
13 0.175 -0.035 253.94 0.000 
14 0.115 -0.029 254.85 0.000 
15 0.056 -0.061 255.06 0.000 
16 0.001 -0.008 255.06 0.000 
17 -0.047 0.004 255.23 0.000 
18 -0.093 -0.045 255.91 0.000 
19 -0.139 -0.047 257.47 0.000 
20 -0.180 -0.021 260.22 0 000 

Figure 4.12: Correlogram of Nominal Output at First Difference (Stationary) 

Correlogram of D(LNNY} 
=Included observations 44 Sample: 1959 2003 = 
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC 0-Stat Prob 

1 0 028 0.028 0.0374 0.847 
2 -0.015 -0.016 0.0483 0 976 
-, 

0 148 0 149 1 1323 0.769 _J 

4 [! 241 0.237 4 0649 [! 397 
5 -0 10 1 -0 111 4.5956 0 467 
6 1}260 0 273 8 2064 [1223 
7 11053 -D.043 8.3607 0 302 
8 -0 118 -0 151 9.1407 0 331 
9 0 109 0 135 9.8337 0.364 

10 0 130 -0 046 10.838 0 370 
11 -0 098 -0 021 11.429 1}408 
12 -0 07 4 -0.097 11.776 0.464 
13 0 051 -0.059 11.948 0.532 
14 -1} 182 -0.132 14.187 0.436 
15 -0 152 -0.168 15.790 0.396 
16 1}029 0025 15.850 l1464 
17 -0 023 0.037 15.888 0.532 
18 -0 013 0 173 15.902 0.599 
19 -I} 083 -0 092 16.463 0 626 
20 -0.001 0.065 16463 0 687 
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Figure 4.13: Correlogram of Narrow Money Supply at Level (Non- Stationary) 

-Correlogram of MH 
Included observations: 45==========>:::!ample 1959 2003 

Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 

1 0.932 0.932 41.758 0.000 
2 0.866 -0.017 78.685 0.000 
3 0.801 -0.033 111.01 0 000 
4 0.733 -0.055 138.75 0.000 
5 0.668 -0.023 162.34 0.000 
6 0 606 -0.011 182.26 0 000 
7 0.548 -0.009 198.97 0 000 
8 0.488 -0.051 212.58 0 000 
9 0.425 -0.064 223.20 0 000 

10 0.362 -0.050 231.11 0 000 
11 0 302 -0.016 236 78 0 000 
12 0241 -0.053 240.50 0000 
13 0 181 -0.042 242.67 0 000 
14 0.122 -0.046 243.69 0 000 
15 0.068 -0.014 244.01 0 000 
16 0.017 -0.024 244.03 0.000 
17 -0.034 -0.053 244.12 0.000 
18 -0.081 -0.019 244.63 0 000 
19 -0 123 -0.020 245.86 0 000 

I ~ I 20 -0.163 -0 032 248.11 0 000 

Figure 4.14: Correlogram of Narrow Money Supply at First Difference (Stationary) 

Correlogram of D(M1T) 
:Included observations: 44 Sample: 1959 2003= 
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation .AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 

1 0 066 0.066 0.2066 0.649 
2 -0.191 -0.196 1.9683 0.374 
3 -0 061 -0.034 2.15'12 0.542 
4 0 244 0.223 5 1623 0.271 
5 0.147 0 104 6.2901 0279 
6-0219-0.177 8.8347 0.183 
7 -0 253 -0.191 12.349 0090 
8 0 124 0.071 13.214 0.105 
9 -0.001 -0 153 13.214 0 153 

10 -0.135 -0.070 14.300 0.160 
11 -0 171 -0.041 16.104 0 137 
1 2 -0 107 -0. 172 16.825 0.156 
13 0 211 0.151 19.720 0.102 
14 I] 003 -0 013 19.721 0 139 
15 -0 128 -0 044 20863 I] 141 
16 -0.070 -0.066 21.218 0 170 
17 -0 012 -0. 145 21.229 0 216 
18 1}[131 -IJ 113 21.306 IJ2E;4 
19 [1112 -0.147 22.322 1}269 
20 -c1 ose -D 015 23135 IJ2E:2 
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Figure 4.15: Correlogram of Broad Money Supply at Level (Non-Stationary) 

~-~---'-·------------~".-

Included observations 45 
Correlogmm of M2T 

Sample: 1959 2003 = 
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC 0-Stat Prob 

1 0.935 0.935 42.050 0 000 
2 0 872 -0.020 79477 0000 
3 0 808 -0 041 112 39 0 000 
4 0 742 -11058 140.77 1}01]0 
5 1}[,('6 -0.028 164.95 I] _1]1]1] 
6 1}613 -0.024 185 31 O.ODO 
7 0.552 -0.017 202 26 1]000 
8 I] 490 -0 050 215.96 0000 
9 0426 -0.056 226.61 0 000 

10 1]363 -0.040 234 56 0 000 
11 0.302 -0.023 240.24 0000 
12 0 241 -0.050 243.97 0 000 
13 0 182 -0.036 246.16 I] 000 
14 0.124 -0.038 247.21 0000 
15 0.070 -0.025 247.55 0.000 
16 0.018 -0.034 247.57 0.000 
17 -0.033 -0.040 247.66 0.000 
18 -0.080 -0.022 248.16 0.000 
19 -0.124 -0.030 249.42 0000 
20 -0.165 -0.029 251.73 0000 

Figure 4.16: Correlogram of Broad Money Supply at First Difference (Stationary) 

Correlogram of D(M2T) 
:Included observations: 44 Sample: 1959 2003= 

Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC 0-Stat Prob 

1 0.027 0.027 0.0346 0.852 
2 -0.275 -0.276 3.6808 0.159 
3 -D 152 -0.147 4.8271 0.185 
4 1}275 0225 8.6567 0. 070 
5 0196 [I 129 10.658 0.059 
E I -[1 219 -0150 13 203 [I 040 
I -11216-0091 15.762 0.027 
8 0 175 0.118 17.477 I] 026 
9 [!048 -0.157 17 60E: 0040 

1 [I -0 225 -0 207 20.611 0.024 
11 -0 106 0.056 21.306 0 030 
1' "- 1]022 -0 111 21.338 0 046 
1J 0 156 0.011 22 929 0 04J 
14 -0 0:37 0 I] 1:3 23.445 I] 05~: 

15 -0 1 25 -110 15 24 532 0 057 
16 [I [140 -0.040 24.647 0 076 
17 0 [171 -D D36 25.028 0.094 
1:3 0058 0.088 25.291 0117 
19 -11077 -0.081 25.777 I} 137 
20 -0 070 -0.081 26.186 0 160 
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4.5 Summary 

The present chapter ts devoted to the analysis of the nature of macroeconomic 

variables which are used in the present work. Testing for stationarity of the variables has 

been presented for identifying the nature of variables. For this purpose unit root tests, 

Correlogram of the variables and nature of I ine grarhs have he en rrc:;cntcd. Testing for 

unit root has been applied on the basis of Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root test, 

Phillips-Perron unit root test, DF-GLS unit root test, KPSS unit root test, ERS Point 

optimal unit root test and Ng-Perron modified unit root test. It has been found from these 

tests that all the variables i.e. real output, nominal output, narrow money supply (M 1) and 

broad money supply (M2) are non-stationary at level whereas they are stationary at first 

differences. 

********* 
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NOTE (CHAPTER- IV) 

In order to test the joint hypothesis that all the autocorrelation coefficients (Pkl are 

simultaneously equal to zero, the 'Q statistic' developed by Box and Pierce can be used. 

which has been defined as, 

Ill 

Q=nipk2 where, n = sample size rn= lag length 
k~l 

The Q statistic is approximately distributed as a chi-square variate with m df. If the 

computed Q exceeds the critical Q value from the chi-square table at the chosen level of 

significance, the null hypothesis that all Pk arc zero can be rejected; at least some of them 

must be nonzero. The probability value of the corresponding Q statistic from the Figures 

(4.9, 4.11, 4.13 & 4.15) rejected the null hypothesis that all Pk are zero while second part 

of the Figures supported the hypothesis that all Pk are zero. Although the probability 

values at lag 18. 19 & 20 of the Figures ( 4.1 0, 4.12. 4.14 & 4.16) show that the Q-stat. 

exceeds the critical Q value at 5% level of signilicance. the Q-stat. of other lags present 

the idea that the acceptance of the null hypothesis that all Pk arc zero. 

******** 
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CHAPTER- V 

Cointegration, Vector Error Correction and Causal 
Relationships 

5.1 Introduction 

In econometric analysis, it is necessary to integrate short-run dynamics of the time 

series data with long-run equilibrium. The analysis of short-run dynamics is often done 

by first eliminating trends in the variables, usually by differencing. The concept of co-

integration was developed by Granger in 1981 and elaborated by Engle and Granger in 

1987. They addressed the issue of integrating short run dynamics \Vith long run 

equilibrium. If separate economic series are stationary only after differencing but a linear 

combination of their levels is stationary, it can be said that the variables are co-integrated. 

When variables are cointegrated, it is possible to test for the existence of a long run 

relationship among a group of economic variables. It means that the variables track each 

other over time and even though there may be deviations t!·om the long run path. they 

.only last for a finite time. When the variables are co-integrated the long run relationship 

is best represented by an error correction model. The idea is simply that a proportion of 

the disequilibrium from one period is corrected in the next period. 

The seminal papers of Phillips ( 1957) and Sargan ( 1964) have opened new 

ground in economic modeling and the foundation for what are nm\ called error 

correction models. The pioneering efforts of Phillips and Sargan have been followed by 

a number of studies. notably the paper b\ Davidson.· llcndr\. Srba and Yoo 
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(1978).Engle and Granger ( 1987) introduced co-integration based error correction 

modeling. If there exists a co-integrating relationship between some variable Yt and a 

vector of related explanatory variables Xt, then by the Granger Representation Theorem 

(Granger and Weiss, 1983), there exists a valid error correction model for that variable 

Yt. 

The cointegrating relationship between the variables can be achieved from CROW, 

Engle-Granger or from Johansen's method. 

5.2 Engle-Granger method of Cointegration: Relation between Output 

and Money Supply 

The Engle-Granger method, which is also called residual test of the co integration, has 

been explained as follows: 

Suppose two series of the variables Yt and X1 which are integrated of order I or I 

(I) and the relationship between Y1 and X1 is. 

or, ( 5.1) 

If the residual term (IJ.t) is stationary at level or I (0), then it can be said that the 

variables Yt and Xt are co-integrated, so to speak, they are on the same wavelength. 

5.2.1 The Model 

The estimable cointegration models (5.2, 5.3. 5.4 and 5.5) for the present study of 

the long run relationship between GDP (Real & Nominal) and Money Supply (M I & M2) 

are given below: 
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lnY1 = a1 + ~~lnMlt +!!It or, 1-ltt =lnYt- a1- ~~lnMlt (5.2) 

lnYt = a2 + ~21nM2t + l-l2t or, l-l2t =lnYt- a2- ~21nM2t (5.3) 

lnNY1 = a3 + ~3 lnM It ' ~LJt or, ~L.lt -In Yt- UJ ---1>3lnM It (5.4) 

InNY1 = a4 + ~4 lnM2t + l-l4t or, l-l4t =In Y1- a4- ~41nM2t (5.5) 

Where, Y1= Real output. NY1 ''Nominal output M I,== Narrow money supply. 

M21 =Broad money supply: flit· fl2t· P>t & fLlt"" Residual terms 

5.2.2 Estimation of the Models 

Equations (5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5) have been estimated. The corresponding estimated 

equations·are given by equations (5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9) below. 

lnY1= 9.302611- 0.237618lnMit (5.6) 

S.E. =(0_051067) (0.006053) R2=0_972858 Adj. R2= 0.972227 

t-stat. = [182.1659] [39_25885] Durbin-Watson stat.= 0.245629 

lnY1= 9.474255- 0.2014951nM21 (5.7) 

S.E. = (0_050394) (0_005525) R2= 0_968678 Adj. R2= 0_967950 

t-stat. = [188_0023] [36.46702] Durbin-Watson stat.= 0 181409 

lnNY 1 = 3.736079- 0 816837lni\ll 1 (5.~) 

S.E. = (0 092335) (0_010945) 

t-stat. = [40.46208) [74_63235) 
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R2= 0_992339 AdJ. R2= 0.992161 

Durbin-Watson stat.= 0.508229 



lnNY1 = 4.316805- 0.693649lnM2t (5.9) 

S.E. = (0.091593) (0 010043) 

t-stat. = [47.13044] [69.07126] Durbin-Watson stat.= 0.326543 

From the estimated equations (5.6, 5.7, 5.8 &5.9) the residual series have been 

estimated. Testing Stationarity of the residual series has been tested for assessing the 

cointegration between the variables corH.:erned. 

S.2.3 Tests of Stationarity of Residuals 

Stationarity of the residuals (J..Lrt ------ J.141) have been tested through ADF and Phillips-

. Perron methods. The results of the tests are being presented through the Tables 5.1 and 

5.2. 

Table 5.1: Augmented Dickey Fuller Unit Root Test on Residuals 

(Null Hypothesis: The residual has a unit root) 

Exogenous: Constant Lag length :-(Automatic based on SIC. MAXLAG=9) 

Variable 
·--,---

ADF test Prob Lag Te 
~- -------------- -------- ~--- ~-------- -~------------, 

st critical values : 
statistic value length 10 

-
J.lit -1.576357 0.4856 2 -3. 

~ 

Yo 5% 10% , 
-------- -~--~----~ 

596616 -2.933158 -2.604867 ; 
--------------·-----

- -~2t -1.330444 0.606R I 
..., -_). 

-
592462 -2.931404 -2.603944 : 

I 

J.l3t -4.776468 0.0003 0 -3. 588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 
- ----·-----~----- --------·------··--·· --- ----···--~-

ll4t -3.447093 0.0144 0 -3. 
. ------~--- ~---. 

588509 -2.929734 -2 603064 

Exogenous: None 
J.llt -3.285493 o.oo 16-r----o-- ~~2. 

J.l2t -2.533729 0.0125 ---·0-_ i -2. 

·------------, 

-1.612135 1 

6 I_§_~Z_CZ.___ __ ___::: l. 94849j _______ -1.612135 I 
-1.948495 618579 

MacKmnon ( 1996) One-stded !'-values 

The ADF unit root test on residuals shO\vs that the null hypothesis (Ho: The 

residual has a unit root) has been accepted for the residuals (~t 11 & p~ 1 ) of the regression 

equation of real output and both money supplies (M I & M2) when exogenous as 
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constant. But the result is quite different in the case of 'None Exogenous'. Here both 

residuals are stationary at I% and 5% level respectively. Consequently, on the basis of 

the second case it can be concluded that there is cointegration between real output and 

money supplies even though first case does not support this statement. 

The null hypothesis has been rejected for the residuals (f.l3t & J.l41) of the regression 

of nominal output and money supplies (M I & M2). This indicates that there is 

cointegrating relationship between nominal output and both money supplies. 

The Phillips-Perron unit root test on residuals has been presented in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Phillips-Perron Unit Root Test on Residuals 

(Null Hypothesis: The residual has a unit root) 

Exogenous: Constant Lag length :-( Automatic based on SIC, MAXLAG=9) 

Variable P-P test Prob Band Test critical values 
statistic value Width 1% 5% 10% 

flit -3.293422 0.0212 3 -3.588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 

fl2t -2.547112 0.1117 4 -3.588509 -2.929734 -2.603064 

Exo2enous: None 

flit -3.273232 0.0016 4~8579 __ -1.948495 -1.612135 

)12t -2.554266 0.0118 4 -2.618579 -1.948495 -1.612135 
• MacKmnon ( 1996) One-stded P-values ' **Ne\ley-~est usmg Bartlett kernel 

I 

The PP unit root test on residuals depicts that the test statistic is insignificant at 5% 

level of significance for 'flit' but it is significant for 'j.1.21 ' even at I 0% level of 

significance in the first case (i.e. exogenous-constant). This mean there is cointegration 

between real output and narrow money supply and no cointegration between real output 

and broad money supply on the basis of first case. The second case (exogenous-none) 

presents slightly different result from the first case. Both residuals are stationary at I% 

and 5% level respectively. Hence it can be concluded that there is cointegration between 

real output and both money supplies on the basis of second case. 
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5.3 Durbin-Watson method of Cointegrating Regression (CRDW) 

An alternative and quicker method of finding out whether the variables are 

cointegrated is the CROW test, whose critical values were first provided by Sargan and 

Bhargava (Gujarati, 1995:727). In CRDW, the Durbin- Watson statistic (d value) 

obtained from the cointegrating regression is used. I !ere the null hypothesis is that d==O 

rather than the standard d==2. The findings of CROW test which are based on along with 

critical values have been presented in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Durbin-Watson test for Cointegrating Regression (CROW) 

Null hypothesis D-W Critical values 
statistic 1% 5% 10% 

No cointegration between In Y &lnM I 0.245629 0.511 0.386 0.322 
No coint~ration between In Y &lnM2 0.181409 0.511 0.386 0.322 
No coint~ration between lnNY &lnM I 0.508229 0.511 0.386 0.322 
No cointegration between lnNY &lnM2 0.326543 0.511 0.386 0.322 

From the table it is observed that the null hypothesis of no cointegration between real 

output and both money supplies have been accepted. But this hypothesis has been 

rejected between nominal output and narrow money supply at 5% level of significance 

and nominal output and broad money supply at 1 0%> level of significance. 

5.4: Johansen's method of Cointegration 

The Johansen method of cointegration is quite different from J=:ngle-Ciranger and 

CROW method. This test is based on trace statistic and max-eigcn statistic ().111",). The 

results, which have been obtained fi·om E-vic\\S 4.1 solt\\arc package. have been 

presented in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4: Johansen Cointegration Test 

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test 

Series: lnY lnM1 

Null Alternative Hypo. Eigen Trace 
Hypothesis. Amax· Trace value statistic 

te•t• tests 
r=O r =1 r~l 0.4266 23.553 

r:Sl r =2 r~2 0.0046 0.1926 

Series: lnY lnM2 
r=O r =I r~l · ·Ta~358lf ]21.894 

r:Sl r=2 r~2 0.0739 3.2278 

Lags interval (in first differences): 1 to2 

Trend assumption: Linear deterministic trend 

5% 1% Max-eigen 5% 1% 
critical critical statistic critical critical 
·alue "liue ~ ~ 
15.41 20.04 23.360 14.07 18.63 

3.76 6.65 0.1926 3.76 6.65 
--

115.41 J20.04 l 18.666 .1 14.07l 18.63 
3.76 6.65 3.2278 3.76 6.65 

*(**)denotes reJection of the hypothesis at the 5 %( I%) level. Trace & Max-etgen value tests 
indicate 1 cointegrating equation at both 5% and I% levels. 

Hence, according to Johansen's method co integrating relationship can be achieved 

in both series (real output and both money supplies) when they are in level like the 

Engle-Granger method in 'None Exogenous' case. The null hypothesis of no 

cointegration (i.e. r =0) has been rejected on the basis of trace statistic and max-eigen 

statistic because in this case both statistic levels arc greater than critical values of these 

statistic. 

5.5 Vector Error Correction Modeling 

Error-correction modeling involves regression of the first difference of each 

variable in the cointegrating equation onto lagged values of the first differences of all 

the variables plus the lagged value of the error correction term. Suppose that mo I ( l) 

variables Yt and Zt are cointegrated and that the cointcgrating vector is 11. -0]. Then all 

three variables l'>Yt =yd't-1· /\zt. and (y1- Ozd arc l ( 0 ). The error corn:ction model is. 

(5.1 0) 
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The model describes the variation in y1 around its long-run trend in terms of a set 

of 1(0) exogenous factors x~> the variation of z1 around its long-run trend, and the error 

correction (yt- Oz1), which is the equilibrium error in the model of cointegration. There is 

a tight connection between models of cointegration and models of error correction. The 

model in this form is reasonable as it stands, but in fact, it is only internally consistent if 

the two variables are co integrated. If not, then the third term. and hence the right-hand 

side, cannot be I (0), even though the left-hand side must be. 

5.5.1 VEC and the Estimable Models 

In the present study the estimable Vector Error Correction models are as 

following: 

Where, ~In Yt:- first difference of output level (real & nominal). 

~Mt :-first difference of money supply (narrow & broad). 

z t·l :-first lag of error term of cointegrating equation. 

E1t and E21 are white noise errors. 

( 5. II) 

(5.12) 

a1 --------- a4 are the coefficients of lagged (L\InYt, ~M 1) in equation (5.11) 

and P1 ------- P4 are the coefficients lagged (1\lnY 1• ,\Md in equation (5.12). In the 

estimation of vector error correction model at least one of r 1 and P: should be 

nonzero. YI and y2are intercepts of equations (5.11) and (5.12). 
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5.5.2 Vector Error Correction Estimates for Real Output and Narrow Money Supply 

The vector error correction estimates for real output and narrow money supply 

based on equations (5.II) and (5.I2) have been presented in Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5: Vector Error Correction Estimates (lnY1 & 
lnM1 1) 

Dependent 
variable 
L11nYt 

L11nMit 

Explanat~ Coe-fifci~~1t-T ·t' statistic_s __ i 
variables __ ]~-~-:-..---~ 
Constant (y 1) 0.038700 ! 2.89489 -~ 
Zit-I -0.176737 -4.91940•• 
L11nYt-l -0.41279I -3.03055 •• 
L11n Yt.2 -0.358243 -2.5I38I 
L1lnM I t-l 0.082036 I.52950 
L1lnMit.2 0.053466 1.00950 
Constant(y2) O.I31745 3.20819 .. 
Zit-I 0.092874 0.84156 --
L1lnM I t-l 0.093302 0.56629 
L1lnM I 1•2 -O.I99732 -I.22767 
L1ln Yt-l O.I84459 0.44086 
L1lnYt_2 0.609I02 1.39139 

•c •j lndtcates stattstlcal stgntttcance at the )'1o 11 /o) lcve 

The significant value of the coefficient of co integrating equation (p 1) in the table 

indicates that the system is in the state of the short run dynamics. The negative sign 

shows that the change in the value of real output level depend inversely on the past error 

(deviation of actual value from its long run equilibrium path). The insignificant value of 

the coefficient of cointegrating equation ((l2) in second equation indicates that short run 

disequilibrium is insignificant in second equation. The estimates of' the model also 

present the Granger causality between output and monc\ supply. In the prl'SL'Ilt case z, 

Granger causes real output since lagged value or the z1 entering equation (5.11) is 

statistically significant. Thc't' -statistic of the cocflicicnt of explanatory variables depicts 

that the real output has also been affected significantly by its own first and second lag at 
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1% and 5% respectively despite the effectiveness of lagged value of Zr. The significance 

ofthe coefficients ofthe constants (y, & y2) is significant at 1% level. 

5.5.3 Vector Error Correction Estimates for Real Output and Broad Money Supply 

The estimates of VEC model for real output and broad money supply have been 

presented in Table 5.6. 

Table 5.6: Vector Error Correction Estimates (In Y 1 & 
lnM2t) 

Dependent Explanatory Coefficient 't' statistics 
variable variables 
~lnY1 constant( y 1) 0.027719 1.48447 

Z2t-I -0.111065 -4.46998 
~lnYt-I -0.424678 -2.93877 
~lnYt-2 -0.342278 -2.32644. 
~lnM2t-I 0.148654 2.21488. 
~lnM2t-2 0.034169 0.48366 

~lnM2t constant( Y2) 0.214207 4.64346 .. '] 

Z21-1 1.79£-05 -0.00029 
~lnM2t-I -0.0 I 0975 -0.06619 ~ 
~lnM2t-2 -0.335276 -1.90559 

-I ~lnYt-I 0.173622 I 0.48633 _..J 
~In Y 1_2 0.1 18463 f 0.32592 : 

•t ")mat cates sta!lsttcaTStgn!TiCclncc at the ~";;TI";;rrc\'l·\--·-··----·---

The table presents the same findings as in previous table (Table 5.5). Short run 

deviation is significant and Z1 Granger causes real output since its lagged value is 

statistically significant. Real output has been affected by its own first and second lag at 

1% and 5% respectively. This level is also affected by first lag of broad money supply at 

5% level of significance. 
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5.5.4 Vector Error Correction Estimates for Nominal Output and Money Supply 

The estimates of VEC model for nominal output and money supply (M I &M2) 

have been presented in Tables 5.7 and 5.8. 

Table 5.7: Vector Error Correction Estimates (lnNYt 
& lnM1 1) 

-~--------··-------- ,---------~ 

Dependent Explanatory Coefficient 't'-
variable variables statistics 
~lnNYt Constant (y1) 0.058432 1.80670 

Zit-I -0.278311 -3.17980 --
~lnNYt-1 0.020618 0.14733 

~lnNYt-2 -0.079649 -0.61445 
-- .-----

~lnMlt-1 0.344601 2.58833 

~lnMlt-2 0.072646 0.54312 

~lnMlt Constant ( yz) 0.128131 3.2861-c:J 

Zit-I 0.204062 1.93387 

~lnMlt-1 0.155745 0.97032 

~lnMlt-2 -0.314019 -1.94731 
.. 

~lnNYt-l 0.248257 1.47147 

~lnNYt-2 0.088770 0.56803 
•( .. ) lndtcates stattsttcal stgntflcance at t e 5% (I%) level 

Table 5.8: Vector Error Correction Estimates (lnNY1 & lnM21) 
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5.5.5 Overall Findings from Tables (5.7 & 5.8) 

Tables 5.7and 5.8 present the estimations of error correction modeling related to 

nominal output and money supply (M I & M2). Both tables present the same result that 

the coefficient value (pi) of cointegrating equation is significant while the coefficient 

(p2) is insignificant in both cases. This result indicates that there is unidirectional 

Granger causality from money supply to nominal output. The negative sign shows that 

the first difference of nominal output inversely related with past error correction term. 

From the table 5.7, it is shown that the coefficient of first lag of money supply is 

significant. The same case is in table 5.8 i.e. the first lag of broad money supply has the 

significant role to influence the nominal output at 5% level of significance. 

5.6 Unrestricted Vector Auto regression Model (UV AR) of the Variables 

The vector auto regression (V AR) is commonly used for forecasting systems of 

interrelated time series and for analyzing the dynamic impact of random disturbances on 

the system of variables. The V AR approach sidesteps the need for structural modeling 

by treating every endogenous variable in the system as a function of the lagged values of 

all the endogenous variables in the system. The mathematical representation of a V AR 

IS, 

(5.13) 

Where Yt is a k vector of endogenous variables, x1 is a d vector of endogenous 

variables, A~,----, Ar and B arc matrices of coenicients to be estimated. £ 1 is a vector of 
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innovations that may be contemporaneously correlated but are uncorrelated with their 

own lagged values and uncorrelated with all ofthe right-hand side variables. 

5.().1 The UV AR Model under Study 

The UVAR model of the variables in the present study is based on the following 

equations: 

dlnYt= y1+ a,,dlnYt_,+a,zL'lMt-1+ ~,,L'llnYt-2+ P12L'lMt-2+ Eit 

L'lMt= y2+ a21L'lMt-1+ a22L'llnYt-2+ P21L'lMt-I+ PnllMt_z+ Ezt 

Where, L'lln Y1:- first difference of output level (real & nominal). 

dM1 :-first difference of money supply (narrow & broad). 

aij, Pij, Yi are the parameters to be estimated. 

5.6.2 The UVAR Estimates of the Variables under Study 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

The UVAR estimates of the variables in the present study, which are based on 

equations (5.14 and 5.15), have been presented in four different parts. The tirst part is 

related to the estimations of real output and narrow money supply. The second part is 

related to the real output and broad money supply. The third and the fourth parts have 

presented the estimations of nominal output - narrow money supply and nominal output 

-broad money supply respectively. The variables have been regressed with its own first 

two lags and first two lags of corresponding second variable. The estimations have been 

presented in the following table (Table 5. 9) 
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Table 5.9: Unrestricted Vector Auto regression 
Estimates of the Ser·ies 

Estimable Dependent 
·--- --~--,.---------~ 

Explanatory Coefficient 't' -statistics 
variables variable variables 

(I) L-.lnYt Constant (y1) 0.016514 [ 1.02873) 

6lnY1 .. 1 - 0.19964 [-1.21201] 
--

L-.lnYt L-.lnYt-2 - 0.00646 [-0.04111) 

& L-.lnMlt-1 0.140862 [ 2.11205] 

L-.lnMlt L-.lnMlt-2 0.022152 [ 0.33030] 

L-.lnMlt Constant ( y2) 
1 

0.143408 . [_3.7~~_?_?]_ ------·---"- +·---------.. -· 
;\lnY1•1 ! 0.072451 [ 0 18338] I --------------- .. r------~--
L-.ln Y1•2 0.424227 [ 1.12480] 

6lnMlt.1 ~.062372 [ 0.38988] 

~lnM lt-2 +~0.183285 [-1.13932] 

(II) L-.lnYt Constant J_0.002647 [ 0.12082] 

~~lnYt. 1 -0.210260 [-1.25401] 
....... - ·--

61nYt 6lnYt-2 0.002448 [ 0.01588) 

& 6lnM2t-1 0.212747 [ 2.63787] 

6lnM2t 6lnM2t.2 0.012041 [ 0.13891] 

6lnM2t Constant 0.214215 [ 4.93579] ... 

L-.lnYt-1 0.173570 [ 0.52254] 

L-.lnYt-2 0.118415 [ 0.38785] 

6lnM2t.1 -0.011000 [-0.06885] 

6lnM2t-2 -0.332574 [-1 .93667} •• 

(III) L-.lnNYt Constant 0.041752 [1.17191] 

L-.lnNYt-1 0.022665 [ 0.14508] 

L-.lnNYt L-.lnNYt-2 -0.043651 [-0.30280] 

& L-.lnMlt-1 0.025609 [ 0.17256] 

L-.lnMlt L-.lnMlt-2 0.041752 (1.17191] 

L-.lnMit Constant 0.140363 [3.52010]··· 

L-.lnNYt-1 0.246753 [ 1.41124} 

L-.lnNYt-2 0.062376 [ 0.38660} 

6lnM1 1. 1 0.056450 [ 0.35817] 
f-----------
6lnMlt.2 -0.279528 [-1.68292] • 

(IV) L-.lnNYt Constant 0.029139 [ 0.60619] 
-

L-.lnNYt-1 I 0.016961 [ 0.10865) 

L-.lnNYt L-.lnNYt-2 -0.059960 (-0.40412] 

& 6lnM21. 1 0.539105 [ 3.03197] 

6lnM21 
L-.lnM2,.2 -0.010378 (-0.05531} 

6lnM2t Constant 0.204610 [ 4.98504] •• 

6lnNYt.1 0.234275 I 1.75764] 

L-.lnNYt-2 0.023494 [ 0.18544] 

6lnM21. 1 -0.004182 [-0.02754] 

6lnM2t-2 -0.394976 [-2.46506] ... 
, •· lndtcntcs stattsttc;\f stgni1icancc at tile IU"o .. o and I o lever res cdtvclv. p 
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5.6.3 Findings 

The first part of the above table presents the findings that the real output has been 

affected only by first lag of narrow money supply at 5% level of significance, while this 

variable (Narrow money supply) has not been influenced significantly by any lags of 

other variables. Only the autonomous part (constant) has affected it at I% level of 

significance. 

The second part of the table expresses the effectiveness of real output and broad 

money supply to influence each other. The real output has been influenced by first lag of 

broad money supply at I% level of significance, while the broad money supply IS 

affected only by autonomous part( constant) at I% level of significance like first case. 

The third part of the table presents the relationship between nominal output and 

narrow money regarding the effectiveness of these variables to influence each other. No 

variable has affected significantly the nominal output at any lags; even the autonomous 

part has no signific-ant effect to influence nominal output. The narrow money supply has 

been influenced by first lag of nominal output and second lag of its own level at 10% 

level of significance. The autonomous part (constant) has also significant role to 

influence the narrow money supply. 

The fourth part has presented the findings that the nominal output level has been 

affected significantly by first lag of broad money supply at I% level of significance. 

while the broad money supply has been influenced by its own second lag at l% level of 

significance and first lag of nominal output at 5% level of significance. This is also 

affected by autonomous part (constant) at 1% level ofsignilicancc. 
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5~7 Conventional Granger Causality Tests: 

Conventional Granger Causality Tests present the causal relationships between the 

variables (Real I Nominal output and Narrow/Broad money supply). The estimations for 

the model of Granger Causality tests, which arc based on equations (3.31 and 3.32), 

have been presented in following table (I able 5.1 0). 

Table 5.10: Estimations of Conventional Granger Causality Tests 

Null Hypothesis Observation lags F -statistics Probability 

DM1T does not Granger Cause DYT 42 2 2.29647 0.11478 
DYT does not Granger Cause DM1T 0.64124 0.53239 
DM1T does not Granger Cause DYT 41 3 1.34064 0.20546 
DYT does Qot Granger Cause DM1T 0.20546 0.89190 
DM1T does not Granger Cause DYT 40 4 2.19225. 0.09297 
DYT does not Granger Cause DM1 T 0.44036 0.77845 

DM1T does not Granger Cause DYT 
-·-t-· 

1.94460 0.11847 39 5 
DYT does not Granger Cause OM 1 T 0.49046 0.78050 
DM2T does not Granger Cause DYT 42 2 3.48455 0.04107 
DYT does not Granger Cause DM2T 0.21100 0.81075 

DM2T does not Granger Cause DYT 41 3 3.01981 0.04309 
DYT does not Granger Cause DM2T 0.06999 0.97557 

DM2T does not Granger Cause DYT 40 4 3.47416 0.01862 
DYT does not Granger Cause DM2T 0.26985 0.89512 
DM2T does not Granger Cause DYT 

__ 3_9 ____ r ·s 
2.79778 •• 0.03589 

DYT does not Granger Cause DM2T ! 0.36940 0.86521 

DM1T does not Granger Cause DNYT 42 2 5.95442 0.00573 
DNYT does not Granger Cause DM1T 1.14262 0.32998 

DM1T does not Granger Cause DNYT 
-~---·---- ·---- --3---~-- 4.66556.~ --- 0.00778 41 

DNYT does not Granger Cause OM 1 T 
I 0.49556 0.68778 

DM1T does not Granger Cause DNYT 
--. 

*** 40 4 I 7.07859 0.00036 
DNYT does not Granger Cause DM 1 T ! 

1.01413 0.41529 
--~---------

DM1T does not Granger Cause DNYT 39 5 5.81947 .. 0.00083 
DNYT does not Granger Cause OM 1 T 1.90675 0.12498 
DM2T does not Granger Cause DNYT 42 2 4.59646 0.01648 
DNYT does not Granger Cause DM2T 1.60479 0.21460 
DM2T does not Granger Cause DNYT 41 3 5.74546 0.00272 
DNYT does not Granger Cause DM2T 1.17956 0.33197 
DM2T does not Granger Cause DNYT 40 4 5.86748··· 0.00123 
DNYT does not Granger Cause DM2T 1.31562 0.28597 
DM2T does not Granger Cause DNYT 39 5 

------... 
0.00117 5.51747 

DNYT does not Granger Cause DM2T _ _ ____ _ _ __ _ 
1 

1 60018 0.19261 ·. ··. InOtcates stahsltcal SJ •ntlicancc at thcl1l"D%::md"lVokVCT res ci:liYcT.---- · ---------------- ------ ------~ g p 

Source: author's calculations based on datu from vanous issues of International Financial Stattsttcs, IMF 
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5.7.1 Findings 

The F-statistic and its corresponding probability value show that the null 

hypothesis has not been rejected at all lags (2, 3, 4, and 5) for the series OYt and OM l t. 

Only at lag 4 the null hypothesis that OM l t does not Granger Cause OYt has been 

rejected at l 0% level of significance. This mean there is unidirectional causality from 

narrow money supply to real output at lag 4. For the series real output (OYt) and broad 

money supply (OM2t), the null hypothesis that OM2t does not Granger Cause OYt has 

been rejected at all lags at 5% level of significance but the null hypothesis has not been 

rejected at all lags. This indicates there is strong unidirectional causality from broad 

money supply to real output level. The finding is same for the series nominal output 

(ONYt) and both money supplies (OMIt and DM2t) that is there is strong unidirectional 

causality from OMit to DNYt and OM2t to DNYt. 

5.8 Summary 

The present chapter is devoted to the analysis of the cointegration test. vector error 

correction modeling, unrestricted vector auto-regression modeling and conventional 

Granger causality test. The Cointegration test has been performed with the help of Durbin 

-Watson test, Engle-Granger's method and Johansen's Cointegration test. The summary 

ofthe present chapter has been presented in following points: 

(i) The Durbin-Watson test (CROW) has provided the result that there is no 

cointegration between real output and both forms of money supplies but the 

long run relationship has been found between nominal output and both money 

supplies. 
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(ii) The Engle-granger's method of cointegration, which is based on the stationarity 

test of the residual series from the OLS regression equation between two 

variables, has provided mixed findings from the different cases. 

(iii) The ADF unit root test on the residual between real output and money supplies 

with exogenous as constant shows that there is no cointegration between these 

variables even though there is cointegration between nominal output and both 

level of money supplies. The same unit root test with no exogenous provides 

the result that there is cointegration between the real output and money 

supplies (M I & M2). 

(iv) The Phillips- Perron unit root test on residual with constant as exogenous 

provides the finding that there is cointegration between real output and narrow 

money supply (M I) at 5% level of significance but there is no co integration 

between real output and broad money supply. The same unit root test on 

residual with no exogenous presents the finding that there is cointegration 

between real output and both level money supplies. The residual is stationary 

at 1% level for real output and Ml while it is stationary at 5% level for real 

out and M2. 

(v) The Johansen's method of cointegration test is quite different method than 

earlier two methods. It is based on trace statistic and max-eigen statistic. 

Comparing these statistic values with critical values, the finding shows that 

there is long run relationship between real output and both money supplies 

(MI and M2). 
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(vi) Vector Error Correction modeling and Conventional Granger Causality test 

provided the result that there is unidirectional causality from money to output. 

(vii) The unrestricted vector auto regression (UVAR) modeling has provided the 

finding that the real output has been affected by first lag of both money 

supplies. The broad money supply has also hccn affected hy its own second 

lag. In the case of nominal output and money supplies, the narrow money 

supply (M I) has been influenced by first lag of nominal output and its own 

second lag at 10% level of significance. Again nominal output has been 

affected by first lag of broad money supply (M2) at 1% level and M2 has also 

. been influenced by first lag of nominal output (at 5 %) and its own second lag 

(at 1%). 

********* 
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CHAPTER- VI 

Study of Invariance Proposition of Rational Expectations 

6.1 Introduction 

The concept of Invariance proposition of rational expectations, developed by 

Lucas, Sargent and Wallace in early seventies, presents the idea that the anticipated part 

of money supply doesn't affect output level while it is affected only by unanticipated 

part of money supply. Since the present work is devoted to study the relationship 

between output level and money supply in the line of Invariance proposition which is 

also called Policy Ineffectiveness theorem or LSW proposition, the initial task for the 

present study to identify the anticipated and unanticipated part of money supply. Though 

there are several procedures to estimate the anticipated and unanticipated part of money 

supply; the present study has applied ARIMA structures of narrmv and broad money 

supply for the estimation of anticipated and unanticipated part of money supply. After 

identifying such parts of money supply, a regression equation has been estimated where 

output level appears as dependent variable while both parts of money supply appear as 

explanatory variables. 

6.2 The ARIMA Model 

In order to quantify anticipated and unanticipated part of money supply, the ARIMA 

structures of the variable concerned have been identified and estimated. The following 

equation (Equation 6.1) presents A RIMA structures of M I and M2, on the basis of which 

the anticipated and unanticipated parts of both money supplies have been estimated. 
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Where, ~lnMt. ~lnM1• 1 --~lnM1.k represent first difference of money supply at different 

lags; 81u1_1 ----- 81u1_k represent error terms at different lags after regressing money supply 

over its own past lags. 

The fitted part of the above model provide:-, the quantity of ~uJticipall'd pmt \\hik 

residuals depict the unanticipated part of money supply. 

6.2.1 Estimation of Alternative ARIMA structures for Ml 

The following tables present the estimated A RIMA structures forM I from four different 

alternative· models. The estimations from the different alternative ARIMA models for 

narrow money supply (M I) are being presented in the tables (Table 6.1 and 6.2). 

Table 6.1: Estimation of ARIMA Models for Ml 

ARIMA (2, 1 2) 
' Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 

Constant( a) 0.143492 0.010086 14.22625 0.0000 

AR(2) -0.762485 0.102504 -7.438595 0.0000 

MA(2) 0.795976 0.123271 6.457126 0.0000 

Akaike info criterion :- -2.575537 Rz :- 0.202584 
Schwarz criterion :- -2.451418 Adj. R":- 0.161691 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 1.861791 RSS :-L-'-: ____ 0.162252 

ARIMA (1, 1, 1 ) 
Constant( a) 0.141650 0.011438 

AR(I) 0.166086 
.. ~· 

0.402813 

MA(I) -0.146172 0.432742 1-

Akaike info criterion :- -2.365691 
Schwarz criterion :- -2.242816 

·--- 1-

Durbin-Watson stat:- 1.931968 
.... -- ·r· 

------ .. i 

:-~-~840~ 0 0000 l 
0.412316 0.6823 

-0 :?._~7781 ~.7373~ ·-j 
RZ - o.ooa9o9 . 
--;--;:r---
t-.9LB .. ~:-.. ____ -0.0~_964§_ .. j 
f3_§?_ ---- 9~~Q?58_~ _ _j 
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Table 6.2: Estimation of Alternative ARIMA Models for M1 

ARIMA (1, 1, 2) 
Constant( a) 0.142678 0.010573 13.49461 0.0000 

AR(l) 0.064251 0.150470 0.427005 0.6717 

MA(2) -0.100464 0.160897 1 -0.624400 0.5359 

Akaike info criterion :- -2.373109 RL :- 0.016235 
Schwarz criterion :- -2.250235 ! Adj. R':- -0.032954 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 2.064099 ___ _l_B§_~ :~ ____ _Q204Q64_ 

Constant( a) 
ARIMA (2, 1. 1) 

---····---- ....------··· , .. 
0.142350 0.009654 

. ----·-::-,-----.- . ·, 

14.74546 0.0000 i 

AR(2) -0.191625 0.149555 -1.281300 0.2077 

MA(l) 0.052190 0.161732 0.322692 0.7487 
Akaike info criterion :- -2.395981 R£ :- 0.045748 
Schwarz criterion :- -2.271862 Adj. R':- -0.003188 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 1.940753 RSS :- 0.194165 

Among the alternative models, the tirst model i.e. A RIMA (2, I, 2) has been taken as 

more appropriate model because it has minimum value of AIC and SC. The't-statistic' of 

both explanatory variables seem significant at I% level. On the basis of this model the 

anticipated and unanticipated part of M I has been estimated. 

6.2.2 Estimation of Alternative ARIMA structures for 1\12 

The ARIMA model has been applied for the estimation of anticipated and unanticipated 

part of M2 also. The following tables present the estimated ARIMA structures for M1 

from four different alternative models. The estimations of different ARIM:\ models for 

M2 have been presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. 

Table 6.3: Estimation of ARIMA Model for 1\12 

' ' 
ARIMA (2 1 2) 

Variable -~-l~~~6f~+~~ofJj~ Constant( a) 
AR(2) -0.772584 I o.o54061 -

MA(2) 0.916684 io~036956--
Akaike info criterion :- -3.191317 

--

Schwarz criterion :- -3.067198 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 1.956532 

p=siatistic Pro_b_ ---~ 

I 21.05245 0.0000 j 

+--~·-=-=~=--+---:-----' 
1 -14.29102 o.oooo 1 

r24.80451 o.oooOl 

t-f3' :::_~ 0.354759 1 

~Adj. Rz:.:- 0.321670 ~ 
j __ RSS - 0.087652 i 
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Table 6.4: Estimation of Alternative ARIMA Models for M2 

ARIMA (1, 1, 1) 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Pro b. i 

Constant( a) 0.164873 0.008783 18.77229 0.0000 I 

AR(I) 0.102512 0.387904 0.264272 o.7929 1 

MA(I) -0.130972 0.418719 -0.312791 0.7561 

' Aka ike info criterion :- -2.774446 R' :- 0.004070 i 
Schwarz criterion :- -2.651572 ~-R':- -0.045726 J 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 1.912859 RSS :- 0.136606 J 

ARIMA (2, 1, 1) 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 

Constant( a) 0.166601 0.006271 26.56659 0.0000 

AR(2) -0.317073 0.149786 -2.116839 0.0407 

MA(I) -0.052520 0.165579 -0.317193 0.7528 

Akaike info criterion :- -2.858134 R' :- 0.099629 
Schwarz criterion :- -2.734015 Adj. RL:- 0.053457 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 1.896510 RSS :- 0.122310 

ARIMA (1, 1, 2) 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 

Constant( a) 0.166324 0.007381 22.53556 0.0000 

AR(I) -0.010302 0.153932 -0.066928 0.9470 

MA(2) -0.169366 0.169639 -0.998394 0.3241 

Akaike info criterion :- -2.800107 R" :- 0.029301 
Schwarz criterion :- -2.677233 Adj. Rt:- -0.019234 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 2.059093 RSS :- 0.133145 

Like MI, the ARIMA (2, I, 2) model from Table 6.3 is more appropriate model than 

other models because the value of AIC and SC is minimum. The estimations of AR (2) 

and MA (2) are significant at I% level of significance. The fitted part of this model 

provides the anticipated part of M2 while the residual part presents the unanticipated part 

of M2. The alternative models from Table 6.4 have not been used to quantify the 

anticipated and unanticipated parts of M2. 

The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M I & M2, which are taken from fitted and 

residual part of the ARIMA (2, I, 2) models (Table 6.1 and 6.3), have been presented in 

the following table (Table 6.5). 
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Table 6.5: Actual, Anticipated and Unanticipated Parts of Money 
Supply (Ml and M2) 

Sample (adjusted):- 1962- 2003 

Year Actual Anticip. Unantic. Actual Anticip. Unantic. 
Ml Ml Ml M2 M2 M2 

1962 0.01905 0.01917 -0.00012 0.03977 0.03647 0.00331 
1963 0.25467 0.09323 0.16144 0.22831 0.09935 0.12896 
1964 0.25316 0.23828 0.01488 0.22249 0.26816 -0.04568 
1965 0.23995 0.18722 0.05273 0.22724 0.23769 -0.01045 
1966 0.05043 0.07171 -0.02128 0.05643 0.08210 -0.02567 
1967 0.04895 0.11192 -0.06297 0.07901 0.11072 -0.03172 
1968 0.11383 0.19751 -0.08368 0.17702 0.22873 -0.05172 
1969 0.21593 0.16546 0.05047 0.25037 0.20575 0.04462 
1970 -0.05590 0.09950 -0.15540 0.00939 0.11169 -0.10231 
1971 0.11485 0.12843 -0.01358 0.17440 0.14333 0.03106 
1972 0.07063 0.17183 -0.10120 0.15404 0.19482 -0.04079 
1973 0.25869 0.15452 0.10417 0.25182 0.18960 0.06222 
1974 0.16813 0.11850 0.04963 0.15804 0.13946 0.01858 
1975 0.03332 0.13857 -0.10525 0.11246 0.15834 -0.04588 
1976 0.20432 0.16421 0.04011 0.25406 0.19079 0.06327 
1977 0.16668 0.14372 0.02296 0.19061 0.16692 0.02369 
1978 0.12973 0.12904 0.00070 0.17960 0.15758 0.02203 
1979 0.14137 0.14409 -0.00272 0.14649 0.17032 -0.02383 
1980 0.12244 0.15454 -0.03210 0.15929 0.17729 -0.01800 
1981 0.11226 0.14295 -0.03069 0.17459 0.16084 0.01375 
1982 0.14501 0.13400 0.01102 0.19385 0.15629 0.03755 
1983 0.16422 0.14288 0.02134 0.18331 0.17358 0.00974 
1984 0.12398 0.15110 -0.02712 0.12217 0.18052 -0.05835 
1985 0.12777 0.14467 -0.01690 0.18268 0.16316 0.01952 
1986 0.21328 0.13678 0.07650 0.17757 0.14798 0.02959 
1987 0.21659 0.14203 0.07456 0.20210 0.17262 0.02948 
1988 0.12956 0.15117 -0.02162 0.19927 0.18579 0.01348 
1989 0.17626 0.14711 0.02916 0.19101 0.16675 0.02426 
1990 0.19230 0.13691 0.05538 0.16969 0.15426 0.01543 
1991 0.21510 0.14171 0.07339 0.20435 0.17053 0.03382 
1992 0.14821 0.15036 -0.00215 0.18822 0.17890 0.00932 
1993 0.21469 0.14731 0.06738 0.22139 0.16898 0.05241 
1994 0.18692 0.13818 0.04874 0.16665 0.15898 0.00767 
1995 0.09461 0.14284 -0.04823 0.14504 0.17286 -0.02782 
1996 0.05765 0.14917 -0.09153 0.11503 0.17414 -0.05911 
1997 0.08238 0.14237 -0.06000 0.14638 0.15830 -0.01192 
1998 0.16476 0.13609 0.02867 0.21520 0.15281 0.06239 
1999 0.19137 0.14234 0.04903 0.19575 0.17184 0.02391 
2000 0.13430 0.15009 -0.01579 0.17227 0.18679 -0.01452 
2001 0.13532 0.14602 -0.01070 0.10905 0.16655 -0.05750 
2002 0.06693 0.13793 -0.07100 0.05035 0.14945 -0.09910 
2003 0.08205 0.14121 -0.05915 0.10746 0.15890 -0.05144 

Source: author's calculations based on data from vanous 1ssues of lnt~rnatlonal Financ1al Statistics. IMF. 
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6.2.3 Time Plots of Aetual, Antleipated and Unantieipated Parts of Mt 

The time plots of actual and anticipated as well as unanticipated parts of narrow money 

(M1) based on ARIMA (2, 1, 2) are being presented through the Figure 6.1 below: 

Figure 6.1: Antieipated and Unantieipated Part of Ml based on ARIMA (%, 1, l ) 
strudure 
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In the figure, the fitted part of the model has been presented through the line having 

green color. This line is showing the anticipated part of MI. Similarly, the unanticipated 

part of M 1 is being presented through the line of residual part of the model having blue 

color. The actual supply of Ml has been presented through red line. The movement of all 

the three series is fluctuating. However, the fluctuations of fitted part (i.e. anticipated part 

of Ml) have been dampening after 1975. The fluctuations of residual part are generally 

between -0.1 to +0.1, except 1963, 1970, 1973 and 1996. 
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1.3 Time Plots of Actual, Anticipated and Unanticipated Parts of Ml 

The time plots of actual and anticipated as well as unanticipated parts of broad money 

supply (M2) based on ARIMA (2, 1, 2) are being presented through the Figure 6.2. 

Figure 6.2: Actual, Anticipated and Unanticipated Part of Broad Money Supply 
(Ml) based on ARIMA (2, 1, 2) from the table 6.5 
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In the figure, the fitted part of the model has been presented through the 

line having green color. This line is showing the anticipated part of M2. Similarly, the 

unanticipated part of M2 is being presented through the line of residual part of the model 

having blue color. The actual supply of M2 has been presented through red line. The 

movement of all the three series is fluctuating like Ml. 
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6.3: Relationship between Output Level and Anticipated & 
Unanticipated Parts of Money Supply (Ml) 

The main objective of the present study is to establish the relationship between 

output level and money supply in Nepalese economy based on Rational Expectations 

hypothesis. The above table (Table 6.5) and figures (Figure 6.1 & 6.2) provide the 

anticipated and unanticipated parts of money supply nn the basi;; \)f which the 

relationships with output level have been established. The estimations from the OLS 

regression between first difference of real output and first lag of anticipated and 

unanticipated parts of money supply (M I) have been presented in the following table 

(Table 6.6). 

Table 6.6: Estimation of the Model for Invariance Proposition for Ml 

(L\ Yt =a+ P1AntM 1 (-IJ + P2 UnantM 1 (-ll + E1) Sample (adjusted):- 1963 2003 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 

Constant( a) -0.014494 0.020054 -0.722764 0.4743 

AntM1r.1l 0.339936 0.138484 2.454693 0.0188 

UnantM1r-ll 0.090481 0.072318 1.251166 0.2185 

Akaike info criterion :- -4.186236 RL :- 0.165139 
Schwarz criterion :- -4.060852 Adj. R':- 0.121199 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 2.428238 RSS :-
F- statistic:- 3.758272 _____ Propj_ f_- _S!§.tisti~_-

0.031528 ·j 
0.032409 . 

(L\ Yt =a+ P1AntM I t-1 l + Ct) 

Constant(a) T_~o.o_~44~~1 ~02?~54 L ~o-7227~-6'.47431 
AntM I t-l l T 0.339936 

1 
0.1384841 -2454693 0.61_~~-J 

R2 :-0.130746 Adj. R2 -0.108458 . RSS:- 0.032827 I 
' F- statistic:- 5.866082 ProbJE~~§.!istic_L- 0.020184 : 

(L\Yt=a+P2 UnantMit-ll+ Et) 

Constant( a) I o.033477-ro.oo4-1'8 __ -~tT_-~~~00240o o 00?9 __ J 
UnantMl(-ll ! 0.0882991 0.076830 1 149273 0.2574 1 

R
2 

:- 0.032758 Adj -Rz·:~oi957 --~-~-RSS:- 0.o3652i l 
F- statistic:- 1.320828 ____ ____Ero~Lf- statis!~~_l)-'-~~Z.'!~3_ ; 
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6.3.1 Findings 

It is observed from the Table (6.6) that-

(i) The first lag of anticipated part of money supply(M I) is significant at 

5% level of significance and. 

(ii) The same lag of unanticipated part of money supply ( M I) is completely 

insignificant. 

The lag selection in the above estimation has been contirmed on the basis AIC and 

SC. The finding has been supported by the estimation of the OLS regression equation 

only with ·anticipated and unanticipated part of money supply separately as independent 

variable. This means the findings from the above table have not been supporting the 

'lnvariance Proposition' in Nepalese economy for the period of study. 

6.4 Relationship between Output Level and Anticipated & 

Unanticipated Parts of Money Supply (M2) 

The estimations of OLS regression equation between the real output for the study 

period and first lag of both parts of M2 have been presented in the following tables 

(Table 6.7 & 6.8). 

Table 6.7: Estimation of the Model for lnvariancc Proposition for M2 

(~ Yt =a+ ~ 1 AntM2 (-Il + ~-b UnantM2 I-ll+ E1) Sample (adjusted):- 1963 2003 

Variable coefficient []Ta:-Error i t~siatistic- TF>rob 

Constant( a) -0.019721 . 0.019440 -1.014479 0.3168 
--

AntM21-I\ 0.323294 0.115044 2.810173 0.0078 
-

UnantM21_1) 0.124475 0.097799 1.272764 0.2108 

Akaike info criterion :- -4.216505 
------f-~ 

0.190031 1 R :-
Schwarz criterion :- -4.091121 ·- -m-rAarR7 - o.1474o1 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 2.381462 ------ - Rss :.:---o.cf3o588-

F- statistic:- 4.457675 Prob.( F- statistic):- 0.018235 
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Table 6.8: Estimation of the Model for Invariance Proposition for M2 

(~ Yt =a+ PtAntM2 (-I)+ Et) 

Constant( a) I -0.017254 J o.o19496 1 -0.884997 1 o.3816 

AntMli-tl 1 o.3o9315 1 o.115425 1 2.67979o 1 o.o1 o1 
R:l :- 0.155502 Acll. R' :-0.133848 RSS:- 0.031892 

F- statistic:- 7.181272 Prob.( F- statistic):- 0.010735 

(~ Yt =a +P2 UnantM2 <-tl + Et) 

Constant(a) I o.o33469 1 o~oo4so9T-- 6:9K9n4 T-ooooo-: 

UnantM2(-Il I o.o98238 1 0.105610] o.93o192 1 0.3580 

R' :-0.021705 Adj. R' :--0.003380 RSS:- 0.036945 
F- statistic:- 1.320828 Prob.( F- statistic):- 0.257443 

6.4.1 Findings 

The estimation for the model of Invariance Proposition for M2 presents the 

information that-

(i) The first lag of anticipated part is significant to influence the real output at 

1% level of significance and, 

(ii) The same lag of unanticipated part of M2 is insignificant to atTect real 

output. 

The estimation of the equations, when only anticipated and unanticipated parts are 

taken as independent variables separately, anticipated part is significant at 5% level and 

unanticipated part is insignificant to affect the real output. Hence, for the case of broad 

money supply (M2) also the 'lnvariance Proposition' is not applicable in Nepales{~ 

economy like narrow money supply (M I). 
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6.5: The Effectiveness of Anticipated and Unanticipated Parts of Money 

Supply 

The effectiveness of anticipated and unanticipated parts of money supply to influence the 

real output has been checked with the help ofF-statistic. 

F= 
RSSR -RSSuR!r 

RSSuR/n-q 

Where, RSSR= residual sum of squares of restricted regression equation. 

RSSuR =residual sum of squares of unrestricted regression equation. 

r = no. of restrictions. 

(6.2) 

n = no. of observations. q = no. of parameters of unrestricted equations. 

6.5.1 Findings 

The 'F-statistic' has been calculated based on the residual sum of squares of restricted 

and unrestricted regression equations and the RSS values are taken from the Tables 6.6 ( 

for Ml), 6.7 and 6.8 (for M2). 

6.5.1.1 Narrow Money Supply (Ml) 

According to the Table (6.6), it has been observed-

(i) When unanticipated part of M I is restricted 

RSSuR = 0.031528, RSSR = 0.032827 

r = 1, n = 42, q = 3 

Using the formula from equation (6.2), 
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Fstat. = 1.56 

F (1, 39) = 4.08 (level of significance= 0.05) 

Since the computed value of 'F' (F- statistic) is less than its critical value at 5% level of 

significance, the null hypothesis (Ho) - ineffectiveness of unanticipated part of narrow 

money supply has been accepted. The conclusion is consistent with the findings of Table 

(6.6), i.e. the unanticipated part of M 1 has been ineffective to influence the real output for 

the period of study. 

(ii) When anticipated part of M 1 is restricted 

RSSuR = 0.031528, RSSR = 0.036527 

r = 1, n = 42, q = 3 

Using the formula from equation (6.2), 

fstat = 6.025 

F (1, 39) = 4.08 (level of significance= 0.05) 

Since the computed value of 'F' (F- statistic) is greater than its critical value at 5% 

level of significance, the null hypothesis (Ho) of ineffectiveness of anticipated part of 

narrow money supply (M I) has been rejected. The conclusion is consistent with the 

findings of Table (6.6), i.e. the anticipated part of M I has been effective to influence the 

real output for the period of study. 

6.5.1.2 Broad Money Supply (M2) 

According to the Table (6.7 & 6.8), it has been observed-

(i) When unanticipated part of M2 is restricted 
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RSSuR == 0.030588, RSSR = 0.031892 

r = 1, n = 42, q = 3 

Using the formula from equation (6.2). 

Fstat = 1.62 

F (l1'!l - 4.0R (level of significance 0.05) 

Since the computed value of 'F' (F- statistic) is less than its critical value at 5% level of 

significance, the null hypothesis (Ho) - ineffectiveness of unanticipated part of broad 

money supply (M2) has been accepted. The conclusion is consistent with the findings of 

Table (6.7 & 6.8), i.e. the unanticipated part of M2 has been ineffective to influence the 

real output for the period of study. 

(ii) When anticipated part of M2 is restricted 

RSSuR = 0.030588, RSSR == 0.036945 

r = 1, n == 42, q == 3 

Using the formula from equation (6.2), 

Fstat = 7.897 

F (I. 39) == 4.08 (level of significance= 0.05) 

Since the computed value of 'F' (F- statistic) is greater than its critical value at srYc) 

level of significance, the null hypothesis (Ho) of ineffectiveness of anticipated part of 

narrow money supply (M2) has been rejected. The conclusion is consistent with the 

findings of Table (6.7 & 6.8). i.e. the anticipated part of M2 has been effective to 

influence the real output for the period of study. 
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6.5.2 Time Plots of Real Output, Anticipated and Unanticipated Parts of Ml 

Time plots of real output and anticipated as well as unanticipated parts of narrow 

supply (Ml) for the period of study are being presented through the Figure 6.3. 

Figure 6.3: Real Output, Anticipated and Unanticipated parts of Ml 
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From the figure, it has been observed that there is positive correlation between real 

output and anticipated part of MI. The real output has been affected by the first lag of 

anticipated part of Ml while such relationship has not been established between real 

output and unanticipated part ofMl. The finding from the observation of the time plots is 

consistent with the findings of 'F-statistic' which has been explained in previous section. 

The blue line (real output) and red line (anticipated part) are in same direction. 
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6.5.3 Tilae Plots of Real O.tp.at, Aatieipated aad V••tldpated Parts of M2 

Time plots of real output and anticipated as well as unanticipated parts of narrow 

supply (M2) for the period of study are being presented through the Figure 6.4. 

Fipn 6.4: Real O.tpllt, Alatiet,ated ud U-tldpated 8IOIIey ••pply (M2) 
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From the figure, it has been observed that there is positive correlation between real 

output and anticipated part of M2. The real output bas been affected by the first lag of 

anticipated part of M2 while such relationship has not been established between real 

output and unanticipated part of M2. The finding from the observation of the time plots is 

consistent with the findings of'F-statistic' which has been explained in previous section. 

The blue line (real output) and red line (anticipated part) are in same direction. 
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6.6 Summary 

The present chapter is devoted to analyze the relationship between output level and 

money supply based on 'lnvariance Proposition' of Rational Expectations Hypothesis. For 

this purpose, the anticipated and unanticipated parts of both money supplies (M I & M2) 

have to be quantified. Though there are several procedures to quantif!' these parts of 

money supply, the present work has been concentrated to identify such parts of M I & M2 

on the basis of relevant ARIMA structures. In the process, several alternative ARIMA 

structures have been presented. Among these alternative ARIMA structures, ARIMA (2, 

1, 2) has been used as more appropriate model to quantify both parts for both money 

supplies (M 1 &M2). 

The model of' Invariance Proposition' has been applied to find the effectiveness 

of anticipated and unanticipated parts of money supply. The equation for this model has 

been used based on OLS method taking real output as dependent variable and anticipated 

as well as unanticipated parts of money supply as explanatory variables. It has been 

found from the OLS method that the anticipated part of narrow money supply (M I) has 

significant role to influence the real output at 5% level or signilicance while the real 

output has not been affected significantly by unanticipated part or natTO\\ money supply 

during the period of present study ( 1959-200j ). The OLS method has also been applied 

for the case of broad money supply to tind the relationship between rl.'al output and 

money supply according to' In variance Proposition'. The 't-statistic · of the coefficients of 

anticipated and unanticipated parts of M2 has shown that the effectiveness or anticipated 

part has been significant at I% level while unanticipated part has been insignificant to 

influence the real output for the period of study. 
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CHAPTER -VII 

Output-Money Supply Relationship in Different Sub- Periods 

7.1 Introduction 

Lucas (1976a) has pointed out that econometric relationship among variables may 

change over time. So the relationship obtained from a historical dataset may not 

represent the dynamic relationship among variables concerned. More specifically, he 

argues that any dataset may contain several structural breaks in it and the economic 

relationships among variables may undergo changes in those periods. In such case the 

estimated relationship may not remain stable over the period concerned. 

It is, therefore, pertinent upon over parts to consider if such structural breaks 

occurred in our dataset. After identifying the relationship between output level and 

money supply for the study period ( 1959-2003) according to Rational Expectations 

proposition, it is necessary to identify several structural breaks based on stability test. 

The stability test presents the idea of structural breaks of the series. on the basis of 

which several sub periods can be identified. Chow Breakpoint test, Chow Forecast test. 

Ramsey RESET tests and Recursive Least Squares Estimates are some of the methods 

for stability test. But only Chow Breakpoint Test has been used to identify structural 

breaks in the present study. 
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7.2 Window Finding on the Basis of Chow Break Point Test: 

Methodology 

The idea of Chow Breakpoint Test is to fit the equation separately for each sub 

sample and to see whether there are significant differences in the estimated equations. A 

significant difference indicates a structural change in the relationshir. This test can he 

used with least squares and two- stage least squares regressions also. In order to carry 

out this test, the data should be partitioned into two or more sub samples. Each sub 

sample must contain more observations than the number of coefficients in the equation 

so that the equation can be estimated. 

The Chow Breakpoint test compares the sum of squared residuals obtained when 

separate equations are fitted to each sub sample of the data. Two test statistics i.e. F

statistic and log likelihood ratio statistic are relevant for the Chow Breakpoint Test. The 

F-statistic is based on comparison of the restricted and unrestricted sum of squared 

residuals and in the simplest case involving a single breakpoint is computed as; 

F= (7.1) 

Where. 

u'u '=the restricted sum of squared residuals. 

u,'u,-= the squared residuals from sub samrlc i. 

T =the total number of ohscrv ations. 

k =the number of parameters in the equation. 
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The formula from equation (7.1) can be generalized normally to more than one 

breakpoint. The F-statistic has an exact finite sample F-distribution if errors are 

independent and identically distributed normal random variables. 

7.3 Structural Breaks in Nepalese Economy 

The structural breaks of the Nepalese economy have been identified on the basis of 

the following equations: 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

The findings of Chow Break Point Test based on equation (7.2) are being presented 

through the Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1: Chow Break Point Test on Equation 

(L1InYt=yi+y2L1InMit + Zt) 

f----~---··-- ---··-----·-- -·-·--·-· f· ···-----·--·-·-·· ------- ---·· . 

~J9_.:.6.:..3_J...-:..:1 . .:::..9.::...36::..::6:.::2=2--J-.:0:..:...1..:..:5::...:7_:4.:..73=-.._ 1983 _I 3.154393 0.05344iL___J 

f.-:..:: ~.:::..~4..:_5 --t--=;:..:.:: ~:.::~..:...:~~::...:~-=~~. __ -+ _ _.::~:..:.:: ~:._::.:::..;~::_:~:..=~:__-·___ -~~;]~ ~ -~: ;~:~; ~~~~ ~g~~-~_g}- -1 
j--.:.-:1 9:....:6.:::..6 -f-:2::..:.·.::...9 7:._4:...:::8::..34..:.___+.:::..0:..::. 0.:::..62=...4.:...:5:..::.3 __ -+---=--1 9:....:8...::._6 3. 04 08 3 3 0. 0 58 9 71 ! 

1967 3.255711 0.048979 1987 2.597257 0.086993 ·-l 
f--19-=-6-8 -i--2::..::.::.;98::..::8:..:..6..c...oo-'---+-..::...o'.-= 0_:6.::...17:....:.0...::9 ___ +_-_..:_19:...8=-'-8 _ = } .266955 ___ Jl· o4asoa_ J 

1969 3.568794 o.o37485 t989 2.636285 o.oa4042 1 
f--1 9-7-0 -1--2.:.._.:::..5.::....1 3::..::3...::7_:.1--J-.:0:..:... 0::...:9:....:.3_:7.::...1 =--1 -- 1990--. 2. 114 99 3 -(}133926-· -l 
I--:-:19:-::7c:-l-t-2:::-: . .:::..49-::-c2:..::1:..:..4-=-3-·-+ ___ -=.9:..:.._.0:....:_~=-=5...:...4...:...~6.:.. .. --if--__ ~_19_9_:_1_ -~1.787§~~ ·- _Q 180469 l 
I--I9_72_-+-=3..:_.4:..::9...:...46::..::o:..::5_____ _o:_Q399?:l____ _1292 . t _ LQ.~2955 _____ 9~~65?_53 __ .j 
r.-::19=-=7

7
3 --t--:3:-:-.4::-:4:-::4.:::-29-:-4:-:--t-~o.-=-o4-:-1.:....:6:..:..7-::-3-+-l .:.__19')3 I o.89786s o.415491 i 

1974 5.012411* 0.011415 1994 I 1149365 0.327080 I 
1--:-:19:-::7'7--5 ___,-;3~. 6::-:5:-::4-=3 ::--:17:-----+70 ·-=0:::-:16:-::1:-6:c79 -t-..:..:...1 99 5 0 .4 1 081 0 0. 66 58 7 9 

1976 3.843565 0.029729 1996 0.420738 0.659434 
1977 3.243019 0.049516 1997 0.661914 0.521421 

~19-=7-=-8 --t-=3:..:..:.2::.::2:....:.1::.;20.::...4'----t-0.::...·::..05::..::0:_:4.:::..5.::...5---+ 1998 0.920367 0.406644 
l-1:-:9:::-79::---~2~.8=9=40=3~2~~0~.0~6~70:::_:1~2 __ ~19:_:9_:__9 1.056660 0.357117 -~ 
l--19_80_-+-'3:..:.c. 0:....:.7_:7.:..76=...:5:..__ __ ~ 05 7111_- ]QQQ___ J..:.§55817_ . 0.22 3~~] __ -1 
t--..:..:1 9-=-8.:..1 --1-4:.:.... 6::..::9:.::8:....:4.:...:7 5=-----+-.::...0 ·..::0...:_14.:..6~:.:::9:_6 2 00 I 1 . 2 0 12 44 0. 31143 9 I 

.__ __ L_ ___ ___l ____ -_-_~ _20o2- 3 709741 o.o33~ 

* indicates highly significant F-statisuc 
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7~3.1 Findings 

From the Table (7 .1 ), it appeared that, 

(i) The significant F-statistic is appeared at the year 1974 and 1984. 

(ii) Structural breaks, therefore, are found to occur at 1974 and 1984. Consequently, 

the series has been divided into three sub-periods viz. 1959-1973, 1974-1983 and 

1984-2003. 

7.3.2 Window Findings with Broad Money Supply (M2): 

T~e findings from Chow Break Point Test on equation (7.3) are being presented 

through the Table 7.2. 

Table 7.2: Chow Break Point Test on Equation 

(fllnYt= yl+yzfllnM2t + zt) 

year I F-statistic Probability year I F -statistic probability 
1962 3.112136 0.055437 1982 3.654303 0.034866 
1963 2.177345 0.126593 !983 3.497533 0.039825 

0.036985--
-----

1964 3.584623 J984 I 6.064398* 0.005008 
3.480489 

-- 0.011751--1 1965 0.040407 _!_285 --r 4.976243 ------ ---
1966 3.265001 0.048589 1986 4.055509 0.024906 
1967 3.733498 0.032611 1987 3.723098 0.032898 
1968 3.448876 0.041511 1988 4.501608 0.017247 

·---------
1969 4.259612 0.021034 1989 3.304359 0.046974 
1970 2.798105 0.072883 1990 2.756304 0.075608 
1971 2.769318 0.074748 1991 2.502867 0.094590 

. ~-- ----·--------~ ----------·- ---------
1972 3.979145 0.026542 I 1992 1.757261 0.185573 I f-:-_-.,---~----·-- ··-. ------------------- -1 --- ! 1-59324o---·r-o -21-5896 1973 3.839184 ! 0.029838 j 1993 I ~-- --------·- , _____________ - ' - - ------ - -l-- .. -- - --· -

1974 5.730793* I 0.006479 i 199,1 : 2.035707 ! 0 143900 I ---- ---- -r 1975 I -~ 586Ysrl r---------- -----, -----·------
•00~616~ IJ')(F 1 144~>()86 0247767 

__ j_f_1..9.9_~69 __ : _g_ 2374o9 --~ 
I 1.646106 0.205591 I 

--- ·- .---J 

1.598144 0.21491.Z__j 
2.244367 0.119179 i 

[ ____ :!_: _____ -+--· __ .:_ _____ ~ ___ )- '__ ~ :' 
1976 4.771320 . i 0.013855 _J __ i996 
1977 3.953770 0.027110 . 1997 
1978 3.966869 0.026815 1998 
1979 3.558228 0.037822 1999 
1980 3.703235 0.033454 

-- -- ---J 

2000 2.935430 0.064634 i 
I 3.955935 0.027061-; 

- !-4~oY2332 -- a. o2456o 
1981 5.401293*_+ O.OQ§385 _J 2021 

----- I 1 2002 -------·---- ·-·------------------- - -----~ 

indicaks 1r.orc ,;:gn1!"1cant !·-slatlstl' 
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7 .3.3 Findings 

It is observed from the Table (7.2) that, 

(i) F- statistics are significant at 1974, 1981 and 1984. 

(ii) The structural break at 1981 has been neglected in the present study. 

(iii) The virtual significant structural changes occurred on 1974 and 1984. 

Consequently, the series has been divided into three sub-periods i.e., 1959-

1973, 1974- 1983 and 1984-2003. 

7.4 The ARIMA structure for the first sub-period (1959-1973) of Ml 

In order to find anticipated and unanticipated parts of narrow money supply 

(Ml) for the sub-period (1959-1973), ARIMA structure narrow money supply (M1) for 

this sub-period has been identified and estimated. The model is based on the 

correlogram of the series. Figure 7.1 depicts the correlogram for this sub-period. 

Figure 7.1: Correlogram ofthe series (Ml) for the first sub-period (1959-1973) 

=====Included observations: 141========== 
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 

Ill 

1 -0.010 -0.010 0.0016 0.969 
2 -0.149 -0.150 0.4187 0.811 
3 -0.153 -0.160 0.8961 0.826 
4 0.369 0.356 3.9440 0.414 
5 0.089 0.057 4.1419 0.529 
6 -0.229 -0.199 5.6141 0.468 
7 -0.428 -0.380 11.480 0.119 
8 0.137 -0.016 12.181 0.143 
9 0.043 -0.128 12.263 0.199 

10 -0.085 -0.053 12.665 0.243 
11-0.148 0.195 14.307 0.216 
12 -0.043 -0 111 14.518 0.269 



The following table (Table 7 .3) presents the estimated A RIMA structure. The 

appropriate lag for this model has been selected according to Akaike info criterion and 

Schwartz criterion. 

Table 7.3: Estimation of ARIMA (1, 1, 1) Model for M1 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Pro~ :-) 
Constant( a) 0.091010 0.055866 1.629074 0 1344 

AR(l) 0.457857 0.166979 2.741996 0.0208 

MA(l) -2.490160 0.885643 -2.811698 0.0184 

Akaike info criterion :- -2.982930 R" :- 0.820512 
Schwarz criterion :- -2.852557 Adj. RL:- 0.784614 

--
Durbin-Watson stat:- 2.072056 RSS :- 0.024297 

The estimated A RIMA model for M I (1959-1973) is as follows: 

m11 = o.o91o1o + o.457857M1t_,- 2.49016o€t., (7.4) 

Based on the fitted part of the above estimations, the anticipated part of money 

supply can be obtained while the unanticipated part of money supply for this sub-period 

will be obtained from residuals. The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M I for this 

sub- period are being presented through the following table (Table 7.4). 

Table 7.4: Actual, Anticipated and Unanticipated Parts of M1 (1959-1973) 

Sample (adjusted): 1961- 1973 

Year Actual Anticipated. Unanticipated. 
Ml Ml Ml 

1961 0.20475 0.19311 0.01164 
1962 0.01905 0.11409 -0.09504 
1963 0.25467 0.29474 -0.04006 
1964 0.25316 0.26571 -0.01254 
1965 0.23996 0.19649 0.04347 
1966 0.05043 0.05096 -0.00053 
1967 0.04895 0.07376 -0.02481 
1968 0.11383 0.13353 -0.01971 
1969 0.21593 0.15053 0.06541 
1970 -0.05590 -0.01466 -0.04124 
1971 0.11485 0.12643 -0.01158 
1972 0.07063 0.13076 -0.06013 
1973 0.25869 0.23142 0.02727 
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7.5 Output-Money supply (M1) relationship for the first sub period 

(1959-1973) 

The following table depicts the relationship between output level and money 

supply of this sub-period based on the regression equation where output level is 

regressed on the first lag of anticipated (Ml\ 1) and unanticipated (UMI\I) part of 

money supply. The appropriate lags of the model are determined on the basis of AIC 

and SC. The estimations are being presented through the following table (Table 7.5). 

Table 7.5: Output- Money supply (Ml) relationship 

for the first sub-perioda 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 

Constant( a) 0.000926 0.010729 0.086333 0.9331 

AntM1(-l\ 0.131913 0.062214 2.120309 0.0630 

UnantM11-1\ 0.274279 0.124574 2.201731 0.0552 

Akaike info criterion = -5.030338 R< = 0.561927 
Schwarz criterion = -4.909111 Adi. R'= 0.464577 
Durbin-Watson stat= 2.724245 RSS= 0.002786 
F- statistic= 5.772252 Prob.{ F- statistic}= 0.024376 1 

(il Yt =a+ fl1AntM 1 1•0 ) 

Constant(a) I -0.007040 I o.o11885 1 -0.592354 0.5668 

AntM11-I\ 1 o.158043 1 o.o71866 1 2.199119 0.0525 

R7 
:- 0.325970 RSS :- 0.004286 Adi. R~:- 0.258567 

ilYt =a+ fl1UnantM1 I-ll) 
Constant(a) I 0.020561 I o.oo6294 1 3.266896 0.0085 

UnantM11.1) I o.324665 1 o.142o62 1 2.285386 1 0.0454 
R~ :- 0.343099 RSS :- 0.004177 Adj. RL:- 0.277409 

a(~Yt =a+ ~ 1 AntMI (·IJ + ~2 UnantMI (·II+ £1) Sample (adjusted):- 1962 1973 

The estimated equation is, 

Yt = 0.000926 + 0.131913 M1 \I + 0.274279 UM1\I 
(0.010729) (0.062214) (0.124574) 
[0.086333] [2.120309] [2.201731] 

0.561927 Adj. R2 = 0.464577 

F- stat= 5.772252 D-W stat= 2.724245 
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The estimations based on the first part of the above table present the findings that 

both explanatory variables (anticipated and unanticipated parts of M I) have influenced 

real output at 10% level of significance. Again for assessing the significance of 

anticipated and unanticipated parts of narrow money supply (M I ) on output level, 

restricted regression equations have also been estimated. The second part of the Table 

7.5 presents the regression equation where unanticipated part is restricted. Similarly, the 

third part of the table presents the regression equation where anticipated part of narrow 

money supply (Ml) is subject to restriction. It has been observed from the table that the 

anticipated and unanticipated parts are significant at I 0% and 5% level respectively. 

It i~ also found that-

F* = 4.845 when unanticipated part of M I is restricted. 

F* = 4.49 when anticipated part of Ml is restricted. 

It is further observed that both estimated F• statistics are less than the critical value 

for F (I. 9) = 5.12 (at 5% level) but greater than F 11. •11 = 3.36 (at I 0% level). 

The F-statistic of both cases shows that both parts of money supply do not affect the 

output level in this sub-period at 5% level of significance. This indicates that-

(i) Both anticipated and unanticipated parts of narrow money supply (M I) have 

insignificant effects (at 5%) on real output but signilicant effects at I 0% level. 

(ii) Monetary policy as well as 'lnvariance Proposition' has insignificant impact (at 

5%) on real output level but significant impact at I 0% level of significance. 

(iii) Surprise in money supply (unanticipated part of narrow money supply) has 

comparatively greater influence to affect real output level in this sub-period. 
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• 
7.6 The ARIMA structure for second sub-period of M1 (1974-1983) 

The ARIMA structure of M I, which is used to identify anticipated and 

unanticipated part of money supply, has also been estimated for the sub-period (1974-

1983). The estimation is bas;ed on the correlogram of Ml for this period. Figure 7.2 

depicts the correlogram for this purpose. on the basis of which AR!\1A (2. 1. 2) has 

been identified. However, in order to check its appropriateness, the AIC and SC has also 

been used. 

Figure 7.2: Correlogram of the series for the second 
sub-period of Ml 

Correlogram of DM111 

=========Included observations 10 ======= 
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 

1-0.429-0.429 2.4571 0.117 
2 -0.119 -0.372 2.6692 0.263 
3 0.071 -0.226 2.7546 0.431 
4 -0.124 -0.351 3.0644 0.547 
5 0.000 -0.429 3.0644 0.690 
6 0 183 -0.288 4.0661 0.668 
7 0.012 -0.139 4.0722 0.771 
8 -0.133 -0.210 5.1340 0.743 

7.6.1 Estimation of the ARIMA (2, 1, 2) Structure of Ml (1974- 1983) 

The following table presents the findings of the A RIMA (2, I, 2) model for M I of 

this sub-period. 

Table 7.6: Estimation of ARIMA (2, 1, 2) Model for Ml 

Variable I Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob-:-- ~ 
Constant( a) I 0.149324 0.014774 10.10754 0.0021 1 

AR(I) -0.438463 0.239573 -1.830185 0 1646l 

AR(2) -0.125499 0.429431 -0.292245 0.789fl 
I 
i 

MA(I) 4. 721212 4.191919 1.126265 0.3420 

MA(2) 2.003681 2.980606 0.672239 0.5496 
Akaike info criterion = -6.747948 R--z-= 0.974193 
Schwarz criterion = -6.698297 I Adj. R" = 0.939784 I 
Durbin-Watson stat = 1.309419 I RSS = 0.000157 
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The estimated ARIMA model for Ml ( 1974- 1983) is as follows: 

mv= 0.149324- 0.438463MI 1•1 -- 0.125499MI 1.2 + 4.721212Ct-1+2.003681Ct-2 (7.6) 

(0.014774) (0.239573) 
[10.10754] [-1.830185] 

(0.429431) 
[ -0.292245] 

(4.191919) 
[ 1.126265] 

(2.980606) 
[0.672239] 

R2 = 0.974193 Adj. R2 = 0.939784 Durbin-Watson stat= 1.309419 
-6 698297 Akaike info criterion = -6747948 Schwarz criterion= 

On the basis of the model, the anticipated and unanticipated parts of money supply 

of this sub-period have been estimated. The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M I 

for this sub-period are being presented through the following table (Table 7.7). 

Table 7.7: Actual, Anticipated and Unanticipated Parts of M1 (1974-1983) 

Sample (adjusted): 1976- 1983 

Year Actual Anticipated. Unanticipated. 
Ml Ml Ml 

1976 0.20433 0.19783 0.00650 
1977 0.16668 0.17044 -0.00376 
1978 0.12973 0.13010 -0.00036 
1979 0.14137 0.14649 -0.00513 
1980 0.12244 0.13034 -0.00790 
1981 0.11226 0.11453 -0.00227 
1982 0.14501 0.14242 0.00259 
1983 0.16422 0.16357 0.00065 

-----·-

7.7 Output-Money supply (Ml) relationship for the second sub-period 

(1974-1983) 

The output level has been regressed over the anticipated and unanticipated parts of 

Ml over the period 1974-1983. The appropriate lag selection has been confirmed on the 

basis AIC and SC. The results of estimation are given in the following table (Table 7.8). 

The results of the estimation of two restricted equations are also being presented through 

the second and third parts of the Table 7.8. 
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Table 7.8: Output- Money supply (Ml) relationship for 

the second sub-period* 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Pro b. 

Constant( a) -0.089474 0.060455 -1.480010 0.1989 

AntMlt-1 0.695618 0.390186 1.782788 0.1347 

UnantM1t-1 -4.439031 2.284330 ' -1.943253 0.1096 

Akaike info criterion = -4.441358 R' :- 0.472341 
,~---- ------- --·-···: __ T________ -

Schwarz criterion = -4.411567 AdJ. R - 0.261277 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 1.927340 RSS :- 0.002606 
F- statistic:- 2.237906 Prob.( F- statistic):- 0.202248 

(~ Yt =a+ J}1AntMl1-1) 

Constant(a) I -0.020507 I o.o59191 1 -0.346452 0.7408 

AntMlt-1 I o.21o125 1 o.39o592 1 0.691577 0.5151 

R" :- 0.073828 RSS :- 0.004575 Adj. R':- -0.080534 
(~ Yt =a + P1 UnantMlt-J) 

Constant(a) I o.o17262 1 o.oo9795 1 1.762204 0.1285 

UnantMlt-1 1 -2.153688 1 2.207445 l -0.975648 0.3669 

R" :- 0.136925 RSS :- 0.004263 Adj. R":- -0.006921 

Sample (adjusted):- 1977 1984 

It has been observed from the table that the coefficients for anticipated and 

unanticipated parts of M 1 are not statistically significant even at 10% level of 

significance. Thus both the systematic and surprise parts of money supply failed to exert 

any significant influence on output level over the period 1974-1983. 

These results have further been verified through the estimation of two restricted 

equations. In our estimation-

F* =3. 7778 when unanticipated part of money supply was restrict~..:d. 

F*=3.1792 when anticipated part of money supply was restricted. 

Critical Value= F (I, Slat 5% level is 6.61; F ( 1. Slat I 0% level is 4.06. 

Consequently, both the estimated F-statistic falls short of the critical value of 'F' at 

5% level of significance. This indicates that both the anticipated and unanticipated part of 
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money supply had no significant etTect on the variation in output level over the period 

concerned. Consequently, money supply (M I) was completely ·neutral' over the period. 

7.8 The ARIMA structure for third sub-period of Ml (1984-2003) 

The Figure (7.3) presents the ACF and PACF of M I for the third sub-period ( 1984-

2003). The AC and PAC for the tirst lag seem more significant than other lags. 

Figure 7.3: Correlogram of the series for the third sub-period of Ml 

Conelogram of DM1Tf 
======Included observations: 20 ======== 

Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 

1 0.440 0.440 4.4782 0.034 
2 -0.064 -0.319 4.5792 0.101 
3 -0.141 0.051 5.0906 0.165 
4 -0.015 0.033 5.0970 0.277 
5 0.060 0.014 5.2043 0.391 
6 0.119 0.109 5.6504 0.463 
7 0210 0.165 7.1368 0.415 
8 0.010 -0.205 7.1404 0.522 
9-0.332-0.263 11.538 0.241 

10 -0.291 0038 15.264 0.123 
11 -0.139-0.179 16.207 0.134 
12 -0. 0 11 0 0 12 16. 21 4 0 182 

On the basis of this pictorial presentation of ACF and PACT of M I, the ARI MA structure 

has been identified. The lag structure has been rationalized on the basis of AIC and SC. 

Ml is found to have ARIMA (2, I, 2) model for the period concerned such that the model 

IS, 

(7.7) 
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7.7.1 Estimation of ARIMA (2, 1, 2) Model for Ml (1984- 2003) 

The results of estimation of the model (Equation 7.7) are being presented through 

the Table 7.9. 

Table 7.9: Estimation of ARIMA (2, 1, 2) Model for Ml 

-~--- ------~--~-----~~---~_:---· - -----

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant( a) 0.137223 0.019260 7.124691 0.0000 

AR(l) 0.136558 0.190693 0.716114 0.4866 

AR(2) -0.488222 0.240962 -2.026136 0.0638 

MA(l) 0.781524 0.071989 10.85620 0.0000 

MA(2) 0.920149 0.140036 6.570814 0.0000 
Akaike info criterion = -3.346158 R' = 0.584085 
Schwarz criterion = -3.098832 Adj. R' = 0.456111 
Durbin-Watson stat = 2.217500 RSS = 0.021296 

The estimated ARIMA (2, 1, 2) equation is. 

Mit= 0.137223+ 0.136558M 11., - 0. 0.488222M I t-2 + 0.781524€1•1+ 0.920149Ct-2 (7.8) 

(0.019260) (0.190693) 
[7.124691] [0.716114] 

(0.240962) 
[-2.026136] 

(0.071989) 
[ 10.85620] 

(0.140036) 
[6.570814] 

R2 = 0.584085 Adj. R2 = 0.456111 Durbin-Watson stat= 2.217500 
Akaike info criterion = -3.346158 Schwarz criterion= -3.098832 

7. 7.2 Findings 

It is observed from the estimated equation (7 .8) that, 

~ 

(i) <1>1 = 0.136558 is insignificant even at I 0% level of significance. 

(ii) <l>z = -0.488222 is significant only at I 0 % level of significance. 

(iii) fJ1 = 0.781524 is significant at 1% level of significance. 

(iv) fJz= 0.920149 is significant at 1% level ofsignificance. 
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These indicate that, 

(i) Money supply in this sub period was not significantly affected by its 

own first lag, but it was negatively affected at 10% level by its own 

second lag. 

(ii) Money supply in this sub period was significantly affected by first two 

lags of residual term. 

On the basis of these estimations the anticipated and unanticipated parts of money 

supply of this sub period has been estimated. The series of anticipated and unanticipated 

parts are being presented through the following table (Table 7.1 0). 

Table 7.10: Actual, Anticipated and Unanticipated Parts of M 1 (1984-2003) 

Sample (adjusted): 1986- 2003 

Year Actual Anticipated Unanticipated 
Ml Ml Ml 

1986 0.21328 0.21860 -0.00531 
1987 0.21659 0.20312 0.01347 
1988 0.12956 0.11656 0.01299 
1989 0.17627 0.11997 0.05629 
1990 0.19230 0.20225 -0.00995 
1991 0.21510 0.16970 0.04540 
1992 0.14821 0.14729 0.00092 
1993 0.21469 0.14320 0.07149 
1994 0.18692 0.19916 -0.01224 
1995 0.09461 0.16241 -0.06780 
1996 0.05765 0.04289 0.01476 
1997 0.08237 0.09631 -0.01394 

·---

1998 0.16477 0.17127 -0.00650 
1999 0.19136 0.14986 +- 0.04150 
2000 0.13430 0.15762 f~ -0.02332 -: 
2001 0.13533 0.13035 . .. 0.00498 ~ 
2002 0.06692 0.12082 .. -0.05390 ~ 
2003 0.08206 ~~-~ 091 QQ.... . .... ~2~9894 __ j 
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7.9: Output-Money supply (Ml) relationship for the third sub period 
(1984-2003) 

The relationship between output level and anticipated and unanticipated parts 

money supply has been enquired into through the estimation ofthe equation, 

Yt =a+ ~~Ml'ti !hlJMl'.tt ut (7.9) 

The results of estimation are being presented through the first part of the following table 

(Table 7.11 ). 

Table 7.11: Output- Money supply (Ml) relationship for the 

third sub-period* 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t -Statistic Prob. 
Constant( a) 0.044332 0.020626 2.149313 0.0483 

AntM1 1 -0.010615 0.134300 -0.079038 0.9380 

UnantM1t 0.252911 0.172216 1.468565 0.1626 

Akaike info criterion :- -4.394965 RL :- 0.127824 
Schwarz criterion :- -4.246569 Adi. R2

:- 0.011533 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 2.634208 RSS :- 0.009318 
F- statistic:- 1.099177 Prob.( F- statistic):- 0.358536 
(~ Yt =a+ P1AntMl 1) 

Constant( a) 0.047626 0.021232 2.243091 0.0394 

AntM1t -0.027317 0.138571 -0.197132 0.8462 
R~ :- 0.002423 RSS :- 0.010658 Adj. RL:- -0.059926 
(~ Yt =a+ P1 UnantM1 1) 

Constant( a) 0.042770 0.005716 7.482413 0.0000 

UnantMlt 0.254063 0.166183 1.528815 0.1458 
R;t :- 0.127460 RSS :- 0.009322 Adj. RL:- 0.072927 

(6 Yt =a+ P1AntM It+ P2 UnantM It+ c,) Sample (adjusted):- 1986 200.1 

Critical Value for F 11 1"1 at 5% level of significance is 4.60. 

It has been observed that, 

(i) Both jJ, and /J2 are insignificant even at I 0% level of significance. 

(ii) Output level was irresponsive to variation to that in anticipated and 

unanticipated parts of money supply (M I) over the period concerned 
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This finding has further been examined through the estimation of two restricted 

equations (following Chow). The results of such estimations are being presented through 

second and third parts of the Table 7.11. 

In this estimation, 

F• = 2.157 when unanticipated part of money supply is restricted. 

F* = 0.0064 when unanticipated part of money supply is restricted. 

F0(~·;s) = 4.54 (Critical Value for F (1• 15 , at 5% level of significance is 4.54) 

Here, both F* s fall short of F;n;;s). Consequently, both anticipated and unanticipated 

parts of M 1 appear to appear to have no impact on output variation over the period 1984-

2003. Thus systematic monetary policy and monetary surprise shocks are found to be 

non-effective in influencing output level over the sub-period concerned. 

7.10: The ARIMA structure for first sub-period of M2 (1959-1973) 

The broad money supply for the period of study has also been divided into three sub-· 

periods (i.e.l959-1973, 1974-1983 and 1984-2003) following Chov, Breakpoint Test. It 

is, therefore, necessary to identify the anticipated and unanticipated parts nf money 

supply for each sub-period. The identification has been estimated on the basis of ARIMA 

structure for each sub period. The following figure (Figure 7.4) presents the correlogram 

for first sub-period of M2, on the basis of which the informal idea for finding the 

appropriate lag for ARIMA structure can be drawn. 
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Figure 7.4: Correlogram of the series for the first sub-period of M2 

======Included observations: 14========= 
Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC 0-Stat Prob 

1-0.111-0.111 0.2135 0.644 
2 -0.345 -0.362 2.4415 0.295 
3 -0.157 -0.291 2.9442 0.400 
4 0.442 0.291 7.3147 0.120 
5 0 126 0.159 7.7073 0.173 
6 -0.269 -0.041 9.7327 0.136 
7 -0.393 -0.351 14.672 0.040 
8 0.261 -0.077 17.206 0.028 
9 0.087 -0.260 17.542 0.041 

10 -0.151 -0.193 18.819 0.043 
11 -0.097 0.207 19.519 0.052 
12 0.001 -0.065 19.519 0 077 

The following table (Table 7 .12) presents the estimations of A RIMA structure for the 

first sub-period of M2. The appropriate lag for this model has been confirmed on the 

basis of AIC and SC. 

Table 7.12: Estimation of ARIMA (2, 1, 2) Model for M2 (1959-1973) 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Pro b. 

Constant( a) 0.142594 0.018984 7.511409 0.0001 

AR(l) -1.078007 0.383875 -2.808224 0.0262 

AR(2) -0.107202 0.276402 -0.387848 0.7097 

MA(l) -0.124030 3.121399 -0.039735 0.9694 

MA(2) -7.577349 4.009974 -1.889625 0.1007 
Akaike info criterion = -5.063530 R~ = 0.977135 
Schwarz criterion = -4.861486 Adj. R2 = 0.964069 
Durbin-Watson stat = 1.292068 RSS= 0.001931 

The estimated A RIMA (2, 1, 2) equation is, 

m21= 0.142594-1.078007M2t-l- 0.107202M2t-2 -0.124030€t-l-7.577349f:t-2 (7.10) 

(0.018984) (0.383875) (0.276402) (3 121399) (4.009974) 

[7.511409] [-2.808224] [-0 387848] [-0.039735] [-1.889625] 

R
2 

= 0.977135 Adj. R2 = 0.964069 Durbin-Watson stat= 1.29206 



The 't-statistic' of the coefficient of AR (I) is significant at 5% level while 

AR(2), MA(l) and MA(2) are insignificant even at I 0% level of significance. On the 

basis ofthe estimations of the ARIMA structure which has been presented in the equation 

(7.10), the estimations of anticipated and unanticipated part of broad money supply for 

this sub period have been estimated. The litted part of the ahove estimations shows the 

anticipated part while residual term of this estimation presents unanticipated part of 

money supply. The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M2 for this sub period are 

being presented through the following table (Table 7.13) 

Table 7.13: Actual, Anticipated and Unanticipated Parts of M2 (1959-1973) 

Year 

Sample (adjusted): 1962- 1973 

Actual 
Ml 

Anticipated 
Ml 

Unanticipated 
M1 

1962 0.03977 0.06087 -0.02110 
1963 0.22831 0.24977 -0.02147 
1964 0.22249 0.22376 -0.00127 
1965 0.22724 0.21010 0.01714 

~---:-17:96~6=---+_o~·-=co5=-=6=-=4_::_3-+----=o:.:.:. o=-=5:..::.0=-2 9=---- ____ o. oo614 
~19::....:6:.:.7-+......:0:.:.:. 0::.:.7...::.9~01~_.:::.:0.~09::_:5:..:_7_:_7__ -0.01677 

1968 o.177o2 o.17593 o.oo1o9 I 
1969 0.25037 0.23920 ·.t- _- 0.01117 1 

f-:-17:97=-=0-+-_0:-:-. 0::...:0::-=-9-=-39~ _ _:_0.:..::.0......:13:._:1:..::.0__ -0.00371 
1----'-1 ~9 7......:1--1-__:0::.:_· 1_:_:7__:4_:_40::.......j__ 0. 1 904 9 . -0. 0 1609 J 

1972 0.15404 'o:15270 -j 0.00133 1 
---- ·----------- ------------- ( -· ---··--------· I 

1973 _ _9_._?_5182 _ _ __ .9.:.~48?_!_ L _ _ q_oo~~-8- i 

7.11: Output-Money supply (M2) relationship for the first sub period 
(1959-1973) 

The following table (Table 7.14) presents the relationship between output level and 

the first lag of anticipated and unanticipated parts of money supply for this sub period. 
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Table 7.14: Output-Money supply (M2) relationship for 

the first sub-period· 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Pro b. 
Constant( a.) -0.016824 0.011460 -1.468005 0.1803 

AntM2(-Il 0.219796 0.065283 3.366832 0.0098 

UnantM2(-1) 0.421837 0.409615 1.029837 0.3332 
· Aka ike info criterion :- -5.099765 R"' :- 0.636731 

Schwarz criterion :- -4.991249 Adj. R"':- 0.545913 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 2.612283 RSS - 0.002276 
F- statistic:- 7.011116 ---Probl ~statistic):- 0.017415 
(~Yt =a+ j!JAntM21•1) 

Constant( a.) -0.020256 0.011002 -1.841239 0.0987 

AntM2t-1 0.231466 0.064508 3.588179 0.0059 
Rl :- 0.588572 RSS :- 0.002578 Adj. R":- 0.542858 
(~Yt =a+ P1UnantM21.,) 

Constant( a.) 0.017333 0.007813 2.218307 0.0537 

UnantM2t-1 0.661212 . 0.591276 1.118280 0.2924 
R~ :- 0.121998 RSS :- 0.005502 Acii. R':- 0.024443 

J 
i 

(1Wt =a+ ~ 1 AntM2 1. 11 + ~2 UnantM2 1. 11 + Et) Sample (adJUSted):- 1963 1973 

The estimated equation is, 

Yt = -0.016824+ 0.219796 M2'\.] + 0.421837UM2\J 

(0.011460) (0.065283) (0.409615) 
[-1.468005] [3.366832] [1.029837] 

0.636731 Adj. R2 = 0.545913 

F- stat= 7.011116 D-Wstat= 2.612283 

(7.11) 

The estimations based on the equation (7. 1 1) present the findings that first lag 

of anticipated part of M2 has influenced real output at 1% level of significance while 

same lag of unanticipated part of M2 has no significant influence on real output even at 

10% level. Again for assessing the significance of anticipated and unanticipated parts of 

broad money supply (M2) on output level, restricted regression equations have also been 

estimated. The second part of the Table 7.14 presents the regression equation where 

unanticipated part is restricted. Similarly, the third part of the table presents the 

regression equation where anticipated part of broad money supply (M2) is subject to 
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restriction. It has been observed from the table that the anticipated part is significant at 

1% level while unanticipated part is insignificant even at I 0% level. 

It is also found that-

p* = 1.0615 when the first lag of unanticipated part of M2 is restricted. 

p* = 11.3392 when the tirst lag or anticipated part of M2 is restricted. 

Critical Value for F (1, 8) at 5% level of significance is 5.32. 

It is further observed that estimated 'F* -statistic' is less than the critical value for 

F (I, 8) at 5% level of significance for the first case (when unanticipated part of M2 is 

restricted) while 'F• -statistic' is greater than the critical value for the second case. 

The F-statistic of first case shows that the unanticipated part of money supply does 

not affect the output level in this sub-period at 5 % level of significance while the 

anticipated part has affected the real output at 5% level. This indicates that-

(i) The first lag of anticipated part of M2 has significant effect on real output 

while same lag of unanticipated part of M2 has insignificant effect on real 

output level. 

(ii) Monetary policy contrary to 'lnvariance Proposition' had significant 

impact on real output level. 

(iii) Surprise in money supply (unanticipated part of broad money supply) 

supplanted the influence of money supply on real output level in this sub

period. 
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The following table (Table 7.15) presents the relationship between output level and 

anticipated and unanticipated parts of money supply for the same period. 

Table 7.15: Output-Money supply (M2) relationship for 

the first sub-period· 

Variable . Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Pro b. 

Constant( a) 0.040876 0.011804 3.462732 0.0071 
---

AntM21 -0.131109 0.064476 -2 033465 0.0725 
---

UnantM2t 1 .322521 0.423797 3.120648 0.0123 
Aka ike info criterion :- -5.036964 R< :- 0.564820 
Schwarz criterion :- -4.915737 Adj. R":- 0.468113 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 2.262722 RSS :- 0.002767 
F- statistic:- 5.840545 Prob.( F- statistic):- 0.023660 
(~Y1 =a+ P1AntM21) 

Constant( a) 0.029525 0.015373 1.920596 0.0837 
AntM21 -0.087755 0.086187 -1.018193 0.3326 
R< :- 0.093933 RSS :- 0.005761 Adj. R":- 0.003327 
(~Y, =a+ P1UnantM21) 

Constant( a) 0.019376 0.006017 3.220454 0.0092 
UnantM2t 1.136831 0.474295 2.396883 0.0375 
R" :- 0.364880 RSS :- 0.004039 Adj. R•:- 0.301368 

Sample (adjusted):- 1962 1973 

The estimated equation is, 

Yt = 0.040876 - 0.1311 09M2ct + 1.322521 U M2'\ 
(0.011804) (0.064476) (0.423797) 
[3.462732] [-2.033465] [ 3.120648] 

0.564820 Adj.R2 = 0.468113 

F- stat= 5.840545 O-W stat= 2.262722 

(7.12) 

The estimations based on the equation (7 .12) present the findings that 

anticipated part of M2 has influenced real output at I 0% level of significance while 

unanticipated part of M2 has significant influence on real output at 5% level. Again for 

assessing the significance of anticipated and unanticipated parts of broad money supply 

(M2) on output level, restricted regression equations have also been estimated. The 

second part of the Table 7.15 presents the regression equation where unanticipated part 
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is restricted. Similarly, the third part of the table presents the regression equation where 

anticipated part of broad money supply (M2) is subject to restriction. It has been 

observed from the table that the anticipated part is significant at I 0% level while 

unanticipated part is insignificant even at 5% level. 

It is also found that-

p* = 9.7383 when the first lag of unanticipated part of M2 is restricted. 

F* = 4.137 when the first lag of anticipated part of M2 is restricted. 

Critical Value for F (1. 9J at 5% level of significance is 5.12. 

Critical Value for F (t. 9J at I 0% level of significance is 3.36. 

It is further observed that estimated 'F* -statistic' is greater than the critical value 

for F (I. 9> at 5% level of significance for the first case (when unanticipated part of M2 is 

restricted) while 'F* -statistic' is less than the critical value at 5% level but greater than 

the critical value at I 0% level of significance for the second case. 

The F-statistic of first case shows that the unanticipated part of money supply has 

affected the output level in this sub-period at 5 % level of significance while the 

anticipated part has not affected the real output at YYc1 level hut it has affected at I 0% 

level of significance. This indicates that-

(i) The anticipated part of M2 has no significant effect (at Y%) on real output 

while the unanticipated part of M2 has significant effect on real output 

level. 

(ii) Monetary policy contrary to 'lnvariance Proposition' had no significant 

impact on real output level. 
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(iii) Surprise in money supply (unanticipated part of broad money supply) did 

not supplant the influence of money supply on real output level in this 

sub-period. 

7.12 The ARIMA structure for second sub-period ofM2 (1974-1983) 

In order to identify the relationship between the output level and money supply 

(M2) for the second sub period according to 'lnvariance Proposition of Rational 

Expectation', it is necessary to quantify the anticipated and unanticipated parts of 

money supply. The following figure (Figure 7.5) has presented the correlogram of M2 

series for second sub period, on the basis of which the ARIMA structure has been 

identified. 

Figure 7.5: Correlogram of the series for the second sub-period of M2 

Correlo~1ram of DM2T2 
=======Included observations 10 ======== 

Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 

1 -0.173 -0.173 0.3985 0.528 
2-0227-0.265 1.1724 0556 
3 -0.305 -0.444 2.7635 0.430 
4 0.026 -0.325 2.7766 0.596 
5 0.145 -0.264 3.2794 0.657 
6 0156 -0.168 4.0118 0.675 
7 -0.043 -0.181 4.0845 0 770 
8 -0.068 -0 124 4.3605 0.823 

7.12.1 Estimation of the ARIMA structure of M2 (1974-1983) 

The correlogram shows that the estimations or ACF and P ACF an: almost 

insignificant at all the lags presented in the Figure (7.5). This scenario presents an 
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informal idea for ARIMA structure for this sub period. The following table (Table 7. I 6) 

presents the estimations for ARIMA model of this sub-period. 

Table 7.16: Estimation of ARIMA (2, 1, 2) Model for M2 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
Constant( a) 0.167736 0.022326 7.513006 0.0049 

AR(l) -0.101416 0.365324 -0.277606 0.7993 
·--·--·-----

AR(2) 0.309093 0.203580 1.518287 0.2262 

MA(l) 1.602355 0.248077 6.459106 0.0075 

MA(2) 0.994995 1.31E-05 75755.51 0.0000 
Akaike info criterion = -5.794281 R' = 0.942954 
Schwarz criterion = -5.744630 Adj. R"= 0.866892 
Durbin-Watson stat = 1.330037 RSS = 0.000409 

The table shows that the ARIMA structure has been estimated appropriately according 

to AIC and SC. The fitted part of this estimation provides the anticipated part of money 

supply. The estimated ARIMA model for M2 (1974-1983) is as follows: 

,;121 = 0.167736- 0.101416M2t-J + 0.309093M21_z +1.602355€1_1-0.994995€1-z (7.13) 

(0.022326) (0.365324) (0.203580) (0.248077) (1.31 E-05) 

(7.513006) (-0.277606] [1.518287] [6.459106] [75755.51] 

The't-statistic' of the coefficients of AR (I) and AR(2) are insignificant even at I 0% 

level while MA(I) and MA(2) are significant at I% level of significance. On the basis of 

the estimations ofthe ARIMA structure which has been presented in the equation (7.13). 

the estimations of anticipated and unanticipated part of broad money supply tor this sub 

period have been estimated. The fitted part of the above estimations shows the anticipated 

part while residual term of this estimation presents unanticipated part of money supply. 

The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M2 for this sub period are being presented 

through the following table (Table 7.17) 
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Table 7.17: Actual, Anticipated and Unanticipated Parts ofM2 (1974-1983) 

Sample (adjusted): 1976- 1983 

Year Actual Anticipated. Unanticipated. I 
M2 M2 M2 I 

1976 0.25406 0.24964 0.00442 ] 
1977 0.19061 0.19647 -0.00586 

j 1978 0.17960 0.18710 -0.00750 
1979 0.14649 0.15575 -0 00926 I 

' 
0: 15126 -- I -

--- j 

1980 0.15929 0.00803 i 
I 

1981 0.17459 0.16569 0.00891 
1982 0.19385 0.18669 0.00715 
1983 0.18331 0.18753 -0.00421 

7.13: Output-Money supply (M2) relationship for the second sub period 

(1974-1984) 

The following table (Table7 .18) presents the output -money supply relationship for 

the second sub-period (1974-1983). Output level for this sub-period has been regressed 

with the anticipated and unanticipated parts of money supply ofthe same period. 

Table 7.18: Output- Money supply (M2) relationship for 
the second sub-period" 

Variable 
,------· -- , •.. 

p~~ Coefficient Std. Error !-Statistic 

Constant( a) -0.012821 0.067652 -0.189515 0.8571 

AntM21 0.168343 0.361298 0 465939 0.6609 I 

UnantM2t 0 773795 1 462631t·· 0 529043 0 6194l 
Akaike info criterion._---- -- ----3.925692--1 R2 ~- ---~0.092020-J 

Schwarz criterion :-
-t---- ,---;z-------, 

-3.895902 t-~sJLB :- -0.271172 -i 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 2.138955 i RSS - 0.004365 I _ __, 

F- statistic:- 0.253364 Prob {F~__!>tati_?tic):- 0.785581J 
(~ Yt =a+ (J 1AntM21) 

-- r ---------~--~--~ 

Constant( a) -0.013344 0.063456 I -0.210285 i 0.8404 I 
, I ' 

AntM21 0.172046 0.3388601 --ci:5o7720 i o.629a--l 
RL :- 0.041193 RSS :- 0.004609 Adl RL:- -0 118608 I 

(~ Yt = a +-6; U nantM21) I 
Constant( a) I o.o18322 I o.oo9745l--1.880129 j o.1o91 1 

UnantM21 I o.78699~J:-~.36361sJ __ o.577141 1 o.5848 
R2 

:- 0.052595 RSS :-0.004555 Adi. R2
:- -0.105305--

* 
(L'! Yt =a+ P1AntM2t+ P2 UnantM2t + ~) Sample (adjusted):- 1976 1983 
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It has been observed from the table that the coefficients for anticipated and 

unanticipated parts of M2 are not statistically significant even at 100;1> level of 

significance. Thus both the systematic and surprise parts of money supply tailed to exert 

any significant influence on output level over the period 1974-1983. 

These results have further been verified through the estimation of two restricted 

equations. In our estimation-

F* =0.2795 when unanticipated part of money supply was restricted. 

F*=0.2176 when anticipated part of money supply was restricted. 

Critical Value for F (J.s) at 5% level of significance is 6.61. 

Consequently, both the estimated F -statistic falls short of the critical value of' F' at 5% 

level of significance. This indicates that both the anticipated and unanticipated parts of 

money supply had no significant effect on the variation in output level over the period 

concerned. Consequently, money supply (M2) was completely 'neutral' over the period. 

7.14: The ARIMA structure for third sub-period of M2 (1984-2003) 

The Correlogram for the third sub-period of M2, which has been presented in the 

following figure (Figure 7.6), depicts the ACF and PACF at different lags. 
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Figure 7.6: Correlogram of the series for the third sub-period of M2 

Correlograrn of DM2TI 
=======Included observations: 20======== 

Autocorrelation Partial Correlation AC PAC Q-Stat Prob 

0.542 0.542 6.7937 0.009 
2 0.063 -0.326 6.8906 0.032 
3 -0.289 -0.250 9.0520 0.029 
4 -0.200 0.217 10.152 0.038 
5 0 126 0.245 10.619 0.059 
6 0.331 0.014 14.067 0.029 
7 0.152 -0.255 14.846 0.038 
8 -0.093 0.052 15.161 0.056 
9 -0.302 -0.068 18.800 0.027 

10 -0.197 0.017 20.501 0 025 
11 -0.090 -0.237 20.894 0.034 
12 -0.013 -0.076 20.903 0.052 

On the basis of this pictorial presentation of ACF and PACF of M2, the ARIMA 

structure has been identified. The lag structure has been rationalized on the basis of AIC 

and SC. M2 is found to have ARIMA (2, I, 2) model for the period concerned such that 

the model is, 

(7.14) 

Table 7.19: Estimation of ARIMA (2, 1, 2) Model for M2 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 

Constant( a) 0.169381 0.008815 19.21425 0.0000 

AR(l) 1.177409 0.098077 12.00497 0.0000 

AR(2) -1.120551 0.126385 -8.866179 0.0000 

MA(l) -0.507991 0.073687 -6.893883 0.0000 

MA(2) 0.981397 0.070479 13.92463 0.0000 
Akaike info criterion = -4.421542 R.:: = 0.792538 
Schwarz criterion = -4.174217 Adj. R£ = 0.728704 
Durbin-Watson stat = 2.079583 RSS = 0.007266 

The table shows that the ARIMA structure has been estimated appropriately according 

to AIC and SC. The fitted part of this estimation provides the anticipated part of money 

supply. The estimated ARIMA model for M2 (1984-2003) is as follows: 
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m21 = 0.169381+1.177409M2t-t -1.120551 M2t-2 -0.507991€t-t+0.981397€t-2 (7.15) 

(0.008815) (0.098077) (0.126385) (0.073687) (0.070479) 

[19.21425] (12.00497] [-8.866179] [-6.893883} [13.92463} 

On the basis of the estimations of the ARIMA model, anticipated and unanticipated 

parts of money supply for this sub-period have been estimated. The titted part of above 

model presents the anticipated part of M2 while the residual part presents the 

unanticipated part of money supply for this sub-period. The series of anticipated and 

unanticipated parts of M2 for this sub-period are being presented through following table 

(Table 7.20). 

Table 7.20: Actual, Anticipated and Unanticipated Parts ofM2 (1984-2003) 

Sample (adjusted): 1986- 2003 

Year Actual Anticipated Unanticipated 
Ml M1 M1 

1986 0.17757 0.18241 -0.00484 
1987 0.20210 0.19900 0.00310 
1988 0.19927 0.19240 0.00687 
1989 0.19101 0.16747 0.02354 
1990 0.16969 0.15613 0.01356 
1991 0.20435 0.16173 0.04262 
1992 0.18822 0.20186 -0.01364 

.. 1---

1993 0.22139 0.20114 0.02025 
1994 0.16665 0.18583 -0.01918 
1995 0.14504 0.13751 0.00753 
1996 0.11503 0.12113 -0.00610 
1997 0.14638 0.14315 0.00323 

--·-- --
1998 0.21520 0.19558 0.01962 

---~--
1999 0.1~1575 0.24230 -0.04655 
2000 0.17227 

·--~-

0.19199 -0.01972 
·---

2001 0.10905 0.10757 0.00148 
.. 

2002 0.0!)035 0.07500 -0.02465 _j --- ----
2003 0.10746 0.11081 -0 00335 i - __ ___... ____ 

-~ 
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7~15: Output-Money supply (M2) relationship for the third sub-period 

(1984-2003) 

The relationship between output level and anticipated and unanticipated parts of 

money supply (M2) for the third sub-period has been presented through the following 

table (Table 7.21 ). 

Table 7.21: Output- Money supply (M2) relationship for 
the third sub-period* 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Pro b. 
Constant( a) 0.008254 0.023814 0.346605 0.7337 

AntM21 0.213741 0.139898 1.527832 0.1474 

UnantM2t 0.279747 0.286829 0.975311 0.3449 

Aka ike info criterion :- -4.442409 R:t :- 0.168237 
Schwarz criterion :- -4.294014 Adj. RL:- 0.057336 
Durbin-Watson stat:- 2.780245 RSS :- 0.008886 
F- statistic:- 1.516994 Prob.( F- statistic):- 0.251186 
(LlYt =a+ P1AntM21) 

Constant( a) 0.010414 0.023674 0.439883 0.6659 

AntM21 0.201018 0.139076 1.445380 0.1677 

RL :- 0.115491 RSS :- 0.009450 Adj. RL:- 0.060209 
(Ll Yt =a+ P1 UnantM 11} 

Constant( a) 0.043566 0.005972 7.295393 0.0000 

UnantM2t.I 0.238885 0.297248 0.803654 0.4334 

R" :- 0.038800 RSS :- 0.010269 Adj. RL:- -0.021275 . 
(LlYt =a+ PIAntM2t+ P2 UnantM21+ Et) Sample (adjusted):· 1986 2003 

It has been observed from the table that the coefficients for anticipated and 

unanticipated parts of M2 arc not statistically significant even at 10% level of 

significance. Thus both the systematic and surprise parts of money supply failed to exert 

any significant influence on output level over the period 1984-2003. 

These results have further been verified through the estimation of two restricted 

equations. In our estimation-

F* =0.9521 when unanticipated part of money supply was restricted. 

F*=2.2346 when anticipated part of money supply was restricted. 

Critical Value for F (1, 1Sl at 5% level of significance is 4.54. 
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Consequently, both the estimated F-statistic falls short of the critical value of 'F' at 5% 

level of significance. This indicates that both the anticipated and unanticipated parts of 

money supply had no significant effect on the variation in output level over the period 

concerned. Consequently, money supply (M2) was completely 'neutral' over the period. 

7.16: Summary 

The present chapter has been related to the output-money supply relationship in 

. different sub-periods. The ditTerent sub-periods have been identified on the basis of 

stability test and hence the structural breaks of the period of study. The structural breaks 

have been identified using Chow Break-point Test. After identifying the structural 

breaks, the series of real output, M I and M2 of the present study have been divided into 

three sub-periods i.e. 1959-1973, 1974-1983 and 1984-2003. The anticipated and 

unanticipated parts of money supply for each sub-period have been found using ARIMA 

structure. 

The findings of the present study have been presented separately for narrow 

money supply and broad money supply. 

7.13.1 Narrow Money Supply (Ml) 

(i) The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M I for the first sub-period ( 1959-1973) 

have been estimated using ARIMA (I, I, I) structure. Regressing the real output 

level for the first sub-p,~riod ( 1959-1973) with the tirst lag of anticipated and 

unanticipated parts of narrow money supply, the't-statistic' of the coetlicients of 

both anticipated and unanticipated parts arc significant only at 10 ~o level of 
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significance. The 'F-statistic' ofboth cases shows that both parts of money supply 

do not affect the output level in this sub-period at 5 % level of significance. 

(ii) The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M I for the second sub-period 

(1974-1983) have been estimated using ARIMA (2, I, 2) structure. The real output 

level for the second sub-period (llJ74-l983) has been regress~.:d \\ith thl· tirst lag of 

anticipated and unanticipated parts or narrow money supply, the "t-statistic' of the 

coefficients of both anticipated and unanticipated parts are insignificant even at I 0 

% level of significance. The 'F -statistic' of both cases shows that both parts of 

money supply do not affect the output level in this sub-period at 5 % level of 

significance. 

(iii) The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M l for the third sub-period 

(1984-2003) have been estimated using A RIMA (2, I, 2) structure. The real 

output level for the third sub-period (1984-2003) has been regressed with the 

anticipated and unanticipated parts of narrow money supply. The't-statistic' ofthe 

coefficients of both anticipated and unanticipated parts arc insignificant even at 

10% level of significance. The · F-statistic' of both cases shmvs that both parts of 

money supply do not aftcct the output level in this sub-period at ) % (even 

at 1 0%) level of significance. 

7.15.2 Broad Money Supply (M2) 

(i) The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M2 for the first sub-period ( 1959-

1973) have been estimated using A RIMA (2, I, 2) structure. The real output level 
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for this sub-period (1959-1973) has been regressed with the first lag of anticipated 

and unanticipated parts of broad money supply. The't-statistic' of the coefficient 

of the anticipated part is significant at I% level while the coefficient of 

unanticipated part is insignificant even at 10 % level of significance. The 'F

statistic' of hoth cases shows that the anticipated part of money supply has 

affected the real output level in this sub-period at 5 % level of significance while 

the unanticipated part has no significant influence on real output. Similarly the 

real output for this sub-period has also been regressed with anticipated and 

unanticipated parts of money supply for the same period (i.e. no lags). It has 

found from this estimation that the't-statistic' of the coefficient of the anticipated 

part is significant only at I 0% level while the coefficient of unanticipated part is 

significant even at 5 % level of significance. The 'F -statistic' of both cases shows 

that the anticipated part of money supply has not affected the real output level in 

this sub-period at 5 % level of significance but it has affected the real output at 

10% level of significance while the unanticipated part has significant influence on 

real output at 5% level of significance. 

(ii) The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M2 for the second sub-period 

(1974-1983) have been estimated using ARIMA (2, I. 2) structure. The real output 

level for the second sub-period ( 1974-1983) has been regressed with the anticipated 

and unanticipated parts of broad money supply. The't-statistic' of the coefficients of 

both anticipated and unanticipated parts are insignificant even at I 0 % level of 

significance. The 'F-statistic' of both cases shows that both parts of money supply 

do not affect the output level in this sub-period even at I 0 % level of significance. 
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(iii) The anticipated and unanticipated parts of M2 for the third sub-period 

(1984-2003) have been estimated using A RIMA (2, I, 2) structure. The real 

output level for the third sub-period ( 1984-2003) has been regressed with the 

anticipated and unanticipated parts of broad money supply. The't-statistic' of the 

coefficients of both anticipated and unanticipated parts are insignificant even at 

10 % level of significance. The · F-statistic · of both cases shows that both parts of 

money supply do not affect the real output level in this sub-period at 5 % (even 

at10%) level ofsignificance. 

7.13.2 Conclusion: 

The broad conclusion of the present chapter has been summarized as following: 

(i) The real output has been influenced by both money supplies at the initial sub

period (1959-1973) but the effectiveness of broad money supply is 

comparatively higher than narrow money supply. 

(ii) The monetary policy seems more effective to affect real output in the case of 

first lag of anticipated and unanticipated parts of M2 while the 'lnvariance 

Proposition' has been eiTcctive when there is no lag of these parts for this sub

period. Unanticipated part of M2 for the same period is more effective. 

(iii) The real output has not been affected by both money supplies at the second 

and third sub periods. Both parts of money supplies are ineffective to 

influence the real variable in these sub-periods. Neither anticipated part nor 

surprise part has influential role to atTcct real output in these sub-periods. 

******** 
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CHAPTER- VIII 

Summary and Conclusions 

8.1 Summary 

8.1.1 The first chapter of the present study has focused on a brief introduction of the 

basic feature of Nepalese economy. Analyzing the characteristics of Nepalese economy, 

current trend and tendencies of macroeconomic variables of the economy have been 

presented. A glance on global economy for the comparison with Nepalese economy has 

also been mentioned. Objectives of the study, theoretical background of Rational 

Expectation hypothesis and plan ofthe study have also been included in this chapter. 

8.1.2 In the second chapter, Literature Survey for the present work has been presented. 

In this process, the conclusions of several works related to the present study in developed 

and developing economies have been revievved. Revievving those works, it has been 

found that the invariance proposition of Rational Expectations hasn't been applicable in 

all the countries. Even though the policy ineffectiveness theorem has been applied in 

some of the developed economies, this proposition hasn't been applicable in most of the 

developing economies. 

8.1.3 The third chapter has focused on the methodological issues as well as data and 

variables ofthe present study. The introductions of several econometric tools like Testing 

for stationarity, Cointegration test, Vector Error Correction Modeling, Granger Causality 
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Test, Unrestricted vector auto regression modeling, ARIMA structure of the variables and 

Chow Breakpoint Test have been presented. 

8.1.4 The fourth chapter is related to the analysis of the nature of macroeconomic 

variables which are used in the present work. Testing for stationarity of the variables has 

been presented for identifying the nature of variables. For this purpose unit root tests, 

Correlogram of the variables and nature of line graphs have been presented. Testing for 

unit root has been conducted on the basis of Augmented Dickey-Fuller, Phillips-Perron, 

DF-GLS, KPSS, ERS Point optimal and Ng-Perron modified unit root tests. It has been 

found from these tests that all the variables i.e. real output, nominal output, narrow 

money supply (Ml) and broad money supply (M2) are non-stationary at level whereas 

they are stationary at first differences. 

8.1.5 The fifth chapter is related to the cointegration test, vector error correction 

modeling, unrestricted vector auto regression modeling and conventional Granger 

causality test. The cointegration test has been applied with the help of Durbin- Watson 

test, Engle-Granger's method and Johansen's co integration test. The Durbin-Watson test 

(CRDW) has provided the result that there is no cointegration between real output and 

both forms of money supply but the long run relationship has been found between 

nominal output and both money supplies. The Engle-Granger's method of cointegration, 

which is based on the stationarity test of the residual series from the OLS regression 

_equation between two variables, has provided mixed findings from the different cases. 

The ADF unit root test on the residual between real output and money supplies with 

exogenous as constant shows that there is no cointegration between these variables even 
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though there is cointegration between nominal output and both level of money supplies. 

The same unit root test with no exogenous provides the result that there is cointegration 

between the real output and money supplies (M I & M2). The Phillips- Perron unit root 

test on residual with constant as exogenous provides the finding that there Is 

cointegration between real output and narrow money supply (M I) at 5% level of 

significance but there is no cointegration between real output and broad money supply. 

The same unit root test on residual with no exogenous presents the finding that there is 

cointegration between real output and both level money supplies. The residual is 

stationary at I% level for real output and Ml while it is stationary at 5% level for real 

output an~ M2. The Johansen's method of cointegration test is quite different method 

than earlier two methods. It is based on trace statistic and max-eigen statistic. Comparing 

these statistic values with critical values, the finding shows that there is long run 

relationship between real output and both money supplies (M I and M2). 

Vector Error Correction modeling and Conventional Granger Causality test 

provided the result that there is unidirectional causality from money to output. The 

unrestricted vector auto regression (UV AR) modeling has provided the finding that the 

real output has been affected by first lag of both money supplies. The broad money 

supply has also been affected by its own second lag. In the case of nominal output and 

money supplies, the narrow money supply (M I) has been influenced by first lag of 

nominal output and its own second lag at I 0% level of significance. Again nominal 

output has been affected by first lag of broad money supply (M2) at I% level and M2 has 

also been influenced by first lag of nominal output (at 5 %) and its O\Vn second lag (at 

1%). 
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8.1.6 The anticipated and unanticipated parts of both money supplies (M I & M2) 

have been estimated in sixth chapter. These parts have been identified on the basis of 

relevant ARIMA structures. The equation based on OLS method taking real output 

level as dependent variable with anticipated and unanticipated parts of money supply, 

it has been found that the anticipated part of both money supplies has significant role 

to influence the real output level while this level has not been atlected by 

unanticipated part of money supply during the period of study ( 1959-2003 ). 

8.1.7 The seventh chapter has presented the output-money supply relationship in 

different sub-periods. The different sub-periods have been identified on the basis of 

staoility test and hence the structural breaks of the study period. The structural breaks 

have been identified using Chow Breakpoint Test. After identifying the structural 

breaks, the whole series have been divided into three sub-periods i.e. 1959-1973, 

1974-1983 and 1984-2003. The anticipated and unanticipated part of money supply of 

each sub-period has been found using ARIMA modeling. Regressing the real output 

level for the first sub-period ( 1959-1973) separately with the first lag of anticipated 

and unanticipated parts of narrow money supply. th~: t-statistic of the coefficients of 

both anticipated and unanticipated parts are significant only at I 0 % level of 

significance. However, the F-statistic of both cases shows that both parts of money 

supply do not affect the output level in this sub-period at 5 % level of sil!niticance but 

both parts have significant affect on the real output at I 0% level of significance. 

The first lag of anticipated part of broad money supply has significant role 

(at 1 %) to influence the real output level in this sub period while the same lag of 

unanticipated part has no significant influence on real output. The relationship 
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between output level and anticipated as well as unanticipated parts of broad money 

supply with no lags has presented the findings that the anticipated part of money 

supply has affected the output level at 10% level of significance while the 

unanticipated part of money supply has affected the output level at 5% level of 

significance. 

The output level at the second sub-period has not been affected by both parts of 

money supplies (M 1 &M2). The same situation has been applied in the case third sub

period also. Both parts of money supplies (M 1 &M2) have been ineffective to 

influence the real out in this sub-period. 

8.2 Conclusions 

The following inferences can be drawn from the econometric study of the money

output relationship in Nepal. 

8.2.1 First, all the macroeconomic variables have generally been found to suffer from 

non-stationarity or random walk process when they are in level. The regression equations 

based on these variables in such a situation produce spurious relationship between the 

variables. Generally these variables are stationary at the first differences which is also 

called integrated at first differences and denoted by I ( 1 ). The relationship between these 

variables should be based on first differences of these variables. 
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8.2.2 Second, even though the variables are non stationary at level, there may be long 

run relationship between the variables which is also called cointegrating relationship 

between the variables. Though there are several methods to find cointegrating 

relationship between the variables, Johansen's method cointegration test is more 

powerful method than other two methods (i.e. Engle-Granger method and Durbin-Watson 

method) which can express the cointegrating relationship between the variables in a 

better way based on cointegrating vector. This method has explained the cointegrating 

relationship between real output and both money supplies in the present study whereas 

the Engle-Granger method has expressed the cointegrating relationship between these 

variables <?nly in some cases and CROW method has unable to establish such relationship 

between these variables. 

8.2.3 Third, Conventional Granger Causality test, Vector Error Correction modeling 

and unrestricted vector auto regression model concluded that there is unidirectional 

causality from money to income. This means different lags of money supply have 

affected output level significantly but the cfTectiveness of output to influence money 

supply is nominal or insignificant. 

8.2.4 Fourth, the anticipated and unanticipated part of money supply can be estimated 

with the help of A RIMA structures of the variables. Since the predicted part (anticipated 

part) of money supply is more powerful to affect real output for the period of study (i.e. 

1959-2003), it can be concluded that the policy ineffectiveness theorem or which is also 

called 'lnvariance Proposition' of Rational Expectations Hypothesis. propounded by 

Lucas, Sargent and Wallace (also called LSW proposition) has not been applied in 
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Nepalese economy for the long period like other some developing economies. This 

means effective monetary policy can play a vital role to influence real output level for the 

long period. 

8.2.5 Fifth, however, the policy ineffectiveness theorem has not been applied for the 

long period in Nepalese economy; the case of short periods is slightly different. At the 

initial sub-period both parts (i.e. predicted as well as unpredicted parts) of M I have 

significant role to affect real output level at I 0% level of significance. The first lag of 

anticipated part of M2 has significant (l %) role to influence the output level while the 

unanticipated and anticipated parts (with no lags) have significant role to influence the 

real output at 5% and 10% level respectively. This means the effectiveness of M2 is more 

powerful than M l to affect real output either from predicted part or from unpredicted 

part. The second sub period presents the complete different conclusion than the first sub

period, that is, both parts of money supplies (M 1 & M2) have no role to affect output 

level. This mean the monetary policy losses its effectiveness to influence real variables 

and simultaneously the surprise part also losses its effectiveness. The same conclusion 

can be drawn for the third sub-period in the case of etlectiveness of both money supplies. 

8.2.6 Finally, a developing country like Nepal's econom1c prosperity cannot be 

increased only by monetary policies. Though at the initial period of the development 

history of the country it had played a significant role to influence the output level from 

both anticipated and unanticipated parts but in the course of time it started to loss its 

effectiveness either from predicted or from unpredicted part. However, the effectiveness 

of M2 is more powerful than M I; it also cannot be taken as a powerful tool for the 
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development of the country. The Government should adopt other policies like fiscal 

policy effectively along with monetary policies for the economic prosperity of the 

country because the economic activities are not fully monetized in such a country like 

Nepal. In such a situation the effective monetary policy alone can not play a significant 

role for the economic development of the country. 

******* 
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